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This account encompasses the tenth anniversary of the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration and includes space flight 
activities through the pioneering flight of Apollo 8. During this 
decade, we have successfully met many challenges and have 
achieved significant progress in our ability to utilize space for 
practical applications, scientific exploration, and expansion of 
man's frontiers. 
We have subsequently landed astronauts upon the Moon, ex- 
plored its surface, and returned these men to  Earth. This historic 
event was made possible because of the solid foundation of a 
broad range of earlier activities, and through the skill and dedi- 
cation of the many contributors to our space program. 
I am pleased to forward this report t o  the Congress as  part of 
the continuing record of our progress in space. 
THE WHITE HOUSE, 
November 13, 1969. 
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THE PRESIDENT 
  he White House OCTOBER, 3, 1969 
I am pleased to submit to you this Twentieth Semia~nnual 
Report of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
for transmittal to Congress in accordance with section 206(aB 
of the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958. The Report 
covers the period July 1 through December 31, 1968. 
Within this time, the space program marked its tenth anni- 
versary. How far  we have come since October 1958 is revealed 
by a comparison : NASA's First Semiannual Report highlighted 
the launching of three Pioneer space probes, the largest weighing 
39 pounds and traveling about 70,000 miles into space. The 
Twentieth features the manned Apollo flights-precise exercises 
in orbiting the Earth (Apollo 7) and the Moon (Apollo 8) by 
three-man crews in spacecraft weighing about 13,000 pounds at 
launch. These flights, and the more recent flights of Apollo 9, 
Apollo 10, and Apollo 11 which tested the Lunar Module in earth 
orbit, next in lunar orbit, and then in landing on the moon, are 
accomplishments of which the Nation can be justifiably proud. 
We can also view with considerable satisfaction what we have 
achieved with our scientific and applications satellites during this 
period. The record number of satellites launched included an 
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory which is giving us a new 
view of the universe, a Radio Astronomy Explorer, a Pioneer 
spacecraft placed in a solar orbit, and a pair of Explolrers launched 
together. The two ESSA spacecraft, launched for the Environ- 
mental Science Services Administration, laid the foundation for 
an operational weather satellite network, and INTEESAT III, 
launched for the Communications Satellite Corporation, is a large- 
capacity communications satellite designed to last five years. 
In aeronautics research, satisfying results were achieved in the 
search for practical methods of dissipating warm fog---a frequent 
cause of airport delays and flight cancellations. Studies of jet air- 
craft noise pointed to several ways of alleviating this problem, 
and work on V/STOL aircraft moved ahead as  various engine 
problems, aircraft configurations, and instrument displays were 
investigated. NASA also contributed to the national supersonic 
transport program by assigning personnel to help evaluate the 
proposed design, by conducting certain wind tunnel tests, and by 
using the XB-70 to collect related data. 
These and the other activities described in the following pages 
are firm evidence that we are progressing in an  orderly manner 
toward our goal of a manned lunar landing and return within 
this decade. They also show that we are committed to maintain- 
ing a strong, well balanced program in space and aeronautics 
which will enable the Nation to advance effectively in each of the 
areas of space endeavor during the next decade. 
Respectfully yours, 
T. 0. PAINE, 
Administrator. 
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SELECTED HIGHLIGHTS 
1958 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration became 
an officially operating agency of the U.S. Government on October 1. 
* * 
October-Factory rollout of the X-15 No. 1 research airplane, 
* * 
October-NASA initiated the Nation's first manned space flight 
project-Project Mercury. 
* 1; 
October 11-NASA launched its first spacecraft, Pioneer I, a 
deep space probe which reached an altitude of over 70,000 miles. 
It  sent back radiation, magnetic field, and micrometeoroid data 
during its 43-hour lifetime. 
* * 
1.959 
In January, selection of the first astronauts bega.n. In April, the 
seven men chosen reported to the Space Task Group, Langley, Va. 
Those selected were Alan B. Shepard, Jr. and Walter M. Schirra, 
Jr., Navy lieutenant commanders; M. Scott Carpenter, a Navy 
Lieutenant; John H. Glenn, Jr., a Marine lieutenant colonel; and 
Virgil I. Grissom, L. Gordon Cooper, Jr., and Donald K. Slaytons 
Air Force captains. 
* * 
June-First flight of an X-15 aircraft. 
* * 
August-Explorer VI, the "paddle wheel" satellite was launched 
and transmitted the first TV pictures from space. 
* * 
September-A boilerplate Mercury capsule was swecessfuPBy 
tested in a suborbital flight. 
* * 
1960 
April-TIROS I meteorological satellite orbited, Supplied the 
first global cloud cover pictures. 
* * 
3 
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August-Echo I, a 100-foot balloon, was placed in orbit and 
inflated to become a passive communications satellite. It proved 
that radio microwaves reflected from a man-made satellite could 
be used for c~mmunications between widely separated areas on 
earth. 
* * 
1961 
May-Astronaut Shepard made the first manned suborbital 
flight in the Mercury capsule. Duration-15 minutes. 
* * 
May-President John F. Kennedy proposed a National goal of 
Sanding a man on the moon and returning him safely to earth 
before this decade is out. Congress endorsed the President's 
proposal. 
* * 
July-The second successful suborbital flight in Project Mer- 
cury was made by Astronaut Grissom. Duration: 15 minutes. 
* * 
February-John Glenn made a three-orbit flight in the Mer- 
cury spacecraft Friendship 7-the first U.S. manned orbital 
flight. 
* * 
April-Ariel I, the first international satellite, was launched 
for the United Kingdom. Purpose: to investigate solar effects 
in the ionosphere. 
* * 
May-Astronaut Carpenter completed three orbits in the Proj- 
ect Mercury spacecraft, Aurora 7. The flight lasted 4 hours, 56 
minutes, 
* * 
July-Telstar I, the first privately built (American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company) satellite launched by NASA, relayed 
the first telecast from Europe to the U.S. 
* * 
August-Marineer I1 was launched on a trajectory to the planet 
Venus and passed within 21,000 miles of the planet in December, 
reporting a surface temperature of about 800°F. 
* * 
Sepkmberr--NASA launched the Canadian geophysical satellite 
Alouette 1 to i~nvestigate electronic densities in the ionosphere. 
Second international satellite. 
* * 
October-Prolject Mercury spacecraft, Sigma 7, manned by 
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astronaut Schirra, completed a six-orbit mission lastang 9 hours 
13 minutes. 
* * 
December-The Relay I active communications satellite was 
launched into a low orbit to test its ability to transmit wideband 
TV and telephone signals. It successfully transmieked sigl~als 
between the U.S. and European countries. 
* * 
May-Astronaut Cooper completed 22 orbits in the Mercury 
spacecraft, Faith 7. The flight lasted 34 hours 20 minutes. The 
spacecraft was manually controlled during the 'last few orbits 
and retrofire was also manual. 
* * 
July-Syncom I1 became the first operational. satellite in a 
synchronous orbit. I t  demonstrated that a communications satel- 
lite can be controlled in a synchronous orbit and maneuvered to 
a preselected station. 
* * 
December-TIROS VIII, a meteorological satellite, carried auto- 
matic picture transmission equipment enabling inexpensive ground 
stations to read out in real time local cloud pictures for  weather 
forecasting. 
* * 
January-Echo 11, a large rigid reflecting sphere, was launched 
for use as a passive communications satellite. 
* * 
March-Ariel 11, the third international satellite, was launched 
by NASA for the United Kingdom. It transmitted data on radio 
frequency radiation from space, on ozone in the ionosphere, and 
on micrometeoroids. 
* * 
July-Ranger VII was launched on a lunar trajectory and sue- 
cessfully accomplished its mission by transmitting over 4,000 TV 
pictures of the lunar surface in the 17 minutes before impact. 
* * 
August--Syncom 111 was launched into a tru~ly synchronous 
(stationary) orbit. I t  has been used experimentally and opera- 
tionally, relaying TV coverage of the 1964 Olympic games from 
Japan to the U.S. 
* * 
August-Nimbus I, a sophisticated meteorological satellite 
launched into a near polar orbit, carried a system which kept 
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its sensors pointed toward the earth a t  all times. I t  sent back 
"che  first night time cloud cover data. 
8 * 
November-Mariner IV was launched on an interplanetary ex- 
ploration mission, including a Mars fly-by. On the way, i t  trans- 
mitted data on the interplanetary environment. It passed within 
about 6,000 miles of Mars, sending back 22 remarkably clear TV 
pictures of the surface of the planet. 
* * 
December-A NASA-trained Italian team launched San Marco I, 
an Italian designed atmospheric physics satellite. 
* * 
January-TIROS IX, the first of this series in the "cartwheel7' 
configuration, was launched into an elliptical orbit. This meteor- 
o1ogical satellite provided global daylight cloud cover data once 
a day. 
* * 
Nareh-Ranger IX, the final mission of this series, landed on 
the moon less than 3 miles from its target area. It sent back 
over 5,800 high resolution pictures of the lunar surface. Live 
pictures of the surface of the moon were televised to home viewers 
as the spacecraft approached the moon. 
* * 
N a r c L T h e  Nation's first two-man mission, Gemini 111, was 
a 3-orbit flight lasting 4 hours 53 minutes. Astronauts Grissom 
and John W. Young flew the first manned mission in the second 
phase of the manned space program. 
* * 
April-NASA, launched Early Bird I (INTELSTAT I )  for the 
Communications Satellite Corporation, the first commercial com- 
munications satellite linking countries across the Atlantic. 
* * 
June-Gemini IV, June 3-7, was the Nation's longest manned 
flight to date. Astronauts James A. McDivitt and Edward H. 
White completed 62 orbits, lasting 97 hours 56 minutes. Astro- 
naut White carried out a 22-minute space walk in the first extra- 
vehicular activity by U.S. spacemen. 
* * 
August-Gemini V, manned by Astronauts Cooper and Charles 
Conrad, Jr., remained in orbit for 8 days, demonstrating the 
physiological feasibility of the lunar mission. 
* * 
December-Gemini VII, crewed by Astronauts Frank Borman 
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and James A. Lovell, Jr., travelled over 5 million miles in 330 
hours, 35 minutes (Dec. 4-18), and served as target for rendevous 
with Gemini VI-A (Dec. 15-16) manned by Astronauts Schirra 
and Thomas P. Stafford. The two spacecraft accomplished the 
first successful rendezvous when Gemini VI-A maneuvered to 
within 120 feet of Gemini VII;  station keeping was ma-inhined 
for over 5 hours a t  distances varying from 1 foot t o  300 feet. 
* * 
February-The ESSA I and ESSA I1 meteorologicai satellites 
were launched to open the national operational weather satellite 
system. The two craft transmit hundreds of pictures daily which 
are received by local Automatic Picture Transmission stations. 
* * 
March-Gemini VIII, manned by Astronauts Neil A. Armstrong 
and David R. Scott, completed the second rendezvous and the first 
docking of the manned space flight program. Landing was the 
first in the Pacific. 
* * 
May-Nimbus 11, the most sophisticated, completely instru- 
mented weather satellite up to this time, was placed in a near 
polar orbit. I t  provided a vast amount of data for accurate 
weather forecasting. 
* * 
May-Surveyor I achieved a soft lunar landing on this first 
engineering test flight. The craft transmitted thousands of high- 
resolution television pictures of the lunar surface and of parts 
of the spacecraft. 
* * 
June-Gemini IX-A, with Astronauts Stafford and Eugene A. 
Cernan aboard, made rendezvous with an unmanned target ve- 
hicle three times, but did not dock. During the 72-hour flight, 
Astronaut Cernan carried out 2 hours and 5 minutes of extra- 
vehicular activity. 
* * 
June-PAGEOS I, a 100-foot, plastic sphere was placed in a 
2,600-mile polar orbit for use in precision mapping of the earth's 
surface. The non-instrumented satellite reflects sunlight and is 
photographed as an orbiting point of light by ground sbtions 
around the world. 
* * 
July-Gemini X, manned by Astronauts Young and Michael 
Collins, was another rendezvous mission. During the near-71- 
hour flight, the astronauts made a dual rendezvous, maneuvered 
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the docked spacecraft, carried on extravehicular activity, and re- 
trieved a micrometeoroid experiment from the Gemini VIII tar- 
get vehicle, 
* * 
August-L~lnar Orbiter I was placed in a close orbit of the 
moon and sent back pictures of potential landing sites for Apollo. 
It also took pictures of the earth from the vicinity of the moon. 
* * 
September-Gemini XI (Astronauts Conrad and Richard F. 
Gordon, Jr.) made rendezvous and docked with the target vehicle 
during its first revolution. Astronaut Gordon completed almost 
three hours of extravehicular activity, the docked spacecraft were 
propelled to an 853-mile altitude, and the tethered spacecraft were 
undoeked and rotated. The flight ended in the first computer con- 
trolled reentry. 
* * 
November-Lunar Orbiter I1 photographed additional landing 
sites for the Apollo mission as well as areas on the far  side of the 
moon not covered by the first Orbiter. 
* * 
November-Gemini XII, the final mission of the series, was 
manned by Astronauts Love11 and Edwin E. Aldrin, Jr. Primary 
mission objectives-rendezvous and docking and extravehicular 
activity evaluation-were accomplished. Aldrin spent over 5 
hours in EVA; including this flight, LoveU logged a total of 
over 425 hours in space. 
* * 
December-ATS-1 was placed in a synchronous circular equa- 
torial orbit a t  an altitude of about 22,000 miles. Its spin-scan 
cPoud camera photographs almost the entire disc of the earth, 
providing views of a large area for use in studying weather 
systems. 
* * 
1967 
February-Lunar Orbiter I11 obtained additional photographs 
of landing sites for Surveyor spacecraft and Apollo astronauts. 
It also transmitted data on meteoroid flux, high energy radiation 
near the moon, and the moon's gravitational field. 
* * 
April-Surveyor 111 made a soft landing on the moon and trans- 
mitted over 6,300 pictures (some in color) during a l bday  period. 
A surface sampler dug a 6-inch trench and otherwise manipulated 
the soil. Data from it and strain gages enabled the surface bear- 
ing stren&h to be calculated a t  3 to 8 pounds per square inch. 
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May-Lunar Orbiter IV provided detailed pictures of 99 per- 
cent of the front surface of the moon as well as photographs of 
its hidden side. 
* * 
June-Mariner V was launched on a mission to Venus, which 
it encountered in October, approaching within 2,600 miles sf the 
surface. It sent back valuable data on the Venusian atmosphere 
and on the interplanetary environment during increasing solar 
activity. 
* * 
August-Lunar Orbiter V, the last in this series of spacecraft, 
provided detailed photographic coverage of 36 sites 0-6 scientific 
interest and 5 Apollo sites. I t  also sent back a full view of the 
earth, as well as scientific data. 
* * 
September-Surveyor V landed on the moon in the Sea of 
Tranquillity, then sent back over 18,000 photographs. It also 
made an analysis of the chemical composition of the surface, 
finding it to be basaltic in character. 
* * 
November-Surveyor VI landed in the Central Bay area of the 
moon. I t  transmited many thousands of pictures of the surface, 
photographed stars and the planets Jupiter and Earth, and con- 
firmed the basaltic character of the lunar soil. I t  also moved to  
a new location on command from the Earth. 
* * 
November-Apollo TV was the first unmanned test of the 
Apollo-Saturn V space vehicle under the "all-up" concept. The 
8?I2-hour earth orbital mission tested the launch vehicle, the 
spacecraft, and the ground support and control facilities. 
* * 
1968 
January-Surveyor VII, last in the series of soft lunar landers, 
sent TV pictures, collected data on the chemical composition of 
the lunar soil, photographed the earth, and carried out star 
surveys. 
* * 
January-Apollo V, a lunar module development mission, verb 
fied the propulsion system of the lunar module aseent and descent 
stages, including the ability to restart in space. I t  was the first 
flight of the lunar module. 
* * 
April-Apollo VI was the second mission in the launch vehicle 
and spacecraft development flight phase. The flight, which lasted 
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about 9 hours, attained all but one (restart of S-IVB in orbit) 
of its primary objectives. 
* * 
July-Explorer XXXVIII, the Radio Astronomy Explorer, car- 
ried highly advanced instruments into a nearly circular orbit 
at an al"iitude of about 3,600 miles. The spacecraft, with X-shaped 
antenna arms extending a total of 1,500 feet, is studying low 
frequency radio signals, radiation from the sun, and the plasma. 
* * 
Oc"cc\br-Apollo VII was the first manned Apollo flight. Astro- 
nauts Schirra, Donn F. Eisele, and Walter Cunningham spent 
eleven days in earth orbit, made seven live telecasts, conducted 
a simulated docking exercise, and used the serpice propulsion 
system to  carry out 8 planned maneuvers. 
* * 
October-Final research flight of an X-15 aircraft. 
* * 
December-Apollo VIII, the first manned Saturn V flight, car- 
ried Astronauts Borman, Lovell, and William A. Anders on man's 
first lunar orbit mission. During 10 revolutions around the moon, 
the astronauts took photographs, sent TV pictures back to earth, 
and observed landing site/landmarks. The flight lasted 147 hours. 
* * 
December-The X-15 flight program was terminated. During 
the nine-year flight program, the three X-15 aircraft made a 
total of 199 flights, attaining a maximum speed of 4,520 mph 
and am al"citude of 354,200 feet. 
* * 
ACCO M ENTS 

MANNED 
\SPACE 
FLIGHT 
Significant achievements in Manned Space Flight during the 
period reached a climax in December with man's first flight to  
the vicinity of the moon. The three Apollo 8 astronauts completed 
10 revolutions a t  a distance of less than 70 miles above the lunar 
surface before beginning their 233,000-mile return trip to earth. 
The Apollo 8 mission also marked the first manned. flight of the 
Saturn V launch vehicle. 
APOLLO PROGRAM 
NASA moved two significant steps closer to the immediate 
Apollo Program objective of a manned lunar landing in this 
decade. These steps-the Apollo 7 and Apollo 8 missions-also en- 
hanced the nation's capability for the manned exploration of 
space. 
The Apollo 7 earth orbital flight, October 11-22, marked a 
smooth transition into the manned phase of the Apollo Program. 
The government/industry team demonstrated its management and 
technical maturity for this flight by holding to the exact planned 
launch date established three months before. This was the first 
manned Apollo flight; the first flight of the Block I1 ApoHo Spaee- 
craft; the first flight use of the Apollo space suits; the first flight 
13 
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with full crew support equipment; and the first U.S. live telecast 
of man's activities in space. 
Following the Apollo 7 mission, characterized as an outstand- 
ing success, NASA decided to fly Apollo 8 as a manned lunar 
orbit mission on the basis of an exhaustive review of all Apollo 
6 and 7 technical and operational factors. In  making the decision, 
consideration was also given to the contribution that such a 
lunar orbital mission could make to NASA's ability to carry out 
the manned lunar landing in 1969. The mission plan was that 
Apollo 8 wou~ld be open-ended, providing a number of possible 
abort and alternate mission options. 
In the Apollo 8 flight, December 21-27, man escaped the confines 
of his planet for the first time. He flew to another body in the 
solar system ((the moon), orbited it, and returned safely to earth. 
There were also a number of other significant firsts: the first 
manned Saturn V flight; the first manned flight to the lunar 
vicinity; and the first space flight in which man escaped earth's 
gravity. This flight also achieved the deepest penetration of space 
by a manned spacecraft and the highest velocity attained by 
man-36,221 feet per second. The flight showed that the space- 
craft could function and support man in the hostile environment 
of space 233,000 miles from earth; it demonstrated the accuracy 
of the guidance and navigation systems; it verified the ability of 
the spacecraft to maneuver and change course; and it confirmed 
the ability of the spacecraft's heat shield and structure to with- 
stand the forces and heat a t  the high speed of earth re-entry 
f r o m  lunar distance. (Fig 1-1) 
NASA must accomplish two more major flight development 
phases in the mainline Apollo Flight Mission Sequence before un- 
dertaking the lunar landing mission: the command/service mod- 
ule-lunar module (CISM-LM) Operations phase, and the Lunar 
Mission Development phase. The former is expected to demon- 
strate LM systems capability and CSM-LM operations in a near 
earth orbit. I t  must test all primary and many backup LM sub- 
systems in actual flight, demonstrate the Apollo rendezvous capa- 
bility, and show that the support facilities can function reliably 
and accurately during a mission using the entire Apollo space 
vehicle. The Lunar Mission Development flight phase will carry 
out o r  simulate all portions of the lunar landing mission except 
the actual landing. 
Apolfo 9 is scheduled as a CSM-LM Operations mission, and 
Apollo 10 as a Lunar Mission Development flight. Following these 
Wights, the first lunar landing mission will demonstrate the lunar 
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Figure '1-1. Earth, as seen from Apollo 8. 
landing capability (with some deployment of experiments), and 
the second lunar landing mission will begin to exploit that capa- 
bility, including deployment of the Apollo Lunar Surface Experi- 
ment Package. 
Apollo 7 Mission 
The Apollo 7 space vehicle was launched from the Kennedy Space 
Center (KSC), a t  11:02:45 a.m. EDT on October 11, carrying 
astronauts Walter M. Schirra, Donn F. Eisele, and Walter Cun- 
ningham. Following a normal boost phase, the spaeeeraf&/S-IVB 
combination was inserted into a 140 by 176 mile orbit. Before 
the CSM separated from the S-IVB, the crew manually controllied 
the combination. After separation, the crew conducted a transposi- 
tion and simulated docking exercise. (Fig. 1-2) 
After completing these exercises, the crew used the readion eon- 
trol system (RCS) to perform two phasing maneuvers for ren- 
dezvous. They performed the first service propulsion manuever to  
begin the rendezvous sequence over Carnarvon, Au~stralia, during 
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Figure 1-2. Liftoff of Apollo 7. 
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the 17th revolution and the second maneuver one revolution later 
to establish the necessary catch-up rate. They replorted station- 
keeping with the S-IVB at 3:00:00 hours, ground elapsed time 
(GET). A final separation maneuver from the S-IVB was per- 
formed during the 19th revolution. 
During the 10.8-day flight, the crew used the Service PropuTsian 
System (SPS) to conduct eight planned maneuvers. A11 major test 
objectives were achieved. Almost without exception, spacecraft 
systems operated as intended. Temperatures remained within ac- 
ceptable limits and behaved essentially as predicted, although 
fuel cell No. 2 condensor exit temperature ran higher than 
predicted. 
Communications quality was good, and live television was 
transmitted to ground stations on seven occasions. A test of the 
rendezvous radar system was completed in support of later flights 
with the lunar module. Manual operation of the spacecraft by the 
crew was good. Even though they were somewhat hampered by 
head colds and congestion, the astronauts satisfactorily per- 
formed all flight plan functions and photographic experiments. 
The deorbit maneuver (eighth service propulsion maneuver) 
occurred during the 163rd revolution over Hawaii 10 days and 
19 hours after lift-off. The Command Module (CM) splashed down 
approximately 30 minutes Iater in the Atlantic Ocean southeast of 
Bermuda, landing within one mile of the guidance system target 
point. The crew was picked up by helicopter, and both the spaee- 
craft and crew were taken aboard the prime recovery ship, the 
USS Essex. 
Launch Vehicle.-Engineering evaluation of the launch vehicle 
performance indicated that it achieved aU primary and seeond- 
ary mission objectives and that no significant anomalies occurred, 
All launch vehicle ground support equipment (GSE) performed 
satisfactorily, and both propulsive stages and the instrument 
unit (IU) performed well within expected tolerances. 
Spacecraft.-The Apollo spacecraft performed without major 
anomalies, and the few minor discrepancies did not adversely 
affect mission performance. (Fig. 1-3) 
Structures.-Structural loads were within predicted values for 
all phases of flight. The peak ground winds just before lift-off 
were within 1 knot of the structural limit; however, the meas- 
ured launch vehicle strain data indicated that only 50 percent sf 
the limit loads were encountered. 
Propulsion.-The spacecraft propulsion systems operated as 
planned. The eight firings of the large 20,000 Ib.-thrust XPS 
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Figure 1-3. Apollo 7 spacecraft being brought aboard USS fssex. 
engine and the many firings of the 100 Ib.-thrust RCS engine 
were satisfactory in all respects. 
Guidance and Control.-Guidance and control system perforrn- 
ance was satisfactory throughout the mission. The inertial meas- 
urement unit was aligned optically, and backup alignment rneth- 
ods were demonstrated for it and for the stabilization and control 
system attitude reference. Data were obtained on star visibility, 
landmark tracking, star/horizon sightings, and optics utilization, 
The guidance and navigation system, using optical tracking 
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data, supported the rendezvous with the S-IVB. All significant 
attitude control modes in both the prime and the backup system 
were tested and performed satisfactorily. Thrust vector control 
of the service propulsion engine was demonstrated, using both 
the guidance and navigation and the stabilization and control 
systems. The mid-maneuver manual takeover techniques were also 
successfully demonstrated. 
Electrical Power System.-The electrical power system main- 
tained the AC and DC voltages within nominal limits except for 
two AC bus 1 failure indications and one AC bus I and 2 failure 
indication reported by the crew early in the mission. The onboard 
meter verified the loss of voltage, and the voltage was restored 
to normal by resetting the AC bus sensors. The failures occurred 
when the cryogenic oxygen tank fans and heaters simultaneous2g 
cycled ofjc in the automatic mode. An AC bus can be automatically 
disconnected by an overvoltage being detected by the A@ over- 
load sensing unit. After a procedural change was made to prevent 
the fans in both tanks from cycling simultaneously, the problem 
did not recur for the remaining 200 hours of flight. After analyz- 
ing the problem, program officials decided not to make a hardware 
change but to revise procedures for future missions. 
Fuel Cells.-All power requirements imposed on the three fuel 
cells were satisfied. Before the fifth service propulsion maneuver, 
the condenser exit temperature of fuel cell 2 increased from 160" 
to 180°F (nominal is from 155" to 165°F). The electrical load 
was removed from this fuel cell for approximately 54 minutes, 
permitting it to cool. Subsequently, it performed satisfactorily 
during the maneuver. Four days later, the electrical load was 
again removed from fuel cell 2 for a short time as a precautionary 
measure to make certain that it performed properly during the 
deorbit maneuver. (Fig 1-4) 
Batteries.-The voltage and current delivered by the entry 
batteries and pyrotechnic batteries were within the range of 
normal battery performance throughout the mission. However, 
the charge rates on batteries A and B were much lower than ex- 
pected. Ground tests performed during and after the flight showed 
that two factors contributed to this condition: line impedance 
between the battery and charger, and the particular character- 
istics of the battery and charger system under the Plighkeondi- 
tions. When the CM separated from the service module (SM), 
the main bus voltage unexpectedly dropped to approximately 
25.0 volts but then gradually increased to a normal level before 
blackout. 
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Figure 1-4. Power pock for Apollo fuel cell. 
Gomrrzunications.-The communications system (voice, telem- 
etry, earth-to-spacecraft link, television, and tracking) satisfac- 
.%only supported the mission. The VHF and S-band voice links 
provided good communications. Astronauts operated the onboard 
television equipment on seven occasions with good picture qual- 
ity. Overall telemetry performance was satisfactory. A test of the 
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rendezvous radar transponder was successful, and approximately 
47 seconds of data were obtained. The ground radar acquired and 
locked on the spacecraft transponder a t  a range of 448 miles 
and tracked to a range of 477 miles. This was thle first in-flight 
verification of the capability of the LM rendezvous radar to  lock 
on and track the CSM. (Fig. 1-5) 
Environmental Control System.-The environmental control 
system (ECS) performed satisfactorily. During pre-launch opera- 
tions, the cabin was purged to an atmosphere of 60 percent 
oxygen and 40 percent nitrogen. The crew was isolated from the 
cabin by the suit circuit, which contained 100 plercent oxygen. 
Shortly after liftoff, the cabin atmosphere was gradually en- 
riched to pure oxygen a t  a pressure of 5.9 psi. Cabin leakage was 
estimated to have been 0.1 lb/hr, as expected. 
Earth Landing System.-The Earth Landing System (ELS) also 
performed satisfactorily. The crew reported that all parachutes 
disreefed and deployed properly. After landing, the spacecraft as- 
sumed a stable I1 (apex-down) attitude for 8 minutes, at which 
time the uprighting system was activated; 41/iL minutes later, 
Figure 1-5. Television Camera used aboard Apolb 7. 
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the spacecraft returned to the stable I (apex-up) attitude. Opera- 
tion of the recovery aids was interrupted while the spacecraft 
was in the stable I1 attitude. Communications were reestablished, 
and the flashing light was activated after the spacecraft was up- 
righted. 
Crew Provisions.-Crew equipment operated satisfactorily with 
the exception of the biomedical instrumentation and the water 
metering dispenser. In the former, a wire was broken a t  the 
eonneelor to tlhe EKG signal conditioner on each of two har- 
nesses. In addition, the pin connectors to the sensors periodically 
became disconnected. In the water metering dispenser, the AC- 
DG converter on the command module pilot was reported to have 
beeome warm. As a precautionary measure, the harnesses were 
disconnected from all three crewmen. Another problem was that 
the triggering device for the dispenser became increasingly dif- 
ficult to operate as the mission progressed. A material change in 
an 0 ring in the dispenser was subsequently made to prevent 
recurrence on future missions. 
Crew Performance.-Crew performance was satisfactory even 
though all three crewmen had head colds and congestion. The 
mission kvas conducted essentially according to the flight plan, 
with the only significant change the rescheduling of the third 
service propulsion maneuver from the 58th to the 48th revolu- 
tion. Because they had head colds and congestion, the astronauts 
elected to reenter with suits on and helmets off and stowed. 
Synoptic Terrain Photography and Synoptic Weather Photogra- 
phy experiments were included on this mission. Most of the 
terrain photography was performed, and out of 27 phenomena of 
meteorological interest, a t  least 7 were photographed. The most 
successful was photography of tropical storms. Three storms were 
in view of the spacecraft, two of them of hurricane intensity. 
Launch Complex.-No major problems with the launch com- 
pBex occurred during the countdown, Ground systems perform- 
ance was as expected, and launch damage to the pad was light. 
ApoBBo 8 Mission 
Apoiilo 8 was launched from KSC a t  07:51:00 EST on Decem- 
ber 21, The crew members were astronauts Frank Borman, James 
A. kovell, Jr., and William A. Anders. Following a normal boost 
phase, the spacecraft CSM/S-IVB combination was inserted 
inah a, parking orbit of 113 by 118 miles. Following a post- 
insertion checkout of spacecraft systems, the translunar injec- 
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Figure 1-6. Lift-off of Apollo 8. 
tion maneuver was initiated 2 hours and 50 minutes after launch 
by reigniting the S-IVB engine for a five-minute burn. (Fig. 1-6) 
The: spacecraft separated from the S-IVB about 3 hours and 
21 minutes after launch, with separation maneuvers being per- 
formed by the Service Module RCS. The first mid-course correc- 
tion was made approximately eleven hours into the mission. The 
translunar coast phase was devoted to navigation sightings, two 
television transmissions, and various systems checks. The second 
midcourse correction was made a t  about 61 hours GET. 
The 246.5-second duration lunar orbit insertion maneuver was 
performed a t  approximately 69 hours GET; the initial lunar orbit 
was about 193 by 69 miles. About 4yz hours later, the astronauts 
conducted a maneuver to circularize the orbit. The coast phase 
between maneuvers was devoted to orbit navigation and ground 
track determination. The astronauts completed ten revolutions 
during the 20 hours, 11 minutes they spent in lunar orbit. 
The lunar orbit coast phase involved numerous landing-site/ 
Bandmark sightings, lunar photography, two televisions transmis- 
sions, and preparation for transearth injection. The transearth, 
injection maneuver, 203 seconds in duration, was condu~ted~ak 
about 90 hours into the mission, using the Service Propulsion 
System. 
During both translunar and transearth coast phases, passive 
thermal. control maneuvers of about one revolution per hour were 
effected when possible to keep the spacecraft temperatures within 
safe limits. During the transearth coast period the astronauts 
made a number of star/horizon navigation sightings, using both 
the earth and moon horizons. They also made two additional 
television transmissions. 
CM/SM separation occurred a t  146:29 :00 GET, and the space- 
craft reached the entry altitude (400,000 feet) about 17 minutes 
later, Following normal deployment of all parachutes, the space- 
craft Banded safely in the Pacific Ocean, and i t  and the crew were 
recovered by the USS Yorktown. The total flight duration was 
146 hours 59 minutes 49 seconds. 
Almost without exception, spacecraft systems operated as  in- 
tended, and the crew satisfactorily performed all flight-plan 
functions and achieved all photographic objectives. 
Launch VeLeie1e.-Early engineering evaluation of the Saturn 
V (SA-503) launch vehicIe (Fig 1-7) indicated that all test 
and mission objectives were met and that all systems and sub- 
systems apparently performed normally. Engineers were continu- 
ing to evaluate data to determine detailed performance. The S-IC 
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Figure 1-7. Roll-out of Saturn 503 from VAB. 
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pogo suppression system performed as expected and indications 
are that no pogo effects occurred. 
While the overall propulsion system performed about as ex- 
pected, near the end of S-I1 stage burn certain oscillations in 
engine number 5 were noted. Oscillations were also noted in 
liquid hydrogen pump inlet pressures on the other four engines 
even though no chamber pressure oscillations were evident. These 
anomalies are being studied, and a ground test program is under 
way. 
3pacee~afC.--Spacecraft structural and mechanical systems per- 
formed satisfactorily except that the spacecraft windows fogged. 
The hatch (center) window was completely fogged after about 
6 hours. The t.wo side windows were also fogged but to a lesser 
degree. The rendezvous windows remained usable throughout the 
flight. This fogging was consistent with what was expected as 
a result of the Apollo 7 analysis of window fogging on the inner 
surface of the outer heat-shield pane. The fogging results from 
vaporized oil given off by the compound which seals insulation 
around the window area. A cure has been developed and will be 
used on all windows of Apollo 9 and subsequent spacecraft. 
Tempers~ture measurements indicated that both passive and 
active thermal control elements performed satisfactorily. Pas- 
sive thermal control during the translunar and transearth coast 
periods stabilized spacecraft propellant temperatures within the 
expected normal range. Tank temperatures were maintained with- 
in safe limits by varying spacecraft orientation. All temperatures 
were within predicted limits during lunar orbit operations. 
Commu;vlicadions.-The overall performance of the spacecraft- 
to-netvvork communication system was satisfactory. Communica- 
tions systems management, including antenna switching during 
the mission, was very good, 
The data quality of both high- and low-bit-rate telemetry 
was good. High-bit-rate telemetry was received through the 85- 
foot antennas a t  slant ranges of up to 184,000 miles while the 
spacecraft was transmitting on omni antennas. The voice quality, 
both norma] and backup, was excellent throughout the mission. 
The Manned Space Flight Network (MSFN) sites reported re- 
ceipt of good-quality telemetry data during data storage equip- 
ment dumps. 
Gommunieaitions were satisfactory during entry until black- 
(put. Air-to-ground voice contact was re-established a t  approxi- 
matejy 946 :5% GET through the Apollo Range Instrumentation Air- 
craft. The USS Yorktown established voice contact during para- 
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Figure 1-8. Photo of lunar surface, using long focal-length lens. 
chute descent. Post-landing void communications were momen- 
tarily interrupted when the spacecraft was in an apex-down 
flotation altitude; they were resumed when the spacecraft was 
turned right side up. 
Six television transmissions were made during the Wight. For 
the first telecast, the 100 mm telephoto lens was used do view the 
earth. Because of camera motion and the higher than expected 
light intensity of the earth, the pictures were of poor quality. 
On later telecasts of the earth, the telephoto lens was used with 
a red filter and was satisfactory. Excellent views of the lunar 
surface were taken in lunar orbit using the 9 mrn extra-wide- 
angle lens and suitable filters. (Fig. 1-8) 
Guidance and Control.-Performance of the guidance and eon- 
trol system was extraordinary. All monitoring functions and navi- 
gation comparisons required during ascent, earth orbit, and 
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translunar injection were nearly perfect. Platform alignments 
were performeld during all coast phases with excellent results. 
Onboard midcourse navigation techniques were thoroughly ex- 
ercised. Star/horizon measurements were made during translunar 
and transearth coast, with very close agreement with ground 
tracking. Entry guidance and navigation were excellent. 
Service Propulsion System.-The astronauts used the SPS to 
carry out four maneuvers; the longest of these was the 246.5 
second lunar orbit insertion maneuver. A momentary drop in cham- 
ber pressure early in the first service propulsion maneuver was 
attributed to the presence of a small helium bubble in the oxi- 
dizer feed line. This bubble is thought to have resulted from an 
inadequate engine-oxidizer bleed during preflight servicing. The 
chamber pressure was satisfactory throughout the remainder of 
the burn and for the three subsequent maneuvers. 
Envi~onmental Control System.-This system performed 
satisfactorily. 'The radiators effectively rejected the spacecraft 
heat loads during the translunar and transearth coasts main- 
taining water/glycol temperatures below the evaporator turn- 
on level. Evaporator dryout occurred several times but did not 
impose any restraints on the mission. The primary evaporator 
was used in the automatic mode during lunar orbit. The evapo- 
rator was reserviced a t  the end of the first lunar orbit and oper- 
ated satisfactorily until dryout recurred during the fourth lunar 
orbit. It was once more reserviced and operated satisfactorily 
for  the remainder of lunar orbital flight. Primary evaporator 
dryout occurred again during entry; however, the crew acti- 
vated the secondary coolant loop, which operated properly 
throughout entry and maintained normal cabin temperatures 
near 61 OF. 
Flig hC C ~ e w  .-The Apollo 8 mission essentially followed the 
normal flight plan. However, the astronauts did have to spend 
more time than planned keeping the S-IVB in sight since it did 
not move away from the spacecraft as fast as  predicted. Also, 
because of the heavy work load in lunar orbit, the orbital activi- 
ties after the eighth revolution were sharply reduced to allow 
additional crevv rest. Normal activities were resumed when it 
came time to prepare for the transearth injection, and then the 
flight plan was again modified to allow for more rest. About 100 
hours into the mission, the astronauts returned to the normal 
flight plan with only minor rescheduling of rest and meal pe- 
riods. Despite the long duty hours, crew performance was good 
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throughout the mission, and the astronauts made many valuable 
observations of the lunar surface and its environment. 
Entry and landing took place in darkness, with no apparent 
problems. The spacecraft landed apex down, about 5200 yards 
from USS Yorktown, and the astronauts used on-board equip- 
ment to put the spacecraft in an upright position. (Fig. 1-9) 
The deployment of swimmers was delayed until daylight as de- 
cided previously. As a consequence, crew transfer do the prime 
recovery ship by helicopter occurred about 80 minutes after 
landing. 
Apollo 9 Mission Summary 
The Apollo 9 mission, scheduled for the first quarter of 1969: 
will use the SA-504 Saturn V launch vehicle, CSM 184, and LM-3. 
The launch vehicle and spacecraft will differ slightly from the 
final space vehicle configuration; R&D instrumentation will be 
flown in aU three stages and in the spacecraft. This will be the 
third manned flight of the command and service module, the 
Figure 1-9. Apollo 8 with on-board uprighting equipment deployed. 
second manned flight of the Saturn V launch vehicle, and the 
first manned Aight of the lunar module. 
This mission is expected to demonstrate crew/space vehicle 
mission support facilities performance with the CSM and LM 
in earth orbit; to demonstrate LM/crew performance; and to 
demonstrate performance of normal and selected backup lunar 
orbit rendezvous mission activities. These activities are to in- 
clude transposition, docking, and LM withdrawal ; intravehicular 
and extravehicular crew transfer; docked SPS and descent pro- 
pulsion system (DPS) burns; and LM active rendezvous and 
docking. 
This mission is to be open ended, lasting up to 11 days. The 
launch vehicle will place the manned spacecraft in a circular 
earth orbit. The CSM will separate from the launch vehicle, 
turn around, dock with the LM which will still be attached -to 
the S-IVB. When docking is complete, the entire Apollo spacecraft 
will be spring-ejected from the S-IVB. Then the spacecraft will 
move away from the S-IVB so that the crew can observe two 
restarts of the S-IVB, the second boosting the stage into a 
solar orbit. The lunar module descent stage engine and the serv- 
ice module engine will each be burned while the spacecraft and 
lunar module are docked. While the CSM/LM is in orbit, the 
crew will transfer through the docking tunnel to power up the 
LM. Staging (separation of LM ascent and descent stages) will 
be performed with the LM manned and separated from the CSM 
by approximately 100 miles. LM active redezvous with the CSM 
will be performed with the ascent stage. CSM and LM orbits 
throughout the mission will not exceed 345 miles altitude. 
Apollo 10 Missiort Summary 
ApoPlo 10 will use the SA-505 Saturn V launch vehicle, the 
CSM-106, and the LM-4. A test (non-operational) Lunar Sur- 
face Experiments Package (ALSEP) will be carried. The pri- 
mary objectives of this mission will be to demonstrate crew, 
space vehicle, and mission support performance during a manned 
lunar mission with CSM and LM; and to evaluate LM perform- 
ance in the cislunar and lunar environment. 
Apollo 11 Mission Summary 
The primar~r objective of the Apollo 11 mission will be a 
manned lunar landing and return. The flight will be configured 
with the SA-506 Saturn V launch vehicle, the 107 command and 
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service module, and lunar module 5. The Saturn V launch vehicie 
and the Apollo spacecraft will be the final spacecraft configura- 
tion. Two astronauts will descend to the lunar surface, collect 
a contingency lunar soil sample and shortly afterward a larger 
lunar soil sample. They will deploy three experiments-a solar 
powered seismometer to measure moonquakes, a glass mirror to  
reflect the light of ruby lasers in earth based telescopes and to 
measure the distance of the moon more accurately, and an ah- 
minum foil which will absorb particles from the solar wind for 
analysis on earth. The time on the lunar surface is open-ended 
with the normal plan providing for an exploration period of up 
to three hours. The astronauts are to remain within 300 feet 
of the LM. 
Development and Test 
The flights of Apollo 7 and 8 proved the Apollo space vehicle 
and supporting systems, and the Apollo 7 flight completed the 
Apollo requirements for Saturn IB launch vehicles. Subsequently, 
NASA began phasing down the entire Saturn IB Project in sup- 
port of Apollo. The IB program will be maintained at the mini- 
mum sustaining level that will allow reactivation when required 
for the Apollo Applications Program. During the last half of 1968, 
major ground test activities were aimed a t  certifying systems 
for manned flight, and a t  producing and verifying flight hard- 
ware. 
Command and Service Modules.-The planned ground tests and 
flight activities of the CSM for the latter half of 1968 were ear- 
ried out. The pogo oscillation experienced in the April launch of 
Apollo 6 resulted in higher than anticipated structural loads en 
the spacecraft and adapter. In June, NASA began a space ve- 
hicle static and dynamic structural test program, completing it 
in October. Analyses of the test results confirmed that the space- 
craft and adapter could withstand the higher loads if the oscilla- 
tion were to occur on vehicles with the pogo fix incorporated. 
To show that the Block I1 CSM could perform satisfadorily, 
NASA conducted additional unmanned and manned thermal/ 
vacuum tests (ground simulation of a space nzission in the 
vacuum chamber), using a CSM test article. A special hatch 
test was conducted in July, and the final manned test was com- 
pleted in September. Only minor anomalies occur~red during the 
complete series of thermal/vacuum tests, and the CSM was ap- 
proved for the Apollo 7 and 8 missions. 
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In spacecraft structural testing, the parachute loads test, for- 
ward tunnel and hatch test, end boost loads test, abort loads 
test, CSM/LM docked mode dynamic and structural loads 
tests, and numerous component tests were completed. The test 
of the probe and drogue for CSM/LM docking was nearing com- 
pletion a t  the clolse of 1968. 
The service propulsion system underwent an exhaustive se- 
ries of tests to verify its performance during all mission phases. 
The Apollo '7 mission confirmed the reliability of the SPS, and 
on the Apollo 8 mission, i t  again performed flawlessly. 
Increased weight of the command module made it necessary 
to redesign the main and drogue parachute and risers and to 
requalify the earth landing system. In a test program using a 
boilerplate drop test vehicle, the parachute qualification was 
completed in July, and the final qualification drop of the drogue/ 
riser in September. This drop removed the ELS constraint to the 
launch of ApoPlo 7. 
In a test program to assure the safety of the astronauts in 
a land or water landing of the command module, over a dozen 
tests were conducted a t  KSC and the Manned Spacecraft Center 
(MSC) to simulate various land impact and water landing con- 
ditions that might be experienced. The tests were completed 
satisfactorily and the Block I1 command module structure and 
the redesigned crew couch struts were certified as acceptable 
for  manned operations. The first CSM approved was flown on 
the Apollo 8 flight, and as the period closed, those for the Apollo 
9 and 10 missions were being checked out a t  KSC. 
Lzbna~. Module.-The Lunar Module ground test program con- 
tinued to move forward as most qualification tests were com- 
pleted. There remain only a series of propulsion tests required 
to certify the LM ready for lunar missions, and applying only to 
the Apollo 10 and 11 lunar modules. The completed tests re- 
moved al] constraints on the man rating of the LM for Apollo 9. 
The ground tests to assess the flammability and propagation 
characteristics of the naw materials in the Apollo 9-LM-con- 
figured test articles cabin were completed in September. In the 
tests, numerous attempts were made to ignite materials in the 
LM cabin under various cabin pressures and oxygen content 
conditions. At the cabin conditions for flight operations, the only 
fires were caused by extreme ignition situations, and they were 
slow to build up and controllable, offering no limitation on safe 
manned operations. 
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The descent propulsion system tests conducted to select and 
to qualify an engine injector were satisfactorily concluded in 
September, lifting the restriction on the flight of the ApolTo 9 LM. 
Ascent propulsion system tests on the Apollo 11 LM, the first 
potential lunar landing mission vehicle, are to be completed 
early in 1969. 
The lunar module for Apollo 10, the second scheduled manlied 
flight vehicle, was delivered in October and was in prelau~?ch 
checkout a t  KSC a t  the close of the period. (Fig. 1-10) 
The LM flight test program was delayed when NASA decided 
to withdraw the designated LM from the Apollo 8 mission be- 
cause a series of technical problems delayed checkout of the LM 
at KSC. The problems were resolved, and the LM esmplieted aBI 
KSC individual and combined systems checkout operations. It 
was mated with the Apollo 9 CSM and launch ~iehiele, and the 
space vehicle was ready for transfer to the launch pad for a 
scheduled launch early in 1969. 
ALSEP.-The first and second flight units of the Apollo Lunar 
Surface Experiments Package were accepted from the rnamufac- 
turer. The astronauts successfully deployed the WLSEP during 
a mission simulation. (Fig. 1-11) After extensive review and 
evaluation, NASA decided to have the astronauts conduc"conly 
one excursion on the lunar surface during the first lunar land- 
ing. Since the full ALSEP would be deployed on a second exeur- 
sion, both it and the field geology investigation will be deferred 
to the second lunar landing mission. 
NASA decided on the delay because of the significant dif- 
ference between orbital operations and the first lunar ianding. 
The descent, landing, extravehicular activity (EVA), and ascent 
from the lunar surface are new operations in a new environment. 
Gemini EVA experience showed that a methodical increase in 
task complexity was necessary in order to understand and oper- 
ate in the zero g space environment. The 1/6 g lunar surface 
environment will be a new experience, one that cannot be com- 
pletely simulated on earth. For example, sufficient metabolic 
data is simply not available to predict, with high confidence, 
rates in a 1/6 g environment. Only educated assessments can 
be made of the difficulties the astronaut will have in maneuver- 
ing on the surface or the time it will take him to accomplish 
assigned tasks. As a consequence, a prime objective of the first 
mission EVA will be to assess the capabilities and limitations 
of the astronauts in the lunar environment. 
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Figure 1-10. Lunor Module 4 for use with Apollo 10. 
To obtain maximum scientific benefits from the first lunar 
mission, and in keeping with a curtailed EVA, the astronauts 
will carry out three self-contained, lightweight, and easily de- 
ployed, alternative experiments requiring minimum effort (p. 31). 
Plans still call for the astronauts to collect lunar samples and 
photograph the site from which the samples are obtained. 
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Figure 1-1 1. Simulated deployment of ALSEP. 
In addition, the astronauts will t ry  to photograph the fine tex- 
ture of the undisturbed lunar material. For this purpose, a elose- 
up stereo camera is under development and may be ready for 
the first lunar landing mission. 
The lunar samples, together with the astronauts and their 
spacecraft, will be brought back to the Lunar Receiving Labora- 
tory (Houston) for a period of precautionary quarantine and 
other processing. Then the samples will be distributed to more 
than 135 investigators throughout the world. The data from 
their analyses and from the surface experiments wliU provide the 
first direct knowledge of the moon and its interacetion with its 
environment. 
Launch Vehicles.-One Saturn V was launched (Apollo 8), 
and prelaunch preparations were underway on two) others, which 
were delivered to KSC during this period. Saturn V launch 
vehicle ground test activities continued to concentrate on the 
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prob;iems identified by the flight of Apollo 6 in  April 1968. The 
effort consisted of space vehicle vibration studies to determine 
a9lowable POGO induced oscillation; static and dynamic tests of 
the coupling &ect on spacecraft/spacecraft LM adapter (SLA) 
resulting from such oscillations; and the resulting corrective 
action and modifications. Additionally, the structural qualification 
tests of the S-I1 stage lightweight structure were completed. 
The modifications to resolve the three technical problems experi- 
enced by Apollo 6 were flown on Apollo 8. They consisted of the 
pogo fix (injecting helium gas into a cavity in a n  existing pre- 
valve at the lower end of the LOX feedline of the four outboard 
F-l engines of the S-HC stage) ; redesigned fuel lines for the 
9-22 engine augmented spark igniter; and SLA structural cor- 
rections, (The last two modifications were also flown on Apollo 
7.) Apollo 8 experienced no pogo during launch. While one flight 
without pogo is not absolute proof that  it will not recur, i t  does 
provide added assurance that  the F-1 engine fix is effective. The 
solutions to the 5-2 Engine and SLA problems proved satisfac- 
tory on ApoPllo 7 and 8. 
The first Saturn V launch vehicle with the lightweight S-I1 
structure design is scheduled for launch in early 1969. The 
dry weight of' this S-11 stage and of subsequent S-II's is ap- 
proximately 2200 pounds less than previous ones. 
The S-XC-6 first stage completed acceptance tests in August, 
was shipped to Michoud, completed post static checkout in De- 
cember, and is scheduled to arrive a t  KSC in February 1969. 
X-IC-7 was delivered to Mississippi Test Facility (MTF) where 
acceptance tests were completed in November. It was subjected 
to a long duration static firing to test the accumulator fix for 
the pogo problem. The stage was returned to Michoud for post 
static checkout and preparation for delivery to KSC. S-IC-8 
was removed from storage, given a factory checkout, and sent 
to  MTF for acceptance test. S-IC-9 completed factory assembly 
and checkout and was being readied for acceptance test. Stages 
S-HC-PO through 15 were being assembled a t  the factory. 
Modifications, cryogenic proof pressure tests, and static firing 
were completed for the S-11-5 stage a t  MTF, and the stage was 
delivered to KSC in November. S-11-6 completed the same final 
acceptance tests and was in post static checkout for delivery 
to  KSC a t  period's end. S-11-7 was delivered to MTF in No- 
vember for the required acceptance testing. The remaining s-11 
stages-S-11-8 through 15-were in various stages of assem- 
bly and checkout. 
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The S-IVB-506 and 507 stages underwent acceptance tests 
and were placed in storage awaiting delivery to KSC. S-IVB- 
508 remained in storage. S-IVB-509 was assembled, subjected 
to factory checkout, and placed in storage. The renzainiag three 
stages were in various stages of assembly. 
Instrument Unit S-IU-505 completed retrofit and retest and 
was delivered to KSC in December. S-IU-506 and 507 were 
being retrofitted and retested, with delivery scheduled fo r  early 
1969, and 508 was in component assembly. Structural fai~srica- 
tion of units 509 and 510 was begun. 
Quality and Reliability Assurance 
The Apollo Quality and Reliability Assurance ($&RA) effort 
concentrated on the readiness of hardware for the A.pollo 7 and G 
missions. Q&RA teams reviewed more than 7000 noneonform- 
ances and corrective actions on Apollo hardware. They analyzed 
the criticality of 924 space vehicle single failure points and 
evaluated equipment certifications. Critical hardware items, which 
required verification prior to launch, were identified and reported 
to the Apollo Program Director and to the manned space flight 
centers. Each of the identified items was effectively cleared prior 
to launch. As a result, the assessed levels of quality and reliability 
were confirmed by the successful performance of the prescribed 
missions. 
Apollo Q&RA also performed risk analyses for alternate ApolFao 
8 mission plans. These analyses concentrated on evaluating thc 
life science aspects of extending the usage of hardware with a 
demonstrated earth orbit capability to the requirements of a 
lunar mission. Program Management used the results of these 
analyses in selecting the Lunar Orbit mission and in developing 
and refining mission operation improvements. These improve- 
ments included, among others, providing for on-board emergency 
manual navigational aids; additional planning for crew safety; 
and testing the S-Band communications and other selected 
systems. 
APOLLO APPLICATIONS 
The Apollo Applications Program (AAP) efforts progressed into 
the phase of final hardware and software deve!iopment, The 
AAP objectives remain essentially those described in the 18th 
Semiannual Report (p. 29), except that the specifi~c objective of 
extended lunar exploration, using Saturn V launch vehicles, was 
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transferred from AAP to the newly formed Apollo Lunar Explora- 
tion Ofice, The Apollo Applications Program is designed to capi- 
talize on the Apollo-developed capabilities and resources to ac- 
complish additional scientific, technical, and medical investi- 
gations. 
Missions 
Because of financial limitations, NASA developed a "core pro- 
gram" with a limited number of Saturn IB launches planned 
and dropped the Saturn V Workshop from the list of planned 
missions. Hovvever, the flexibility remains to expand technical 
eRorts beyond the "core program" a t  a later time. 
The AAP missions are the Saturn I Workshop (launch of two 
Saturn IB vehicles) ; the Workshop revisit (single launch) ; the 
solar astronomy mission (launch of two Saturn IB vehicles) ; 
and the backup Saturn I Workshop or backup solar astrononiy 
mission. These missions are described in detail in the 19th 
Semiannual Report (p. 22), and therefore only summarized here. 
(Fig. 1-12] 
Figure 1-12. Concept of Saturn t Workshop. 
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The Saturn I Workshop mission calls for the launch first of 
an unmanned Saturn IB with an S-IVB stage modified for use 
as living and working quarters, an airlock module, and ;a dock- 
ing adapter. Then the manned Apollo CSM will be launched and 
will rendezvous and dock with the S-IVB stage. This mission is 
open-ended with consumables on board sufficient for 28 days. 
In the Workshop revisit mission, a single Saturn1 IB launches 
a three-man CSM to rendezvous and dock with the Saturn B 
Workshop remaining in orbit from the previous mission. Planned 
to last up to 56 days, the flight will test the ability of men and 
equipment to function for long periods in space. 
The solar astronomy mission consists of two flights: the first, 
a Saturn IB launch of a three-man CSM with consumables for 
a 56-day stay; the second, a Saturn IB launch of the unmanned 
Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM) with its payload of solar instru- 
ments. Both will rendezvous and dock with the Workshop in 
orbit from the first mission. (Fig. 1-13) 
Hardware is planned to be available to permit backup missions 
in the event of the failure of any of the flights that support the 
Saturn I Workshop mission or the solar astronlomy mission. 
Backup hardware includes a Saturn I Workshop, including the 
associated airlock module and multiple docking adapter ; a lunar 
module and Apollo Telescope Mount; one additional CSM; and 
two additional Saturn IB launch vehicles. 
The schedule for the AAP missions has changed since the last 
report. The Saturn I Workshop mission slipped firom a launch 
readiness in late 1970 to the last half of 1971; the solar astron- 
omy mission slipped from 1971 to 1972. 
AAP Management 
The Apollo Applications hardware responsibility was realigned 
between Manned Spacecraft Center and Marshall Space Flight 
Center (MSFC) in order to make best use of available facilities 
and manpower. MSFC was assigned responsibility for modify- 
ing the lunar module ascent stage and for developing the air- 
lock. Thus, MSFC has been assigned the following Aight hard- 
ware: Saturn IB ; lunar module ascent stage modification; work- 
shop, airlock, and Multiple Docking Adapter (MDA) ; payload 
enclosure for workshop and Apollo Telescope Mount launches; 
Apollo Telescope Mount; and assigned experiments. MSG is re- 
sponsible for the CSM and its required modification; for SLA; 
for manned launches; for crew systems; for medical equipment; 
for food; and for assigned experiments. 
Figure 1-13. The Apollo Telescope Mount. 
For the Apollo Applications Program, NASA continued to de- 
velop and modify major flight hardware, and to design, fabri- 
cate, and update test articles. 
Saturn I Workshop.-The basic module for the Workshop is 
an S-IVB stage modified to provide living and working quar- 
ters for  three men for up to eight weeks. Included is an airlock 
for crew transfer from the CSM to the Workshop without extra- 
vehicular activity. The Workshop also has a Multiple Docking 
Adapter which will allow more than one space vehicle to dock 
with it* (Fig 1-14) 
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Figure 1-14. Multiple Docking Adapter. 
Modifications to the basic S-IVB stage to convert it into the 
Workshop were underway a t  the contractor's facility a t  Hunting- 
ton Beach, California. During this period, the contractor con- 
tinued designing, defining, procuring, and fabricating test 
articles, and began certain development tests. 
Airlock Module.-The design of the Airlock Module was nearly 
complete. This module, which will provide a pressurized connect- 
ing passageway between the Multiple Docking Adapter and the 
Workshop, is composed of a structural section and a tunnel with 
a forward compartment, an airlock, and an aft  compartment. 
It  incorporates an electrical power system for the entire cluster, 
a central environmental control system, and the central con- 
trol and display station for cluster operations. (Fig. 1-15) 
Multiple Docking Adapter.-The MDA is being developed and 
fabricated in-house a t  the MSFC. It will provide parts for the 
CSM, the LM, and the ATM spacecraft to dock with the orbital 
workshop cluster assembly. The Adapter will also provide the 
interface connections necessary to allow these modules to fune- 
tion as an integral part of the cluster. The MDA is to have a 
pressurized passageway between the Airlock Module and the 
docked modules for astronaut and equipment transfer. In addi- 
tion, it will provide space for storing experiments and equip- 
ment during launch. A command station, adjacent to a viewing 
Figure 1-15. Concept of Airlock Module. 
window in the MDA, will permit astronauts to observe the un- 
manned rendezvous and docking of the LM and the ATM. 
Activity at  MSFC concentrated on designing, defining, plan- 
ning tests, and fabricating an engineering mock-up. Work was 
also underway on a structural test article. Final design of the 
Hight unit was continuing; meanwhile, the engineering mock-up 
design was being updated and hardware fabricated. 
Apollo Telescope Mount.-At MSFC, which is responsible for 
major subsystem development of the ATM, work was progressing 
rapidly. Preliminary design reviews of the ATM subsystems, foi 
which an updated ATM mockup was available, took place in Oc- 
tober, Critical design reviews of certain elements of the ATM 
subsystems (control moment gyros and fine sun sensor) were 
held preparatory to giving the go-ahead on the ATM system 
prototype and flight hardware. The ATM neutral buoyancy and 
one-gravity mockups were modified to the latest configuration and 
were ready to support design verification testing. Fabrication of 
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the structural test unit of the ATM rack was eighty percent com- 
plete as the period ended. 
Unit prototype and test hardware are rapidly becoming avail- 
able for many of the ATM subsystems. Control moment gyros 
were delivered to MSFC to be tested, evaluated, and ineluded 
in the pointing control subsystem simulator. The prototype unit 
of the fine sun sensor, used for accurately locating the eenter 
of the sun, was also furnished to MSFC. The basic pointing con- 
trol simulator was delivered and installed in MSIFG facilities 
Preliminary thermal vacuum testing was conducted on quarter 
segments of the ATM structural rack and experiment support 
spar. Additionally, all of the modular solar ceil flight units were 
supplied and tested for integration into the ATM solar panels. 
Lunar Module.-The ascent stage of an Apollo Lunar Module is 
to be modified by the LM contractor. This stage contains the 
crew quarters and provides a pressurized compartment in which 
the crew can control operations of the ATM and its various ex- 
periments. The descent stage will be replaced by the ATM strue- 
tural rack with associated power, pointing equipmexit, and solar 
experiments. 
A definitive contract for preliminary design review effort was 
issued to the LM contractor in August, and the review was corn- 
pleted in October. It was a critique of design and program docu 
mentation, providing a basis for continued design and develop- 
ment of the LM. (Fig. 1-16) 
Command and Se~vice Module.-The Apollo spacecraft, de- 
signed to provide a 14-day operational capability, will be modified 
by the AAP to support flight missions lasting 28 and 56 days. 
The preliminary requirements review, held a t  the contractor9. 
facility in August, summarized the configuration, mission, and 
systems requirements, aiming for a preliminary design review 
scheduled early in 1969. NASA established a program to vali- 
date the new, existing, and modified hardware. The resulting 
verification test plans will be reviewed a t  the preliminary design 
review. A definitive contract was negotiated for this review tc 
provide planning and analysis required for the hardware and 
test programs. Long lead procurement items required for  CSM 
modifications were identified. 
Launch Vehicles.-Launch vehicle procuremenlt, directed by 
MSFC, will use the same contractors that produce the stages and 
engines for the Apollo vehicles. Initial AAP missions will use 
Saturn IB launch vehicles procured by the Apollo Program. In ad- 
dition, two Saturn IB's are required in the event a repeat work- 
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Figure 1-16. Line drawing of the LM Ascent Stage. 
shop or solar astronomy mission is required. The assembly of 
the two S-133 stages, 213 and 214, was continuing, as was the 
manufacturing of long-lead hardware for the S-IVB stages. 
Experiments 
The experiment payloads for the AAP missions were defined in 
more detail. Forty-nine experiments, grouped in five major cate- 
gories, are assigned as follows : 
Workshop Mission Revisit Mission ATM Mission 
(AAP-l/AAP'-2) ( AAP-3A) (AAP-3/AAP-4) 
Medical and Behavior Science ( 2 )  ATM (5) 
(14) Repeat Experi- Science (2) 
Operations (9) ments Medical Technology (1) 
Technology ((9) and others Repeat Medical 
Science ( 7 )  Experiments 
Saturn BB Workshop.-This mission schedule ,requires the 
Workshop experiments to be completely developed by June, 1970, 
and the flight hardware to be installed in the space vehicle by 
the f oiilswling December. 
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Development work on all assigned experiments continued. In- 
tegration and design requirements for the medical and science 
experiments were established, preparatory to the beginning of 
contract work during the first half of 1969. Hardtvare develop- 
ment work was already underway on half of the operations 
experiments, with work on the remainder scheduled to begin 
early in 1969. All of the technology experiments were under con- 
tract and most preliminary design reviews were held. Hardware 
fabrication was in process. 
Workshop Revisit.-This mission is essentially a workshop re- 
supply mission to achieve 56 days of space exposure. Most of 
the experiment activity in this mission will involve continuing 
or redoing medical or other selected experiments that were per- 
formed on the previous Workshop mission. Flight requirements 
to carry out this mission are being determined. NASA plans to  
procure all of the hardware items for the revisit during the 
initial experiment development effort for the first workshop mis- 
sion. Development of two new science experiments assigned %a 
this mission should begin, under contract, in March 11369. 
ATM Solar Astronomy.-Five experiments plus a pointing 
telescope are being developed for flight on ATM: High Altitude 
Observatory; American Science and Engineering; Harvard CoE- 
lege Observatory; Goddard Space Flight Center; Naval Research 
Laboratory ; and the H-alpha Telescope, Perkin-Elmer. Critical 
design reviews were held on all experiments except the Harvard 
College Observatory and the H-alpha Telescope. 
Operations 
Operational mission planning activities continued in the sev- 
eral panels and planning groups, with emphasis on refining plans 
for the first five missions. Baseline reference missions were es- 
tablished for the first three missions; preliminary plans were 
identified for the backup missions. Factors and topics considered 
included pre-launch, orbital, and non-orbital operations; experi- 
ment operational compatibility ; planning of flight crew activities 
and compatability with the systems; orbital assembly; opera- 
tional compatibility of hardware. 
Preliminary operational program and mission support require- 
ments were identified, published, and discussed with support 
agencies (Air Force Eastern Test Range and Navy Recovery 
Forces). Preliminary support plans from these agencies were re- 
viewed, and new facility support requirements were identified. 
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Launch area facility reviews were conducted to determine 
changed or new requirements for Apollo Applications. Following 
the reviews, NASA made plans to transfer management of 
Launch Complexes 34 and 37 from Apollo to Apollo Applications, 
and for subsequent phase down or temporary deactivation with 
any necessary modifications. The Agency also started studies 
relating to the co-use (with Apollo) of Launch Complex 39. 
ADVANCED MANNED MISSIONS 
The Advaniced Manned Missions program office is responsible 
for overall systems engineering, planning, and definition of all 
advanced manned space flight mission studies and projects be- 
yond those encompassed by AAP. I t  is also responsible for tech- 
nical. feasibility studies of major alternatives or additions to 
approved manned space flight mission projects. During the perio'd, 
-this office continued to study all aspects of potential future 
manned space flight systems and missions. Major attention was 
focused on space station and space shuttle concepts. 
Following studies of possible earth orbital space station mis- 
sions and of launch vehicles which might be used in conducting 
such missions, NASA decided to initiate steps to develop a space 
station in earth orbit, following the Apollo Applications Program. 
Concurrently, NASA issued a document to formalize all new 
program plalnning and implementation into four distinct phases : 
preliminary analysis, definition, design, and development. 
A preliminary analysis report summarizing the results of all 
the advanced studies and supporting activities concluded that 
a space station would enable the Nation to achieve a wide variety 
of goals. lit also recommended that such a station should be 
modular in configuration and developed through a program 
which had the flexibility to adapt to changes in funding and 
technical activity. 
Based on this report, NASA began to plan a program which 
would support the requirements of all of its elements. Funds 
originally programmed in the Apollo Applications Program for an 
advanced workshop were redirected for use in the more ad- 
vanced Space Station Program. These funds, combined with the 
Advanced Studies funds for FY 1969, formed a total program 
to carry out basic studies of preferred Space Station Programs, 
to define the more practical ones, and to proceed into the design 
and development of the one that was most promising. 
Experiment definition as well as supporting research and 
technology activities were also redirected to describe experi- 
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ments and advanced hardware for the station. All planning was 
focused on an  initial launch of the station in about 1975. 
As the program began to take shape, NASA determined that 
certain specific guidelines were to be established. Such guide- 
lines would be necessary because the systems that were being 
considered covered a wide range, from configuratioi~s using var- 
iations of existing Gemini and Apollo hardware and existing 
launch vehicles to entirely new spacecraft and launch vehicles. 
Also, during this period, proposals for several promising space 
shuttle concepts were submitted to NASA as a result of the 
search for a low-cost transportation system. Several spacecraft 
configurations were proposed that, while they would stretch 
technology well beyond Apollo, could be successfully developed 
and might offer a substantial reduction in the cost of resupply- 
ing a space station. (Fig. 1-17) 
Figure 1-17. Concept of Space  Shuttle Reusable Vehicle. 
MISSION OPERATIONS 
The mission operations activities of the manned space flight 
program were concerned with flight crew training and support, 
operations support, mission control systems, launch informa.- 
tion systems, operational communications, and the Huntsville 
Operations Support Center. 
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Flight Crew Operations 
Flight crew training for the first two manned Apollo flights 
was completed with the successful Apollo 7 and Apollo 8 missions. 
The crews for Apollo 10 and 11 were identified, and their spe- 
cific training was underway. 
Flight training for the scientist-astronauts selected in 1967 
was well along a t  various Air Force training bases. The difficulty 
associated with flying jet aircraft caused one of the astronauts 
in training to resign-leaving nine in the program. 
The first two lunar landing training vehicles designed speci- 
fically for training entered flight testing. Flights of these vehi- 
cles had been suspended after the first vehicle went out of con- 
trol om its fourteenth flight in December and was lost. (The test 
pilot, Joseph Algranti, ejected safely.) Before the tests were 
resumed, changes were incorporated in the second two vehicles 
based on the report of the accident investigation board. (Fig. 
1-181 
Operations Support Requirements 
Continued operations support of Apollo was achieved through 
the Requirernents/Support Management System. NASA contin- 
ued its associate membership on the DOD Inter-Range Documen- 
tation Group, and was working closely with i t  to develop a 
Unified Documentation System. Plans were underway to adopt 
the Program Introduction portion of the System for NASA use. 
The DOD launch abort recovery forces successfully demon- 
strated their capability to recover a spacecraft a t  night during a 
series of night-time exercises on the coast a t  Cape Kennedy. 
The Support Requirements office sponsored a NASA-wide 
study, with the intention of consolidating and deleting support 
requirements wherever possible. The office also began incorpo- 
rating the management system developed and proved for Apollo 
support requirements into procedures for follow-on programs. 
Mission ControI System (MCS) 
The Mission Control Center (MCC) a t  Houston completed 
pre-mission program development, system testing, and mission 
simulations; it also provided real-time flight control for Apollo 7 
and Apollo 8. Apollo 8, the first lunar orbiting mission, verified 
the capability of MCC hardware, software, and operational pro- 
cedures to support the requirements of manned lunar orbiting 
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Figure 1-18. Lunar Landing Research Vehicle over Rogers Dry Lake, California. 
missions. Considerable progress was also made in mission plan- 
ning and computer program development for Apollo 9 and 10. 
The capacity of the flight controller television data display 
system for singIe mission support was increased by approxi- 
mately 40 percent through provisions for the sharing of display 
channels between the two MCC mission control areas. 
Modest MCC modifications to support future needs were be- 
gun when the plans for the ALSEP control room were completed, 
and the contract was awarded for improved digital television 
equipment to increase the capacity and improve the quality of 
the MCC display system. 
In the communications system test area, preparations were 
begun for Lunar Module detailed tests, combined systems tests, 
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and simulation of the total communications system in support 
of the lunar landing mission. 
The Agency began developing a system to provide real-time 
predictions of spacecraft communications performance during 
an active mission. It also started development of a much more 
eficient means for producing background and reference slides 
for the MGC display system. The MSC-developed prototype digi- 
tal (spacecraft) television scan converter was placed in opera- 
tion to support MSC off-line television conversion requirements 
for Apolllo 7. 
Launch Information Systems (KSC) 
Launch Information Systems are the meteorological, acoustic, 
hazard monitoring, lightning warning, telemetry, display, data 
recording, and computing systems used during pre-flight tests, 
count-down, and launch of space vehicles a t  KSC. 
The Launch Information Systems equipment for Firing Room 3, 
Launch Umbilical Tower 3, Vehicle Assembly Building Bay 2, and 
Launch Pad B was installed and became operational during this 
period. Two hard-copy machines were installed in the Central 
Instrumentation Facility and were first operational to support the 
Apolla? 8 launch in December. These units provide a paper copy 
of data displayed on TV monitors upon operator request. The 
Launch Information Systems were used to support Apollo 7 and 8, 
and performed successfully. 
Operational Communications (KSC) 
The major modifications to the operational voice communica- 
tions systems at Launch Complex 34 and in the Central Instru- 
mentation Facility were completed early in 1968. They were suc- 
cessfully used to support all Apollo 7 prelaunch and launch opera- 
tions. An expanded operational voice and television recording 
capability in the KSC Communications Distribution and Switch- 
ing Center was used to support Apollo 7 and 8. The centralized 
communications testing and switching capability was first used 
in support of Apollo 8. (These expansions and improvements in 
the eommunlcations systems had been recommended in the 
Apollo accident investigation report.) 
The high capacity RF multiplexed intercommunications sys- 
teem, provided as part of Launch Complex 39, was used for the 
first time for a manned operation during the Apollo 8 launch. 
It performed in a highly satisfactory manner. 
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Huntsville Operations Support Center (MSFC) 
The Huntsville Operations Support Center provided real-time 
consultative support to the Kennedy Space Center during pre- 
launch and launch operations of Apollo 7 and 8. It also provided 
this support to the Houston Mission Control Center during the 
flight operations. A new 10-channel digital-to-TV display system 
and new hard-copy equipment were installed. This equipment 
will provide much improved data display capability when it be- 
comes completely operational in early 1969. 
SUPPORTING FACILITIES 
Construction and activation of facilities a t  the .manned space 
flight centers progressed as planned. The key facilities, equip- 
ment, and systems essential to the manned lunar missions be- 
came fully operational. These facilities, necessary supporting 
equipment, and systems can also support follow-on missions at 
a minimal cost. 
Kennedy Space Center 
At the Kennedy Space Center, successful manned launches 
from Complex 39 and 34 proved that the facilities were properly 
designed and constructed to carry out their assigned mission. 
At Launch Complex 39, the High Bay No. 2 in the Vehicle Assem- 
bly Building, the Launch Umbilical Tower No. 3, the Firing 
Room No. 3, and Pad B were activated. The emergency egress 
slide wire and spacecraft land landing area a t  Pad A were 
completed. (Fig. 1-19) Work was nearing completion on the R F  
and Radar Checkout Stations in the Vehicle Assembly Building. 
In the industrial area, two Automatic Checkout Equipment 
(ACE) Stations, numbers 5 and 6, located in the Manned Space- 
craft Operations Building became operational; they can sup- 
port three spacecraft in flow a t  the same time. The Test and 
Switching Center in the Central Telephone Office was also com- 
pleted. 
The express electrical feeder, serving the ACE Stations from 
an Air Force generating plant, was under construetion in the 
Industrial Area. Work underway a t  Complex 391 included the 
spacecraft land landing area a t  Pad B, the emergency egress 
slide wire system, and the liquid nitrogen railroad siding and 
manifold unloading system. Complexes 34 and 35 were being 
phased down for their inactive period between the Apollo and 
Figure 1-19. Emergency Egress Slide, KSC. 
the Papollo Applications Programs. The sandblasting and painting 
of the umbilical towers and service structures was started. 
Manned Spacecraft Center 
At the Manned Spacecraft Center, the Atmospheric Reentry Ma- 
terial and Structure Evaluation Facility was completed in October. 
It  provides the means for evaluating the reentry heat shield of 
the spacecraft and other materials under simulated heating and 
aerodynamic conditions. The Procedure Development Simulator 
and associated crew stations within the Flight Crew Training 
Faeik'ity became fully operational in November. In the Lunar 
Receiving Laboratory, almost all equipment was installed, and 
limited shake-down tests and practice runs were conducted. 
Operating procedures for the Laboratory were nearly completed, 
and partial simulation of the systems began. Full simulation is 
scheduled during the first quarter of 1969 to demonstrate that 
the facility is fully operational for its mission in the third 
quarter of the year. 
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Marshall Space Flight Center 
At Marshall Space Flight Center the construction of the water 
pollution facility began, and the design for the centralized fire 
surveillance system was completed. Certain repair, rehabilita- 
tion, and improvement efforts were underway a t  the Michoud 
Assembly Facility and are to be completed in 1969. 
SPACE MEDICINE 
Before Apollo 8, the medical experience in manned space 
flight programs had been limited to ground based experiments 
simulating the space flight environment (except for weightless- 
ness and combined stresses), and earth orbital flighlts. With the 
beginning of the lunar phase of the Apollo program, man ven- 
tured out of earth orbit and the gravitational forces of earth into 
areas where a major unknown factor was considered to be that 
of potential radiation hazards. For the first time, man encsun- 
tered the true weightlessness of space and the mobility to move 
about within his spacecraft, free of the postural restraints he 
had in either Mercury or Gemini. The two manned ApoBlo flights 
flown in this period provided substantial medical information to  
support the subsequent lunar landing mission and its return to 
earth. 
The 11-day Apollo 7 flight was marred medically by upper 
respiratory difficulties experienced by the astronauts. These were 
caused either by pre-existing, undetected viruses or by a reinfec- 
tion during the flight. Tightened preflight procedures were put 
into effect to reduce the probability of a recurrence in future 
flights. 
The Apollo 8 lunar orbital flight caused some concern when the 
astronauts experienced short term nausea. The one crew member 
who vomited attributed this to a reaction to the medication he 
had taken to assure sufficient rest. The other two who felt a 
visceral "awareness" attributed this discomfort to too sudden 
movement before they were properly adjusted to the weight- 
less environment. 
Difficulty in obtaining sufficient rest and sleep for Right crews 
during manned space missions is not new. However, it becomes 
more significant, medically, as the number of men~bers in the 
crew is increased (from two in Gemini to three in Apollo) and 
as flights become longer and more complex. I t  was for  these 
reasons that the Apollo 8 astronauts for the first tinne were per- 
mitted to use mild sedation for sleep and rest. In future Wights, 
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NASA medical specialists believe this problem can be tackled 
suecessf ully by further modification of workhest cycles. 
During this period, the rdes and missions of aerospace medi- 
cine and spaee biology as they relate to future research, develop- 
ment, and operational activities were under critical review. This 
review involved identifying, clarifying, and delegating medical 
and biological support and research responsibilities to the three 
major program areas. A charter approved for NASA Aerospace 
Medicine and Space Biology in December provided specific as- 
signments. First, the Office of Space Science and Applications 
(BSSA) will be responsible for carrying out basic research in 
space biology, including exobiology and lunar and planetary 
quarantine. Related experiments to be carried out on manned mis- 
sions will be defined by OSSA and furnished to the Office of 
Manned Space Flight (OMSF). OMSF will develop and integrate 
these experiments into the flight mission. 
Second, the Office of Advanced Research and Technology 
(($ART) will provide the broad-based research and development 
foundation, including the supporting research and technology, 
and will define related experiments for manned flight. Approved 
experiments for manned space flight will be developed and inte- 
grated by OMSF. 
Third, OMSF is responsible for all applied medicine in manned 
space flights. I t  is specifically responsible for all medical opera- 
tional and safety aspects of manned space flight operations. I t  
designs, develops, and tests mainline systems and components of 
approved manned space flight projects. I t  provides for a flight 
experiments program to include ground-based work required to 
support experiments. And i t  provides flight hardware, space 
vehicle integration, and operational support for experiments to 
be flown on manned space missions. All experiments to be flown 
in manned space missions, including those defined by OSSA and 
OART, will be controlled by the Manned Space Flight Experi- 
ments Board of OMSF and by the flight program offices. 
Two other significant operational procedures were documented 
during the period. The first involved back contamination and 
quarantine containment requirements for manned lunar mis- 
sions. NASA, in cooperation with other Federal agencies, devel- 
oped general policies to protect the earth's biosphere from lunar 
sources of contamination. The objectives of back contamination 
(lunar to earth) quarantine containment are to protect the 
publie health, agriculture, and other living resources against 
possible hazards from exposure to lunar material. At the same 
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time, every effort will also be made to preserve the integrity of 
returned lunar materials for scientific experiments and other 
uses. 
The second significant policy involved ,microbial sampling 
techniques in the Apollo Program to maintain an inventory of 
microbial organisms present on, and within, manned space vehi- 
cles intended to land on the lunar surface. 
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT SAFETY 
The manned space flight safety program performed Apollo 
and AAP risk analysis, reviewed accident reports, began a safety 
motivation program, and developed safety directives during the 
period. It  also established guidelines, conducted safety appraisals, 
and helped the newly expanded NASA Safety Offlee to organize 
a NASA-wide program. 
The Apollo Safety Director monitored reviews of ApoUo Aight 
planning documents and flight readiness. Additionally, the var- 
ious systems were reviewed for safety before each Aight, and 
such matters as configuration control, launch preparation, and 
safety plans were carefully scrutinized. 
The manned flight awareness program continued to emphasize 
craftsmanship and safety motivation throughout ISIXF activities. 
In addition, this program gave support to the NASA zero- 
defects-on-delivery program of the Transportation and Logis- 
tics Office. 
Safety information was exchanged through meetings, surveys, 
and publications. Four safety surveys during the period covered 
contractor safety, radiological and nuclear safety, mission fight 
planning, and fire safety. A slide wire escape system. for the KSC 
launch site was developed. Meanwhile, all other launch complex 
safety and egress problems managed and controlled by KSC 
were carefully examined. 
As a part of safety analyses, the risks and hazards of single 
point failures, redundancy, escape and rescue capabilities, and 
protective/survival techniques were examined. The objective sf 
these reviews was to make management aware of the risks in 
the decision-making process. 
Projects were started to provide space system emergency and 
escape studies, to evaluate fatigue and work hours, to  show the 
need for personnel certification for hazardous functions, do study 
fire protection systems, to establish safety criteria for man-rating 
manned systems, to develop a system safety requirements docu- 
ment, and to establish accident investigation and reporting 
guidelines. 
SCIENTIFIC 
INVESTIGATI 
I N  SPACE 
The Orbiting Astronomical Observatory and the Radio Astron- 
omy Explorer were launched to make scientific investigations 
above the disturbances of earth's atmosphere. A fourth Pioneer 
spacecraft was launched to join three others. Travelling in widely 
separated solar orbits, the four will make complementary stud- 
ies of the interplanetary medium and the sun's activity and their 
influence on the earth's environment. Astronauts conducted suc- 
cessful tests of the Apollo Lunar Surface Experiments Package in 
a simulated lunar landing, two Mariner spacecraft were being 
prepared for Mars flybys in the summer of 1969, and bioscien- 
tists derived invaluable data from their analysis of the results of 
the Blosatellite I1 biological experiments. 
PHYSICS and ASTRONOMY PROGRAMS 
Orbiting Observc~tories 
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory I1 (OAO-11) was launched 
on December 7 and was operating as planned. This 4400-pound 
satellite, made up of 328,000 parts and carrying more than 900 
pounds of instruments, is the heaviest and most complex auto- 
mated spacecraft so far  orbited by NASA. An octagonal cylinder 
ten feet high by seven feet across, i t  has a wing spread of 21 
feet with solar cell paddles extended. (Fig. 2-1 and 2-2). OAO- 
II is in an almost circular orbit a t  an altitude of about 500 
miles-high enough to observe the ultraviolet radiation from 
space absorbed by the atmosphere. 
Star trackers stabilize the Observatory in three axes, pointing 
the spacecraft's 11 telescopes to within one minute of arc of 
any selected spot in the sky. After having achieved pointing, they 
can maintain this direction to within 15 arc seconds for 50 min- 
utes. Two star trackers are enough to stabilize 0.40-11, but i t  
uses six to provide redundancy and prevent loss of stabilization 
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Figure 2-1. Artist's sketch of Orbiting Astronomical Observatory II. 
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Figure 2-2. OAO-ll final qualification tests. 
if a reference star passes out of the field of view. Thirty-one of 
the brighter stars serve as possible reference or guiding points. 
In. 40 flights, sounding rockets observed ultraviolet radiation 
for only about 1% hours. The more sensitive instruments of 
OAO-11 can provide more viewing time (and of fainter stars) 
in a single day. The satellite carries two instruments that view 
from opposite ends of the cylinder: a celescope designed at the 
Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory to measure the intensi- 
ties of young "hot stars" in relatively large numbers; another 
instrument designed a t  the University of Wisconsin to concentrate 
on single stars. 
The Smithsonian celescope uses four identical high resolution 
12.5 inch-reflecting telescopes. Incoming radiation passes through 
the broad-bamd filters of these telescopes, producing images on 
tubes, called Uvicons, sensitive to ultraviolet light. These special 
tubes transmit an image as a television camera does. They con- 
vert the optical image into numerical data for transmission to 
the ground, where the digital data received are then converted 
into photographs. One to four photographs can be obtained in 
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each revolution of OAO-II-about 700 stars being surveyed 
daily. A detailed ultraviolet stellar map will be drawn from these 
observations. 
The Wisconsin experiment is planned to obtain dletailed photo- 
metric measurements of stars and nebulae. It consists of four 
%inch telescopes for stellar measurements, each with its three- 
color rotating filter photometer, and a 16-inch telescope, operat- 
ing like the four smaller telescopes, for use with neblullae. Bn addi- 
tion, a scanning spectrometer on board will make photometric 
measurements of unfiltered radiation of different frequencies sep- 
arated into spectra by the instrument's gratings. 
Explorer Spacecraft 
Explorer XXXVIII (the Radio Astronomy Explorer) was 
launched July 4 and slowly maneuvered into a nearly circular 
orbit a t  an altitude of 3640 miles-above the denser concentra- 
tions of ions in earth's ionosphere. The 415 pound-satellite is a 
cylinder 31 inches tall with a diameter of 36 inches. I t  is gravity- 
gradient stabilized so that two arms of its antenna point away 
from the earth a t  all times. (Fig. 2-3) 
This spacecraft, featuring an  unusual X-shaped or double-V 
antenna, represents a substantial advance in developing instru- 
ments for radio astronomy in space. Each of the four arms of 
the X-shaped antenna was stored as a flat tape on a reel and 
extended in stages in response to ground commands. With the 
arms extended to the full length of 1500 feet, Explorer XXXVIII 
became the longest artificial satellite ever flown by NASA. 
The spacecraft has measured radio signals of low frequencies 
which usually do not reach the earth. It has also observed radia- 
tion from the sun and from Jupiter, and measured the plasma 
in its environment. Preliminary analyses of data from this Ex- 
plorer revealed an unexpected number of solar flares-occasion- 
ally more than 100 small ones a day. Also surprising was the 
high intensity of radio emission from the magnetosphere. 
Besides the astronomical satellites OAO-I1 and Explorer 
XXXVIII, NASA launched an Air Density Explorer QXXXBX) 
and Injun V (Explorer XL) on a single Scout vehicle on August 8, 
Explorer XXXIX is a 12 foot-sphere of aluminum foil and plastic 
-one of several orbited in the space program. Through optical 
tracking of these spheres ground observers are able to use irregu- 
larities noted in their orbits to deduce changes in atmospheric 
density and temperature a t  heights of from 400 to  1600 miles. 
The Injun V satellite-designed by the State University of 
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Figure 2-3. The Radio Astronomy Explorer (XXXVIII). 
Iowa-is one of a number flown by the University. It measures 
particles in the geomagnetic field and related very low frequency 
electromagnetic phenomena. From initial observations by Injun 
V, scientists have established that the electrical current in the 
auroral zone is carried by electrons and protons with energies 
of from 5 to 20 electron-volts. The spacecraft also observed the 
effects of the large solar flare of October 21, noting that the fluxes 
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of energetic protons and energetic alpha particles trapped in 
the Van Allen zone changed significantly during the mgnet ie  
storm following it. 
ESRO-I 
On October 3, NASA orbited Aurorae, ESRO-I, for the Euro- 
pean Space Research Organization (ESRO). This 185 pound- 
satellite, designed and built by the international organization, 
will study the polar atmosphere and the Aurora Borealis (the 
Northern Lights). It carries four British, three Norwegian, and 
one Swedish experiment to make these studies (ch. 7)l. 
Pioneer Spacecraft 
Pioneer IX-launched on November 8-joined Pioneers VI, 
VII, and VIII in their widely separated orbits about the sun 
where they investigate the interplanetary medium and solar 
activity and their influence on earth's environment (Fig. 2-4 
and 2-5). The four spacecraft were operating satisfactorily and 
transmitting useful data to scientists. (19th Semiannual Report, 
p. 39.) Pioneer VI was orbited in 1965, Pioneer VIlE in 1966, 
and Pioneer VIII in 1967. 
Sounding Rockets and Balloons 
Fifty-five sounding rockets were launched to carry oerhspace 
research and to test instruments which will be Aown aboard 
satellites. Their astronomical observations-ranging from X- to  
infrared rays-complement the findings of Explorrer XXXVIII 
and OAO-11. Also, 37 balloons carried experiments in astronomy 
above much of the mass of the earth's atmosphere. 
LUNAR PROGRAMS 
Apollo Surface Experiments Program 
Astronauts set up and tested flight units of the Apollo Lunar 
Surface Experiments Package (ALSEP) while simulating a lunar 
mission. They will place this geophysical station on the moon 
to transmit data to earth for a t  least a year (ch. 1, p. 33). 
PLANETARY PROGRAMS 
Mariner Spacecraft 
As partof its Mariner Mars '69 Program, NASA plans to launch 
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Figure 2-4. Sketch shows Pioneer IX orbiting the sun. 
two spacecraft on flyby trajectories of the planet during Feb- 
ruary and March of 1969. They will carry identical scientific 
instruments to1 within about 2,000 miles of the Martian surface 
for measurements in the infrared, ultraviolet, and visual ranges. 
The first spacecraft would encounter Mars on July 31 and the 
second on August 5. After the encounters, both would orbit the 
sun. (19th Semiannual Report, p. 46.) 
The spacecraft hardware subsystems underwent acceptance 
testing, the subsystems were assembled into a complete space- 
craft, and checkout and flight qualification tests were completed 
for the two flight spacecraft and their backup spacecraft. Fol- 
lowing the assembly and initial subsystem tests, each spacecraft 
underwent such tests as vibration, calibration of instruments, 
and runs in the thermal vacuum space simulator for a minimum 
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Figure 2-5. Pioneer IX being checked out at Cape Kennedy. 
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of 500 hours. After between 800 and 900 hours of testing each 
was qualified for flight. Following further tests and pre-shipment 
reviews at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, the spacecraft and their 
operational support equipment were transferred to the launch 
site at  Cape Kennedy. 
Mariner Mars '71.-Initiated in August, the Mariner Mars '71 
Program will be managed by the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, which 
will also manage the spacecraft, tracking and data, and mission 
operations systems. Lewis Research Center will manage the launch 
vehicle system. 
Preliminary design of the spacecraft was begun, and the 
Mariner Mars '69 spacecraft design was selected as the basic con- 
figuration. A larger propulsion subsystem will be added to insert 
the spacecraft into orbit about Mars. Twelve requests for pro- 
posals to participate in the Mariner Mars '71 Program were sent 
to  potential subcontractors. 
Instruments to be flown by the spacecraft (launched by an 
Atlas-Centaur) include TV cameras, an infrared radiometer, an 
infrared interferometer spectrometer, an ultraviolet spectrom- 
eter, s multiple-frequency radio receiver, and particle detectors. 
An X-band radio frequency occultation experiment and a celes- 
tial mechanics experiment will also be carried out. 
ADVANCED TECHNICAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 
To prepare for outer planet missions-such as the "Grand 
Tour" of successive flybys of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, and Nep- 
tune-an advanced technical development program was begun. 
A low-drift, gas bearing gyro was developed for such missions, 
which require a long-life precision inertial sensor; a mathemati- 
cal model for the magnetic tape record-reproduce process was 
also prepared to assist in developing better techniques for data 
storage aboard planetary spacecraft. Also, a complete relay link 
telecommunications subsystem (including all equipment to be 
carried on. a planetary lander and associated orbiter or flyby 
spacecraft) was s~ccessf~ l ly  demonstrated. The subsystems will 
be used to  investigate further possible operational problem 
typical capsule-spacecraft relay link subsystem. 
ADVANCED STUDIES 
A study was completed of this multiple outer planet-mission 
which would be carried out during the late 1970s to take ad- 
vantage of an opportunity that will not occur again for about 
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180 years. The flight times to Neptune would vary between 81b2 
and 12 years, depending on whether the spacecraft flew inside 
or outside the rings of Saturn. The study envisaged a spacecraft 
weighing up to 1500 pounds, powered by a radioisotope thermo- 
electric generator, and launched by a Titan-Centaur-Burner II 
vehicle. 
BlOSClEMCE PROGRAMS 
Biosatellites 
Scientists, after completing analyses of the results of the bio- 
logical experiments from the two-day flight of Biolsatellite II in 
September 1967 (figs. 2-6 and 2-7), verified the data in ground 
tests of experiments identical to those aboard the satellite. The 
ground tests simulated the in-flight environment (except weight- 
lessness), and data from this research assured experimenters 
that the effects on the organisms flown in the Biosatellite were 
Figure 2 4 .  Effects of weightlessness and radiation on (Tribolium) flour beetle. 
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Figure 2-7(a). Vinegar gnat (Drosophilo) affected by radiation and weightlessness. 
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Figure 2-7(b). Vinegar gnat (Drosophila) affected by radiation and weightlessness. 
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due to weightlessness or to an onboard radiation source and not 
to the acceleration or vibration of the launch. 
At the University of California (Los Angeles) the 30-day Bio- 
satellite D mission was simulated satisfactorily. Total systems 
operation will undergo final testing early in 1969, when the 
endurance test is completed with a primate in the prototype 
capsule. Prototype and flight spacecraft for Biosatellite D were 
in the systems test phase. (Fig. 2-8) The prototype completed 
the vibration qualification tests; for part of the test a fully- 
instrumented primate was put in the spacecraft and subjected 
to  Aight-level vibrations. Subsystem acceptance testing was com- 
pleted for  the flight spacecraft, and system acceptance tests 
were started in October to prepare for its flight, scheduled for 
the second quarter of 1969. 
Exobiology 
Scientists interested in the exobiology program are being 
organized into teams to support a Martian Lander which may be 
launched as early as 1973, to search for evidence of life on the 
Figure 2-8. Characteristics of Biosatellite D. 
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planet. The science teams will design experiments (and later 
instruments) for life detection, organic analytical chemistry, 
water detection, atmospheric analyses and for supplying meteor- 
ological data. 
The exobiology program sponsored two special symposia in 
October attended by chemists, biologists, microbiologists, geolo- 
gists, and astronomers whose major interest is in detecting and 
studying extraterrestrial life. In general, their proposals for 
flight experiments for an early Mars lander were that- 
Life detection and organic analytical chemistry experiments 
should be integrated to provide data on extraterrestrial life 
from the same sample for both experiments. In addition, the 
life detection experiment should be able to determine more than 
one characteristic of biological activity. 
0 The life detection experiment should be as simple as possible 
to assure its success, and be carried out so that the planetary 
environment would be changed as little as possible. 
The organic analysis should be a survey experiment deter- 
mining the presence, relative amounts, and nature of families of 
organic molecules. If possible, wet chemistry should be ineluded 
in this analysis to permit much more specific identification of 
these molecules. 
0 Detecting the presence and distribution of water, as a key 
experiment, should be a primary objective of Ay-bys and orbital 
flights preceding the lander. 
Planetary Quarantine 
NASA continued to investigate various methods of sz;erl;lizing 
planetary spacecraft to prevent the transfer of earth microor- 
ganisms to the moon and the planets. The sterilization techniques 
were being developed for minimum interference ~~itl-n spacecraft 
performance and maximum economy. Minimum time-temperahre 
sterilization requirements (D-values) were established through 
studies determining the heat resistance of microorganisms in 
spacecraft hardware, and the probability of their release on im- 
pact with planetary bodies was under study. 
To minimize the probability of an accidental impact on the 
planet, a trajectory analysis of the Mariner Mars '69 mission 
was prepared and approved as  meeting planetary quarantiale 
requirements. Also, planetary requirements and procedures to  
guide NASA centers and potential contractors in planning and 
designing the '73 Viking Mars landing mission were prepared for 
issuance early in 1969. 
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The Publie Health Service stepped up its sampling and labora- 
tory assay work a t  Cape Kennedy to determine the biological 
contamination in Apollo lunar spacecraft. The increased pace 
will also meet the need for more qualitative information on 
identifying microorganisms for use in the Back Contamination 
Quarantine program at the Manned Spacecraft Center's Lunar 
Reeelvirig Laboratory. (Fig. 2-9) 
Behavioral Biology 
As park of an extensive program to assess the general problem 
of visual-motor eoordination as it may be affected by alterations 
in gravity and the resulting changes in feedback from the mus- 
cles, bioseientists were investigating the origins of sensorimotor 
coordination in animals and in man. Especially noteworthy were 
Figure 2-9. Micirobiological sampling on Apollo spacecraft at Kennedy Space Center. 
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Figure 2-10. Visual-motor coordination studies of a boby monkey. 
the experiments in visual-motor coordination with. baby stump- 
tail macaque monkeys deprived of seeing their? own limbs. 
(Fig. 2-10) 
In these experiments, the monkeys were raised from birth in 
padded chairs with an opaque shelf surrounding the upper part 
of their bodies to keep them from seeing their own limbs. After 
eight weeks in this apparatus, the animal was permitted to  see 
one of its hands for the first time. The monkey was extremely 
curious, looking a t  the hand as if i t  were not his. The hand was 
totally'uncoordinated, but when he was unable to see i t  again 
he used the hand normally. (The monkey took from two to  
three days to "map" the hand into its visual system.) When he 
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saw the other hand for the first time, his reactions were identi- 
cal. 9"clso took as long to map the second hand into its visual 
field as it did for the first. 
Three Dimensional-Mapping of the Brain.-Animals, ranging 
b'rorn birds to man, may be able to function effectively because 
they live in a stable visual environment. Visual cues tend to 
dominate theiir other sources of sensory information. But when 
visual cues are reduced-for example when the animal is under 
water or in Aight-it must depend on information from its ves- 
tibular. system and neural feedback from its gravity-sensitive 
internal organisms. 
Experimenters a t  Ames Research Center were studying the 
ability of the pigeon to detect deviations from the vertical with- 
out visual cues. (Fig. 2-11) Enclosed in a tilting chamber, the 
pigeon earned food by pecking a small disc when the chamber 
was tilted to a certain position-in any other position its peck- 
ing was ineffective. The experiments define the ability of the 
pigeon to discrriminate using its vestibular system and its muscle 
sense inputs. Future experiments using pigeons with their ves- 
tibular systemis removed will distinguish between the reactions 
of the two systems. 
A complete Stereotaxic Atlas of the Brain of a Pigeon was pub- 
lished. Before this three dimensional-map of the brain was avail- 
able, operations on the pigeon's vestibular system were difficult 
and often unsuccessful. The pigeon was selected for the atlas 
since it was used widely in earlier anatomical studies of the 
avian nervous system and was also the subject of extensive 
behavioral investigations. 
Stereotaxie methods provide one of the most important tech- 
niques for investigating the structure and function of specific 
regions o f  the brain. They make possible accurate placement 
of experimental lesions, electrical and chemical stimulation of 
the brain, andl electrical and thermal recording studies. Anato- 
mists, physiologists, biochemists, psychologists, and ethologists 
use the techniques in the laboratory, and they are applied in 
human clinical procedures. 
Stz~d.ies of EEG Data.-At the MIT Research Laboratory of El- 
dronirs, studies were being made of electroencephalographic 
(EEG) data using signals recorded from the intact human scalp 
in various stages of alertness. Several methods for summarizing 
and displaying large amounts of EEG data in three dimensional- 
perspective were developed by investigators. The three dimen- 
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Figure 2-11. Pigeon detects gravity changes without visual cues 
sional-displays of electrophysiological activity will be an effective 
way for continuous monitoring of the alertness of pilots ar-ud 
astronauts. 
Physical Biology 
Nutrition and Prolonged Space Flight.-Bioscientists studying 
the nutritional problems of long term space flighflfoulrd that 
the calories in carbohydrate and fat in the human diet can be 
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varied a great deal with few difficulties, but that the nutritional 
requirements for protein and its component amino acids cannot 
vary. The investigators defined for the first time man's exact 
protein nutritional requirements and formulated equations for 
predicting them. In addition, they discovered that the needs 
may be rnet a t  lower protein levels than was suspected, if the 
protein is of high biological value. 
Human Temperature Control.-Scientists also spelled out the 
the roles of two thermo-regulatory centers in the brain stem-a 
""temperature eye" or "human thermostat" and a temperature- 
blind relay station. Their work on temperature control revealed 
Chat the spontaneous rhythmic fluctuations of average skin 
temperature in 10- to 15-minute cycles resulted from a spon- 
taneous rhythmic fluctuation of the rate of sweating and subse- 
quent evaporative cooling of the skin. Similar cycles of skin tem- 
perature and sweating were produced artificially by repeated 
ingestion of icie and by increasing the temperature of the blood 
suppPy to the brain. 
Environmental Biology 
Depressed Metabo1isrn.-Experimenters a t  the University of 
Missouri found that hibernation and hypothermia may afford 
some protection for animals against gamma radiation. (Hypo- 
therrnia results in subnormal temperature in warm-blooded ani- 
mals; hibernation in a considerable decrease of metabolic proc- 
esses in their body tissues.) Hypothermic hamsters exposed to 
800 to 1,000 roentgens of gamma radiation survived 90 days or 
longer, but non-hypothermic irradiated animals died within 15 
to 30 days. ( I  7th Semiannzcal Report, p. 52.) 
Also, clinical studies in the irradiation of cancer patients in- 
dicated that decreasing the oxygen requirements by lowering 
the body temperature reduces cellular metabolism, decreasing tis- 
sue sensitivity to gamma radiation. 
In depressed metabolism-even in hypothermia-it is helpful 
to  keep one part of the body warm. At Emory University, Atlanta, 
Ga., tumors in mice were kept warm while the rest of their 
bodies was cooled. Investigators discovered that the warm tumor 
collected most of the anticancer drug administered, since the 
depressed eefls were less active metabolically. After two hours 
of this type of treatment the animals were rewarmed and 40 
days later the tumor disappeared entirely. But when the same 
quantity of the drug was injected into an uncooled animal, its 
tumor was unaffected, and the animal died in a few weeks. 
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Prolonged hypothermia, the application of the principles of 
hibernation, drugs, and electronarcosis seem to promise a reduc- 
tion of the daily metabolic requirements of mammals. If one or 
more of these methods should prove to be practical, human needs 
for food and oxygen could be drastically reduced, as could the 
production and elimination of waste. Any of these methods might 
offer protection to astronauts exposed to gamma and cosmic 
radiation, and enable them to tolerate the forces of ilacreased 
acceleration. (Fig. 2-12) 
Figure 2-12. Experiments with hypothermic hamsters. 
LIGHT and MEDIUM LAUNCH VEHICLIfS 
For its automated space missions NASA used Scout, Delta, 
Agena, and Atlas-Centaur launch vehicles. 
Scout 
Scout vehicles successfully carried out four missions-launched 
the Air Density Explorer XXXIX and the Injun Explorer XL on 
August 8, the RAM 6-11 radio attenuation experiment, August 
22, and the ESRO I international cooperative satellite, October 3. 
Delta 
In July, a Delta orbited the Radio Astronomy Explorer satei- 
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lite (Explorer XXXVIII) using a Surveyor retromotor as  its 
third stage. The launching of ESSA VII in August marked two 
firsts for  the Delta vehicle-the first long-tank Thor booster used 
with Delta and the first two-burn mission for the vehicle's second 
stage. In September, a malfunction occurred in the control sys- 
tem of the Intelsat III-A Thor booster, and the vehicle was de- 
stroyed about 110 seconds after liftoff. However, Delta closed 
out the year with the successful launches of Pioneer IX in No- 
vember, and HEOS I, ESSA VIII, and Intelsat III-B in De- 
cember, 
Thorad-Agena vehicles were being readied to launch Nimbus 
B-2 and Orbiting Geophysical Observatory-F during the first half 
of 1969. Nimbus B-2 replaces Nimbus B, lost as  a result of a 
vehieie malfunction caused by misorientation of the yaw rate 
gyro in the Thorad booster flight control system. (19th Semi- 
annual Report, p. 59.) 
Atlas-Centaur 
The Atlas-Centaur vehicle was used to support earth-orbital 
missions for the first time when i t  launched an  Applications 
Technology Satellite (ATS-D) in August and an Orbiting Astro- 
nomical Observatory (OAO-11) in December. The ATS-D vehicle 
was unable to carry out its mission because the Centaur stage 
failed to reignite for a second burn following a successful in- 
sertion into a parking orbit. The OAO-I1 mission was success- 
fu l .  Atlas-Centaur will next support the two Mariner Mars plane- 
tary missions early in 1969. 
APPLICATIONS 
During the period of this report, NASA made preparations 
to orbit a second generation operational meteorological space- 
craft for ESSA in 1969; cooperated with several other agencies 
in designing an earth resources technology satellite; contir~ued 
to provide launch service for ComSat, scheduling the launch of 
three INTELSAT I11 communications satellites in 1969; and 
studied the feasjbility of using satellites for navigation, air 
traffic control, and related telecommunications services. In addi- 
tion, NASA Applications Technology Satellites photographed 
tornadoes and hurricanes, and other satellites supplied geodetie 
data. 
METEROLOGICAL SATELLITES 
ESSA and TIROS 
The wheel-type TIROS spacecraft ESSA I and 11-orbited in 
February 1966-inaugurated the operational weather satellite sys- 
tem. (15th Semiannual Report, p. 65.) In May of this year, 
the one-millionth cloud cover photograph from the combined 
TIROS and ESSA (TOS) satellites was received from ESSA VI. 
The total includes the pictures taken by the ten TIRCPS research 
and development satellites and the six ESSA satellites which 
NASA has turned over to the Environmental Science Services 
Administration, ESSA. 
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Two types of spacecraft of this wheel design are needed to 
provide meteorological satellite information. One of these uses 
an Atatomatic Picture Transmission system to supply direct local 
readout of daytime cloud cover data to over 400 small relatively 
inexpensive ground stations around the world; the other an  
Advanced Vidicon Camera System (AVCS) to provide global re- 
corded daytime cloud cover data for ESSA's National Environ- 
mental Satellite Center. 
Figure 3-1 is a mosaic of pictures received during one day 
from two ground stations served by the Automatic Picture Trans- 
mission system (APT)-one station a t  Goddard Space Flight 
Center and another an experimental mobile unit taken to Vienna, 
Austria for the United Nations Conference on the Peaceful Uses 
of Space. By using these ground stations only, contiguous cov- 
erage was provided from the fa r  Western U.S. to the Ural Moun- 
tains of Eastjern Europe, and from near the North Pole to within 
about 10" of the Equator. APT equipment used by the Mexican 
Government also proved its value (ch. 7, p. 157.) 
An ESSA spacecraft (VII) carrying the Advanced Vidicon 
Camera System was launched by NASA for ESSA on August 16 
and, an  ESSA satellite (VIII) of the APT t s ~ e  was orbited on 
December 15. (Fig. 3-2) 
Figure 3-1. Cloud cover photograph transmitted by ESSA VI In August. 
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Figure 3-2. ESSA VII view of tropical storm Shirley. 
TIROS-M-the prototype second-generation operational mete- 
orological satellite-was being prepared for a 1969 launch. This 
satellite will carry AVCS and APT systems, a scanning radiorn- 
eter to provide cloud cover data a t  night (direct locally and 
globally), and instruments to determine cloud-top height. 
TIROS-M will also be able to carry several other advanced sen- 
sors when they are ready for flight. (Fig 3-3) 
Nimbus 
The reliability of a three-axis stabilized meteorological satellite 
was demonstrated by Nimbus I1 which operated fo r  over 31 
months. Its useful life ended (on January 16, 1969) when the 
stabilization system failed. 
The third Nimbus, B, was destroyed a t  launch on May 18 when 
the launch vehicle veered off course (19th Semiannual Report, 
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Figure 3-3. TIROS-M meteorological satellite. 
p. 63). The SNAP-19 radioisotope thermoelectric generator, 
which fell into the ocean off the California coast, was recovered. 
The fuel container design proved its soundness, remaining in- 
tact and eliminating any chance that the isotope fuel might 
enter the water. 
Preparations for a repeat mission (Nimbus B-2) in 1969 
proceeded slightly ahead of the original schedule. Nimbus D, 
next in this series, continued on schedule for orbiting in 1970. 
Nimbus E andl F will emphasize research into and the develop- 
ment of microwave and advanced infrared sounders to obtain 
global measurements of the structure of the earth's atmosphere. 
A payload fo r  Nimbus E was selected tentatively, and the payload 
fo r  Nimbus F was being chosen. 
Meteorological Sounding Rockets 
NASA used sounding rockets for meteorological measurements 
above altitudes reached by sounding balloons and below those 
of' satellites. Acoustic grenades, pitot-static tubes, and light-reflect- 
ing or luminous-vapor experiments were employed. 
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The Agency developed a rocket chemiluminescent ozonesonde ex- 
periment using a 40 foot-parachute deployment system, which 
was launched a t  Wallops Island in September. An ozone profile 
was obtained from 12 to 44 miles. This experiment was carried 
out in conjunction with other rocket and balloon ozonesonde 
flights. The chemiluminescent ozonesonde can make soundings at 
night because it does not depend on ultraviolet energy from 
sunlight as do other ozonesondes. 
Also, a break away tip pitot-static tube technique was suc- 
cessfully demonstrated on a Nike-Apache rocket in November. 
I t  keeps the pitot tube covered during the early part of the flight 
to prevent moisture or pollutants from the lower layers of the 
atmosphere from contaminating the pitot tube system. 
Research Rocket Firings.-Twenty-six sounding rockets were 
flown in meteorological research. These firings inclilded grenade 
experiments from Pt. Barrow, Alaska, Ft. Churchill, Canada, and 
Wallops Island, to study the onset of the wavelike structure ob- 
served in temperature profiles of the mesosphere in winter. Other 
grenade experiments will be conducted early in January from 
these rocket launching sites and from sites in Sweden to investi- 
gate the dynamics of the polar mesosphere and stratosphere and 
explore stratospheric warming phenomena (if they develop). 
Operational Sounding Rocket System.-An inexpensive meteoro- 
logical sounding rocket system affording reliable, routine 
launches up to 60 miles altitude for range support, research, and 
network operations continued under development. 
An immediate goal-to develop an efficient, low-cost rocket mo- 
tor f o r  routine probings up to a height of 45 miles-is the object 
of a joint NASA-Army program. Most of the static test firings of 
this rocket motor were completed. 
Field Experiment Support.-To assure that sounding rocket 
data are of maximum use for research or operations, launch 
sites must be related to one another, and launches coordinakd. 
International cooperative programs are planned to estabKsh self- 
sustaining coordinated meteorological sounding rocket launches 
from sites which will contribute valuable data. Several nations 
have taken part in this program (ch. 7) .  
COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES 
Early Bird or INTELSAT I was the first commeircial commu- 
nications satellite launched by NASA for ComSat on behalf of 
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the 63 nations making up the International Telecommunications 
Satellite Consortium, INTELSAT. It was scheduled to be retired 
on January 19, 1969 after over four years of continuous opera- 
tion. The three INTELSAT I1 satellites orbited by NASA for 
ComSaL in 1967 continued to serve more than two-thirds of the 
world. ( 1 9 t k ~  Semiannual Report, p. 65.) 
NASA launched a second INTELSAT I11 on December 18. 
(The first in the INTELSAT I11 series was launched on Sep- 
tember 18, but a launch vehicle failure kept i t  from achieving 
its planned orbit.) The 1,200 circuit, 640 pound-satellite, launched 
for  ComSat on behalf of INTELSAT, was designed to operate 
for  five years. INTELSAT 11, with only 240 circuits, was de- 
signed for a three-year lifetime (Fig. 3-4). 
Figure 3-4. INTELSAT Ill. 
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Before i t  began regular commercial service-scheduled for Jan- 
uary 2, 1969-INTELSAT I11 was used for a live telecast from 
Rome of Pope Paul's midnight mass on Christmas Eve, and on 
December 28 through New Year's provided an emergency link 
between the U.S. and Germany when cable service was inter- 
rupted. 
INTELSAT I11 was placed in a synchronous equatoriaj orbit 
over the Atlantic Ocean; a second of this type was scheduled to 
be orbited over the Pacific on February 5, 1969; a third over the 
Atlantic in May 1969; and a fourth over the Indian Ocean later 
in 1969. With the launching of the spacecraft over the Indian 
Ocean, the communications satellite network will become world- 
wide. 
In October ComSat contracted for an advanced spacecraft- 
INTELSAT IV-to be launched in 1971. (19th Semiannuccl Re- 
port, p. 65.) INTELSAT IV will provide between. 5,000 and 
6,000 two-way voice circuits and operate (for seveni years) with 
greater flexibility and power than earlier INTELSATs. NASA 
will provide launch services, on a reimbursable basis, similar to 
those provided for the INTELSAT I, 11, and I11 series. En addi- 
tion, responding to requests from the Federal Communications 
Commission and ComSat, NASA provided technical advice on 
stabilization systems for INTELSAT IV, and reviewed and com- 
mented on specifications for this satellite. 
NAVIGATION and TRAFFIC CONTROL SATELLITES 
Position Location Experiment 
In a test of the Omega Position Location Experiment (OPLE), 
carried by Applications Technology Satellite I11 22,300 miless over 
the earth, an airplane was located within two miles, a ship and 
buoy within three miles, and a balloon within half a mile. An 
airplane of the Federal Aviation Administration was used in 
this experiment, as were a buoy and ship of the Environmental 
Science Services Administration, and a drifting balloon of the 
National Center for Atmospheric Research. Additional experi- 
ments with balloons will test OPLE's capacity for l-elaying data 
from meteorological sensors. 
Satellite Studies 
Based on the recommendations of the Joint Navigation Satel- 
lite Committee in 1966 (15th Semiannual Report, p. 74), two 
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studies were completed of the technical feasibility of satellites 
to provide navigation, air traffic control, search and rescue, and 
related teiiecommunications services. The studies of two different 
satellite system configurations included cost estimates and sched- 
ules to bring the systems to research and development flight dem- 
onstration stages. NASA was analyzing the results of these stud- 
ies to consider the possible development of navigation and air 
traflie control satellites. 
APIPLICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES 
A gravity gradient-stabilized spacecraft, Applications Tech- 
nology Satellite IV (ATS-IV), failed to achieve its intended 
orbit after launch on August 10 and its experiments were unable 
to provide data. The satellite re-entered the earth's atmosphere 
on October 17. However, experiments continued with ATS-I and 
ATS-III (orbited in 1966 and 1967), including extensive ob- 
servations of tornadoes and hurricanes. 
Early this year ATS-I11 was moved from 47" to 90" W 
longitude for a cooperative experiment with the Environmental 
Science Services Administration (ESSA) during the 1968 season 
of maximum tornado activity. Also, from March 6 to May 18 the 
satellite carried out 22 "tornado watches.'? In this cooperative 
experiment, i t  took 870 pictures which were being analyzed by 
investigators from ESSA and other investigators. 
When the tornado season was past its peak, ATS-I11 was 
moved easdwa,rd over the Atlantic for a joint "hurricane watch" 
experiment with ESSA. Although the 1968 hurricane season 
was notable for a lack of major storms, excellent photographs 
were taken of Hurricane Abby, which were also being analyzed 
by ESSA and other experimenters. 
A mechanically despun ATS-I11 antenna operated satisfac- 
torily in space for more than a year and performed better than 
the more complicated electronically despun antenna tested on 
ATS-I. The improved antenna was in communication with a 
15-foot diameter antenna of a small mobile ground terminal in 
successf ui! communications experiments. The ground terminal 
promises to be the forerunner of such small, inexpensive termi- 
nals for mobile communications. The 15-foot ground antenna can 
be furled, carried in a station wagon, moved to various locations, 
and set up for use under diverse conditions. (Ground stations 
for the ATS satellites can be simpler, because they do not need 
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ground antenna tracking devices due to their geostationary 
orbit.) 
The next Applications Technology Satellite (ATS-E) was sched- 
uled for a 1969 launch. 
GEODETIC SATELLITES 
GEOS 
The passive gravity gradient attitude stabilization system of 
GEOS-I continued to position the satellite so that ground sta 
tions could track it precisely through its 334 laser corner cube 
retroreflectors. (19th Semiannual Report, p. 67.)  NO^ other instru- 
ments aboard the spacecraft, launched in 1965, can be used. 
GEOS-11, orbited January 11, was also opera.ting success- 
fully, although its power supply was reduced. The satellite was 
expected to support Air Force camera teams in their geodetic oh- 
servations of South America; help calibrate a selected group of 
C-band radar systems and determine if useful geodetic data might 
be supplied; and aid in comparing and calibrating ground tack- 
ing equipment a t  NASA's Carnarvon, Australia, tracking site. 
GEOS-C is planned for a 1970 launch. This satellite will carry 
a radar altimeter to measure mean sea level and the dynamic 
variations of the ocean's surface. In a low inclination orbit of 
about 20°, i t  will provide data vital to further describing 
the gravity field of the earth. 
PAGEOS 
Geodetic information was still being provided by the Barge 
passive balloon satellite, PAGEOS-I, which was launched in 
1966. 
EARTH RESOURCES SURVEY 
Aircraft Program 
NASA-cooperating with the Departments of Interior, Agri- 
culture, Commerce, and Navy-continued to investigate possible 
uses of space-acquired data in surveying the world's natural 
resources. In  support of these studies (detailed in the 19th Semi- 
annual Report), aircraft a t  low and intermediate altitudes were 
flying remote sensors over a network of ground test sites to pro- 
vide scientists with earth resources information. 
The low altitude flight missions (from 500 to 20,000 feet) and 
the intermediate altitude flight missions (20,000 to 40,000 feet) 
are two of the three major phases of the aircraft program. A 
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third phase-flights above 40,000 feet-will be carried out be- 
ginning next summer through the use of a high altitude aircraft 
loaned to NASA by the Air Force's Air Weather Service. By 
flying remote sensors a t  altitudes above about 90 percent of the 
earth's atmosphere, the range of sensor performance is extended, 
and data handling and analysis techniques are  verified. Space 
flight sensing can most rrearly be simulated a t  such heights. 
The ground test sites over which these missions are  flown 
were developed by scientific investigators from the agencies and 
universities participating in this aircraft program, as well a s  
by instrument teams. Sites were chosen to  provide earth re- 
sources data ion crops, forests, water, fisheries, and cities. These 
data were then compared with "ground truth" information col- 
lected by the investigating agencies and cooperating scientists 
to find out if the sensing methods were feasible. Nineteen flight 
missions were conducted over 75 test sites during 1968 (some 
repeated above several sites). The Manned Spacecraft Center 
publishes a monthly accession list of information gathered from 
these flights. 
A data processing and distributing facility at the Center handles 
the data acquired by the sensors during each mission. This in- 
formation is collected in the form of film, magnetic tapes, strip 
charts, and logs and processed quickly for the convenience of 
scientific investigators. 
Spacecraft Studies 
Substantial progress toward realizing the basic goals of the 
Earth Resources Survey Program through this airborne remote 
sensor testing has led to the beginning of the design of flight 
hardware for an  Ear th  Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) . 
Involved are  aircraft-based investigations, development of re- 
mote sensors, spacecraft data analyses, systems and benefits stud- 
ies, spacecraft definition, and interagency coordination of ERTS 
requirements. 
Remote sensor data from aircraft, infrared imagery from 
Nimbus 11, and photography from Projects Gemini and Apollo 
when evaluated by investigators from many Government agen- 
cies have permitted users to refine further their various needs 
for  satellite-based sensors. Nine systems and benefit studies by 
NASA, the Departments of Interior and Agriculture, and the Na- 
tional Council on Marine Resources and Engineering Develop- 
ment were made to estimate benefits and costs of operational 
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space-assisted earth resources survey systems and assist in evalu- 
ating priorities for ERTS experiments. These studies have indi- 
cated that potential benefits may overshadow estimated system 
costs for geographic areas about as large as the United States 
or larger. 
Plans were being completed to begin the final Earth 
Resources Technology Satellite definition/design study. 141~0, ad- 
vanced sensor studies were started and were extensively re- 
viewed with the user agencies. To ensure interagency coordina- 
tion, an Earth Resources Survey Program Review Committee 
was established in July chaired by NASA's Associate Ad- 
ministrator for Space Science and Applications. Me~nbers of this 
committee are assistant secretaries of the Departments of Inte- 
rior, Agriculture, Commerce, and Navy. 
ADVANCED 
RESEARCH 
, AND 
TECHNOLOGY 
The OWce of Advanced Research and Technology continued to 
carry out the many and various programs which support cur- 
rent activities and anticipate future requirements in aeronautics 
and space. This was a particularly fruitful period as indicated by 
the multitude of accomplishments reported in the following pages. 
SPACE FOWER TECHNOLOGY 
Solar and Chernical Power 
Commercial and normal space-type batteries, which may be 
used in spacecraft intended to land on planets, do not have the 
ability to  withstand sterilization or the hard impacts of plane- 
tary landings. To adapt such batteries to this type of use, it 
was necessary to develop new separator and case materials that 
could withs"c,nd the temperatures and pressures of sterilization 
without chemical attack and physical weakening. Structura? 
changes made to convert the parts of a normal cell to those of 
an impact resistant cell are shown in Fig. 4-1. The improve- 
ments include a more elaborate lid and special insert to hold 
the plates in place, substantial tabs and reinforcement of the 
plates themselves, and a larger and heavier case. 
Batteries composed of 12 of the new cells were built into a 
prototype Mars lander package and dropped twice from a height 
of 250 feet. The second time, the package landed on asphalt and 
was subjected to a shock 2,500 times the force of normal grav- 
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Figure 4-1. Normal cell parts (left); impact-resistant cell ports (right). 
ity. The sterilized batteries operated as required both times. Pre- 
liminary results from another test program indicated that con- 
ventional cells and batteries can also be improved by the appli- 
cation of these tough new plastics. 
The Power Systems Laboratory a t  the NASA Electronics Re- 
search Center demonstrated an operating laboratory model of 
a watt meter with a near linear response from DC to  I! mega- 
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hertz. This instrument makes it possible for the first time to 
display power dissipation on an oscilloscope for the circuits and 
devices used in electrical power systems. It is expected to prove 
an important diagnostic tool for studying the characteristics of 
and the electrical and thermal stresses on capacitors, transistors, 
and other devices in DC switching circuits. The resulting knowl- 
edge should aid in developing improved circuits and devices and 
increasing the reliability of electrical power systems. 
Nuclear Electric Power ~esearch and Technology 
Rankine Tzi"zlrbogenerator Technology.-The three-stage potas- 
sium vapor turbine built of advanced molybdenum-base and 
nickel-base alloys logged approximately 1350 hours of perform- 
ance and endurance testing with 1500-1550°F potassium vapor 
temperatures a t  entrance to the turbine and 10-13 per cent 
potassium moisture content in the third-stage wheel. Turbine 
eifieiencies, which ranged from 73-78 per cent over a range of 
operating pressures, were in good agreement with predicted 
values. The turbine and facility were shut down for inspection 
and repairs on August 22; inconclusive evidence of some turbine 
blade erosion was found. Detailed metallurgical examination of 
the turbine and preparations for resumed testing were in 
progress. 
'kwo preliminary turbogenerator designs, meeting specifica- 
tions of a 2100°F turbine inlet temperature, 450 KWe a t  the 
generator terminals, and 3-5 year operating life a t  full power, 
were completed. The designs provide a basis for further develop- 
ment of potassium Rankine power plant technology. 
Progress continued in fabricating the advanced boiler develop- 
ment test rig. The facility for containment of the lithium and 
potassium loops a t  temperatures to 2200°F was completed, and 
its high vacuum capability was confirmed by test. Geometric 
design of the first boiler tube test unit was completed, and an 
experimental program to investigate stability effects in multi- 
tube condenseirs was initiated. 
Accomplishments in the development and testing of advanced 
materials included initiation of a long-term corrosion test of 
tantalum-base T-111 alloy a t  temperatures up to 2150°F; com- 
pletion of a 12,000 hour creep test of tantalum-base ASTAR 
811-C a t  2600°F, and an 8000 hour creep test of molybdenum- 
base alloy TZM-1175 a t  2000°F; completion of a 10,000 hour 
test of a'-111 welds; and progress in developing a high-tempera- 
ture braze for the electromagnetic potassium boiler feed pump. 
A. 10,000 hour test a t  1300°F was completed on an  alternator 
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statorette and a potassium-filled bore seal without degradation 
of materials or electrical performance. 
Tests on a small-scale, two-loop lithium-to-potassiram Rankine 
cycle system coupled to a reactor simulator showed excellent 
system stability under abrupt changes in operating conditions 
and during 100 hours of hands-off operation. 
Thermionic Conversion Technology.-In-pile capsules for high- 
temperature testing of fuel emitter specimens were devejopeci, 
and irradiation programs were started a t  the NASA. Plum Brook 
Reactor. The capsules incorporate high-temperahre (1500- 
1700°C) thermocouples for measuring temperatures during the 
irradiation tests ; the thermocouples operated sueeessf ully for 
2,000 hours and are still working. Uranium dioxide, porous uran- 
ium zirconium carbide, and uranium dioxide cermet fuels are 
being irradiated over a wide range of test conditions in these 
programs. 
Performance mapping was completed on two cyllindrical eon- 
verters employing tungsten emitters with oriented surface crys- 
tals. The two converters differed from each other only in the 
crystallographic structures of the emitters. The performance 
maps included data for interelectrode spacings of .002 to .020 
inch, emitter temperatures of 1400 to 1800°C, and collector 
temperatures of 700 to 1000°C. An electrically heated cylindri- 
cal converter employing a double tungsten layer emitter has 
operated for over 16,000 hours a t  a 1700°C emitter temperature, 
and a similar converter was run for 5000 hours a t  1'700°C and 
was then performance mapped. The output of the latter device 
was 10 watts/cm2 of emitter area after 5000 hours; these was 
no output power degradation for either of these converters. 
An electrically heated externally fueled thermionic converter 
8 inches in length, operated for 500 hours in a life test which 
began on December 1, and is continuing. 
In studies of fission gas venting with uranium dioxide fuel, 
investigators built a uranium dioxide, tungsten-clad specimen 
that can be heated along its center line and that allows periodic 
injection of inert gas to simulate fission-produced gases. The 
unit makes it possible to conduct out-of-piIe testing to determine 
uranium oxide vapor redistribution rates and gas diffusion 
through uranium oxide a t  thermionic temperatures; testing with 
the device was in progress. 
Brayton Cycle Equipment.-The performance of individual 
components was verified : compressor, turbine, and alternator 
efficiencies measured a t  82 per cent, 91 per cent, and approxi- 
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mateligi 94 peir cent, respectively, exceeded the predicted values. 
OR-design tests of the individual components were also com- 
pleted. The program entered the subsystem test phase with con- 
tractual and in-house testing about to start on key subsystems, 
and most of the components for a combined system test deliv- 
ered. (Pig. 4-'2) 
In other work, a turboalternator unit mounted on gas bear- 
ings logged about 1160 hours of successful testing under multi- 
Figure 4-2. Broyton Power Generation System Mock-up. 
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ple start-stop and magnetic unbalance conditions; it was also 
operated successfully for several hours a t  more than 200 per 
cent of design power. 
Two prototype single-shaft turbine-alternator-compressosl units 
mounted on gas bearings were delivered to the Lewis Research 
Center, where one was being readied for hot performance tests 
with a prototype recuperator. The second unit was being assem- 
bled with other components into a test engine for? delivery to  
the Plum Brook Station, where the first test of a colnpleto power 
conversion system employing an electrical heat source is sehed- 
uled to start during 1969. 
Isotope Power.-The SNAP-19 fuel capsules of the unsue- 
cessful Nimbus B mission of May 1968, (19th Semiannual Report, 
p. 110) recovered from the ocean near San Miguel Island and 
examined a t  the AEC Mound Laboratories, were found to be in- 
tact. (Fig. 4-3) Two additional SNAP-19 units with improved 
thermoelectric materials in the thermopile were completed. They 
were delivered in December and will be used on the Nimbus B-2, 
scheduled for launch in 1969. 
The SNAP-27 unit for the Apollo ALSEP was completed, a 
Figure 4-3. SNAP-19 Radiosotope electric generator. 
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safety analysis conducted, and a Safety Evaluation Report was 
being prepared. 
Several thermoelectric materials and systems that may substan- 
tially improve conversion efficiency were being evaluated, and 
studies were initiated of the suitability of radioisotope ther- 
moelectric generators (RTG) as  prime supplies for lunar and 
Mars landers and planetary missions. 
SNAP-8 Development Project 
Major accomplishments in the endurance development of the 
major components of the 35-50 KWe SNAP-8 power conversion 
system were the completion of a 12,000-hour test of the mercury 
pump and operation of the first tantalum boiler for 2500 con- 
tinuous service hours without failure or repair. Testing experi- 
ence indicated the need for structural improvement in the boiler 
to  achieve 10,000-hour life. The turbine exceeded 4500 hours of 
operation without sign of difficulty, and endurance testing of 
the other majlor components was also continued. 
In other work, the AEC began testing of the second SNAP-8 
reactor to demonstrate its performance and 10,000-hour design 
Bif e. 
The accumulation of basic system data continued through oper- 
ation of a breadboarded power conversion system. In  October, 
a major system milestone was reached with the demonstration 
of the first automated system startup typical of that needed 
for space operation. In December, a second power conversion 
system a t  the Lewis Research Center was brought back to opera- 
tional status to investigate' the dynamic characteristics of 
SNAP-8. 
The Electric Propulsion Program 
Continuing advances in the technology of electric propulsion 
systems culminated in the first application of this form of pro- 
puPsion on a NASA mission spacecraft, the ATS IV, launched 
in August. Electric propulsion systems are advantageous princi- 
pally because of their high specific impulse and fuel economy 
particularly for auxiliary applications, such as  satellite station 
keeping or maneuvering. Ion thruster systems powered by solar 
arrays appear to offer advantages for primary propulsion of 
planetary spacecraft. Studies continued to show that a smaller, 
less costly Paunch vehicle can be used with a solar-electric space- 
craft than with equivalent all-chemical propulsion. 
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Auxiliary Propulsion.-The ATS IV low thrust level resistojet 
system for spacecraft station keeping was designed so as not to  
disturb the sensitive passive attitude control system during sta- 
tion keeping. Although the spacecraft failed to achieve its design 
orbit, the 50-micropound-thrust ammonia resistojet system oper- 
ated successfully for over 800 hours. 
The ATS IV also carried a cesium ion engine experiment 
which functioned as intended. The system was capable of vary- 
ing thrust level from 5 to 20 micropounds and of steering the 
thrust electrically. The steering capability eliminates unwanted 
torques by having the thrust vector pass through the spacecraft 
center of mass. Both the resistojet and ion engine systems will 
be flown on the ATS E. 
Resistojets capable of operating in the 3600-4000°F range 
may also find application in position control of manned space 
stations. The 10 millipound units (19th Semiannual Repork, p, 
111) undergoing life tests have now accumulated about 5,000 
hours on ammonia and 3,500 hours on hydrogen. In addition, 
research was started on such units capable of using life support 
waste products as propellants. 
Prime Propulsion.-The SERT I1 project progressed as assem- 
bly of the flight spacecraft was completed. Planned for launch 
in 1969, SERT I1 is intended to demonstrate six month per- 
formance of a 1 kilowatt mercury bombardment ion engine in 
the space environment. 
A ground test program to demonstrate the feasibility of solar 
powered electric propulsion systems also made substantial prog- 
ress. All of the equipment (thrusters, gimbals, power condition- 
ers, and switches) required was on hand and being assembled. 
The open-loop test program, set to commence in 1969, should pro- 
vide data for an advanced closed-loop test involving automatic 
failure detection, switching, power distribution, and attitude 
control. The closed-loop program, scheduled for 1970, should in 
turn isolate and resolve the operational problems of such a sys- 
tem during a mission. 
SPACE VEHICLES PROGRAM 
Temperature Control 
In laboratory tests of pigments for thermal control coatings, 
zine titanate was found to be very stable in simulated space 
environment, but grinding the pigment damaged its structure 
and reduced its stability. To meet the need for powdered zinc 
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titanate suitable for use as a pigment, a method was developed 
for  direct precipitation of the chemical from a gaseous mixture 
of zinc vapor and other chemical compounds in vapor form. 
Thermal/Vacuum Test Technology  
In research on methods of testing very large spacecraft in 
available thermal/vacuum test facilities, studies were being 
conducted to develop valid scale model test techniques. Proce- 
dures devised in testing a 1/6-scale model of a proposed space 
telescope under transient thermal conditions appeared to give 
more detailed and valid results than those achieved by analytical 
prediction techniques. 
Lifting-body Fligk~t Program 
The HL-10, which has now been flown 14 times by three pi- 
lots, used the XLR-11 rocket engine on the last three flights 
to boost the speed to approximately Mach 0.84. Vehicle perform- 
ance has been good, and flight testing through the transonic 
speed range will continue. 
The X-24A was undergoing ground checkouts in preparation 
for  its first Aight in 1969. 
A d v a n c e d  Guid ing  Parachutes  
Nine flights of a 4,000-square-foot parawing were completed 
in the second flight test phase of the parawing technology pro- 
gram. The test flights, with payloads ranging from 2,900 pounds 
to 5,000 pounds, evaluated deployment characteristics under 
conditions simulating the deployment of large scale parawings 
with 15,000-pound payloads. The test flights are scheduled to 
continue, culminating in the testing of 10,000-square-foot wings 
and payloads up to 15,000 pounds. 
Advanced Decelera tor  C o n c e p t s  
A 40-foot-diameter supersonic parachute was successfully 
flight tested by the Langley Research Center a t  Mach 3.5 and an 
altitude of 33 miles. The objective of the test, in which the test 
vehicle and parachute were lofted to altitude by a three-stage 
rocket vehicle, was to measure drag and stability of the para- 
chute under atmospheric density conditions simulating those be- 
lieved to exist inear the surface of Mars. 
Apollo 6 Flight A n o m a l y  
The Lang1e.y Research Center directly supported the Manned 
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Spacecraft Center investigation of the Apollo 6 (April! 4, 1968) 
flight anomaly-a noncatastrophic structural failure on the 
adapter section containing the Lunar Module (19th Semiannual 
Report, p. 18). The Langley investigation included static and 
dynamic analyses and model tests of the adapter sedioa and 
its neighboring components as well a s  model structural tests of 
the complete vehicle. The Langley work, which provided a base 
from which MSC could plan and devise similar tests on the full- 
scale hardware for the most critical conditions, was particularly 
valuable in determining the appropriate location of instrumen- 
tation for full-scale tests. 
Apollo Pressure Vessel Problems 
During proof tests, a few of the many pressure vessels in 
the Apollo system developed deficiencies resulting in leaks and 
structural failures, which in flight could be catastrophic. Lewis 
Research Center research on these pressure vessel problems pro- 
duced significant data on fracture behavior of pressure vessels 
and on methods of resolving the problems expeditiously. 
SPACECRAFT ELECTRONICS and CONTROL 
Communications and Tracking 
The RAM C-I1 vehicle, designed and developed by the Langley 
Research Center, successfully measured the free electron and ion 
concentrations in the plasma surrounding a spacecraft during 
atmospheric reentry a t  a speed of approximateljr 25,000 feet 
per second. (Fig. 4--4) The results, which indicated that the 
theory was ineffective in predicting the distance from the spaee- 
craft of the maximum ion concentration, will be used to refine 
the theory and establish a sound basis for predicting comrnmni- 
cation blackout in both manned earth reentry and entry into 
planetary atmospheres. The test was conducted a t  Wallops Island 
on August 22, using a Scout booster. (Fig. 4-5) 
The extensive optical communication research and develop- 
ment program was granted space on the ATS-IF spacecraft 
for a ground to spacecraft and return communication system 
experiment. The system to be developed by Goddard Xpaee Flight 
Center will use carbon dioxide lasers and five inch antennas. 
ATS-G is expected to carry a similar system in that spacecraft 
so that tests can be conducted from satellite to satellite with 
ATS-F and thus prove out some of the concepts proposed for 
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Figure 4-4. Construction of RAM C-ll payload. 
the data relay satellite system. Laser communieation offers two 
significant advantages: a high data rate and narrow beams that 
can be developed with very small antennas, On ATS-F, for 
example, the beam of the laser system using a 5-inch dish will 
be narrower and have a much higher gain than the S-band 
system using a 30-foot dish. 
In telescope technology research, a 30-inch thin mirror was 
constructed and figured to test the concept of using thin d e  
formable rniirrors for large diffraction-limited space telescopes. 
This concept was developed in the search for a substitute for 
She thick mirrors with "waffle" reinforcing on the back used in 
earth-based telescopes which are too heavy to be launched. By 
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Figure 4-5. Flight profile of RAM C-li. 
pushing and pulling the thin mirror, it can be made to retain 
the proper shape. Many small force elements attached to the 
back of the mirror do the pushing and pulling. They are con- 
nected to a laser measuring device in front of the mirror which 
conkinually senses its inaccuracies and causes the force elments 
to apply the proper force in the proper place to correct the 
observed errors. Such a large space telescope would be able to 
see mueh deeper into space than existing ground-based tele- 
scopes and might even be able .to see the edge of the universe 
and thus add to knowledge of the forming of the cosmos. 
(Fig. 4-6) 
The first space test of convolutional encoding and sequential 
decoding went into operation on the Pioneer IX spacecraft which 
was launched in November. The new deep space coding teeh- 
nique makes it possible to receive telemetering signals from a 
spacecraft at about a 40 per cent increase in range over uneoded 
systems or to send twice the amount of data in a given time 
a t  the same range. The system requires very little addi"ciona1 
equipment on the spacecraft and uses existing computers on the 
ground to decode the messages and thus separate them from 
the high ambient noise. (Fig. 4-7) 
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Figure 4-6. A thin de formable  mirror. 
The technique, first conceived under a NASA grant and mech- 
anized by Ames Research Center for incorporation into Pioneer, 
uses error correcting codes which are related to one another in 
a time sequence. If an erroneous message is received, the com- 
puter can then proceed back down the chain of previous mes- 
sages and determine where the sequence was most likely broken. 
By continuously weighing the overall message statistically most 
likely t o  be correct, the computer or decoder can assure that 
messages will be free of errors. The only limitation on achieving 
a completely error-free condition is the amount of ground com- 
puter "came that can be devoted to that goal. The system improve- 
ment achieved by this inexpensive coding scheme is roughly 
equivalent t o  the benefits derived from adding a second 210-foot 
dishantenna (costing $15 million) a t  each deep space tracking 
site. 
The Smithsonian Astrophysical Observatory (SAO), under a 
NASA grant, completed development of a laser system for meas- 
uring the range of near-earth satellites. The device, consisting 
of a ruby laser, a telescope, and a receiver, is relatively simple 
to operate and easy to maintain. SAO operates the NASA Baker- 
Nunn camera sites which provide excellent angular tracking 
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Figure 4-7. Benefits from d e e p  space  coding.  
data but no range information. With the addition of a lasea- 
range measuring system, these stations will have at three-dimen- 
sional tracking capability at  little increase in cost. 
Attitude Control 
Marshall Space Flight Center designed and developed a thrust 
vectoring control system, insensitive to nominal changes in ea- 
gine and vehicle characteristics which effects changes in the 
flight trajectory of launch vehicles. The Marshall design reduces 
the cost and number of parts for thrust vectoring control sys- 
tems and eliminates control system redesign which otherwise 
would result from nominal but significant changes in engine 
parameters. The system was incorporated in the design of Satur2 
V vehicles. 
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As part of the Langley Research Center's program on fluidic 
flight control systems, an advanced fluidic rate gyro was devel- 
oped under a research contract. This gyro can meet aeronautical 
flight control requirements and may achieve inertial quality 
characteristics. On the basis of this work, it should now be pos- 
sible to make progress in developing long life, fluidic control 
systems for aerospace missions. 
Guidance and Navigation 
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology under contract to 
the Electronics Research Center developed a solid state ultra- 
violet (UV) detector with characteristics that surpass those of 
detectors ir, use. The new detector has a high quantum efficiency 
and a flat (even) response which makes i t  most desirable for 
use in absolute spectral measurement in the ultraviolet region. 
The detector was also applied in a simple, small, reliable UV 
horizon sensor without moving parts which could, according to 
theoretical predictions, provide a low orbit navigational refer- 
ence over the sunlit portion of the earth with an accuracy of 
about .0Io. 
V/STOL Avionics Program 
The objective of this NASA program is to develop the tech- 
nologies required to give V/STOL aircraft an  all-weather opera- 
tional capability in a civil air  traffic environment. The program 
is based on the expectation that V/STOL aircraft will begin 
to play an important part in air transportation by about 1975. 
Such aircraft will follow flight paths and traffic patterns quite 
different from those of today's conventional air transports- 
paths will be steeper, closer in, and selected to reduce fuel con- 
sumption-and they will require an all-weather operational capa- 
bility. 
The first phase of the program--over 50 flight tests-was 
completed in October in a joint effort of the Electronics Research 
Center and the Langley Research Center, The avionics system 
tested included a Gemini inertial measurement unit, computer, 
command and communications link, and flight control unit in- 
stalled in a helicopter. (Fig. 6 8 )  Purpose was to flight test 
a system using inertial velocity and position information cou- 
pled with ground based landing aid systems in a simulated air 
trafic environment. Although the Gemini system is too heavy 
and too expensive for practical application, it served as  a means 
of obtaining information on the radar updating technique and 
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the operational problems of inertial systems. The diata was being 
analyzed, and the results will form a data base for the next 
phase in which the Gemini system will be repla,ced by strap- 
down inertial units being evaluated in the laboratory. 
Thus far, inertial units were able to operate satisfaetoriIg in 
a helicopter environment, data reduction and computer software 
requirements were established, inertial guidance platform align- 
ment techniques were developed, and digital control equations 
were formulated and sized. Future ERC research will seek to  
develop technologies and conceptual designs for ecolaomieal auto- 
matic flight systems and associated electronic equipment and do 
demonstrate such a system operating in a realistic envlironment. 
Langley Research Center will utilize the inertial measurement sys- 
tem to investigate variable stability helicopter and V/STOL 
characteristics. 
Instrumentation 
A flow visualization technique which uses an  electron beam 
for studying flow fields around models in hypersonic test facili- 
ties was developed a t  the Langley Research Center. 'Fhe new meth- 
od, which uses an electron beam to excite the low density air and 
produce visible gas fluorescence, proved to be superior to the 
normal schlieren method in tests performed in the Langley helium 
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Figure 4-8. V/STOL Approach Navigation System. 
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tunnel. Wave patterns in the wake shock and wake core regions 
of a model at Mach 18 were clearly visible with the electron 
beam, but the pattern was not identifiable with schlieren tech- 
niques. The electron beam technique not only is more effective 
than schlieren techniques in revealing density gradients, but also 
makes it possible to visualize the entire flow field of two and 
three dimensional configurations. 
A respiration monitor for biomedical applications was devel- 
oped by the Ames Research Center. (Fig. 4-9) Based on miniature 
sensor telemetry systems used in aerodynamic testing, the de- 
vice consists of a temperature transmitter with a small therm- 
istor bead as sensor. I t  detects respiratory changes in patients 
with breathing difficulties by sensing temperature differences 
between inhaled and exhaled air in the trachea and uses the 
differential t o  modulate a radio signal. The signal activates an 
alarm whenever the difference falls below a certain value, indi- 
cating respiratory failure. Because the monitor summons help 
automatically only when needed, i t  eliminates the need for con- 
tinuous observation of the patient by a nurse. 
Data Processing 
Research a t  GSFC indicated that laser/holographic techniques 
Figure 4-9. Respiration monitor. 
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could be used to transform image data aboard a spacecraft. This 
method would increase the amount of information which can 
be transmitted over limited communications channels and reduce 
the ground processing burden. The technique uses a laser beam 
to convert an image to a mathematically equivalent form known 
as the Fourier transform. In laboratory application of the tech- 
nique to TIROS cloud pictures, it was found that satisfactory 
information on extent of cloud cover, cloud types, and cloua 
structure which now requires transmission of the entire image, 
can be derived from a limited amount of data describing only 
the general shape and orientation of the image fourier transform. 
Research sponsored by the ERC indicated that it may be pos- 
sible to construct electrical networks analogous to those of the 
human brain. Such a development may be considered a prelimi- 
nary step toward designing "intelligent" machines which may 
reduce the human intellectual burden of complex space missions, 
In the research, an electrochemical process under control of son 
electric field was used to induce solutions of iron and gold to  
selectively penetrate the pores of a sintered, crushed glass block 
and form tree-like networks of conducting pathways within the 
glass. The branches and twigs resemble the highly involved 
branching of neurons in the human brain. Manipulating the 
controlling electric field may induce the network tree to  grow 
appropriate branches thus simulating the interaction of neurons 
presumed to occur in the brain during the learning process. 
Further development of this process may result in "trainablevq 
machines able to perform monitoring, recognition, and decision 
making functions in space, or to extract meanindul informa- 
tion automatically from large volumes of data from missions 
such as earth resources surveys. 
Electronics Reliability 
In a continuing research program on standards and testing 
techniques for microcircuits, an inspection and training doeu- 
ment was developed for use by government inspectors, It estab- 
lishes criteria for acceptance or rejection of microcircuits as a 
function of the workmanship involved in their construction. In 
a complementary effort, an infrared test instrument was being 
developed to test microcircuits under actual operating condi- 
tions and identify potential defects due to over-hea.ting of criti- 
cal elements in the circuits. After a laboratory model demon- 
strated its feasibility in experimental tests, the device was sub- 
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jected to testing in a production facility to determine its on-line 
capability. 
AERONAUTICAL RESEARCH 
Aircraft Aerodynamics 
Theoretical predictions of the aerodynamic performance of 
slender sharp-edge delta wings must take into consideration thc 
effects of leading-edge spiral vortices because of their large 
effects on performance. Up to now, the theory, based on mathe- 
matical models of the spiral vortices, has not been sufficiently 
accurate because of the difficulty in calculating the size, shape, 
position, and strength of the primary and secondary spiral vor- 
tices and their feeding sheets. To get around these problems, 
a new approach was developed which formulates an analogy 
between the potential-flow leading-edge suction and the addi- 
tional normal force induced by the vortex flow. In earlier stud- 
ies, lift calculated according to this theory was in excellent 
agreement with experimental results. 
Further studies, which compared the theory with experimental 
results over a range of aspect ratios from 0.25 to 2.0, indicated 
that the drag due to lift can also be predicted accurately by 
the zero-leading-edge-suction assumption, provided the vortex lift 
is accounted for by the new leading-edge-suction-analogy method. 
I t  was also found that because of the vortex lift, the drag due 
to  lift for  wings of extremely low aspect ratio can be less than 
that for optimum potential flow. 
The vortex-lift concept based on leading-edge suction analogy 
was also used in developing a method of predicting the lift and 
drag of slender planar sharp-edge delta wings in ground prox- 
imity. The method employs a vortex-lattice computer program 
incorporating an image technique to compute the potential-flow, 
normal-force, and axial-force characteristics of delta wings in 
ground proximity. The results of the potential-flow theory were 
combined with the vortex-lift concept for making the predic- 
tion. A comparison of the theoretical and experimental lift and 
drag data for delta wings indicated that this method provides a 
reasonably good prediction of the lift and drag in ground prox- 
imity for aspect ratios less than 2.0 in the angle-of-attack range 
from 5" to 16". 
In a series of studies of favorable lift interference in super- 
sonic Wow, various configurations were examined including the 
haK-ring-wing-body, the complete-ring-wing-body, and a flat 
wing strut mounted above a body. Theoretical calculations based 
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on a flat-wing configuration indicated that further improvements 
in lift-drag ratios may be obtained from a model with a more 
conventional body shape than the broad flat body previously 
employed. The increased performance would result from lower 
skin-friction drag, improved area distribution, and increased 
favorable lift interference for a model with a body having cir- 
cular cross sections. Accordingly, an investigation was conducted 
in the Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel a t  Mach numbers from 
3.00 to 4.63 to determine the longitudinal aerodynamic eharac- 
teristics of a parasol-wing-body model. The model had a swept 
wing with a curved leading edge, a body with circular cross 
sections, and a Von Karman forebody shape. Variations in wing 
position and forebody shape were also studied. 
The investigation showed that large favorable Kft interfer 
ences were obtained a t  zero angle of attack for all confngurations; 
the largest interference values were measured a t  Mach mumhers 
from 4.00 to 4.63 in tests of the low, single strut configuration. 
Variation in wing vertical placement from a high to  a Bow 
position improved the interference lift increments a t  the higher 
Mach numbers with a corresponding increase in the maximum 
values of the lift-drag ratio. Variations in forebody shape from 
the basic body resulted in only small changes in the maximum 
values of the lift-drag ratio. Finally, theoretical calculations of 
the lift-drag curve for the basic configuration a t  Mach 3.00 were 
in good agreement with the experimental data. 
Aircraft Structures 
Several topics were under study in this research area. One 
was a structural concept calling for the use of high strength, 
high modulus filamentary materials, such as boron, bonded to 
conventional metals, such as aluminum alloys. In a preliminary 
investigation, compression tests on metal tubes reinforced with 
filaments bonded to the outer surface confirmed t h e  weight sav- 
ings and high efficiency of this concept. Another subject was the 
rates of fatigue-crack propagation in 7075-T6 aluminum-alloy 
sheet specimens containing symmetric or non-spmetrlic cracks, 
Specimens were subjected to various combinations of end loads 
and concentrated loads simulating rivet forces, and a method 
of calculating rates of crack propagation was developed which 
furnishes satisfactory predictions for such structures subjected 
to cyclic loads. 
Finally, an ultrasonic device was developed and used to  ob- 
serve the formation and growth of fatigue craclrs in notched 
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cylindrical specimens subjected to reversed axial fatigue load- 
ing. Fatigue curves showing cycles to initially detectable cracks 
as well as cycles to fracture were obtained for an aluminum-, 
a titanium-, and a cobalt-base alloy and for a maraging steel. 
Depth of initially detectable cracks ranged between approxi- 
mately 0.0005 and 0.004 in. Curves relating ultrasonic system 
output voltage to crack depths up to 0.030 in. for three materials 
were also obtained and used to demonstrate the capability of 
the device for monitoring crack growth. 
Air Breathing Propulsion 
Lewis Research Center carried on a flight research program 
to determine aircraft installation effects (fuselage-nozzle inter- 
ference) on the operation and performance of advanced complex 
exhaust nozzle designs. 
The Boeatio~n of an exhaust nozzle with respect to the wing 
of a supersonic aircraft can produce undesirable effects, such 
as excessive nozzle thrust losses, which could prerent the air- 
craft from achieving supersonic flight. 
Twenty-seven flights of an F-106 aircraft (Fig. 4-10) were 
required to  check out the aircraft modifications and instrumenta- 
tion and to cbear the aircraft for operation in the rigorous envi- 
ronment (Mach 0.8 to 1.5) required for the research program. 
Research flights with the first series of advanced nozzle con- 
cepts began in October; data from the 12 flights completed 
since then showed important fuselage-nacelle interaction effects 
which could not be studied with sufficient accuracy in ground 
test faeiKties. (Fig. 6 1 1 )  
Operating Environment 
Research on a practical method of modifying warm fog (above 
32°F.) to improve visibility moved ahead into the field test 
stage. (Fig, 4-12) Theoretical studies and laboratory tests 
showed tha t  seeding wrcrm fogs with salt crystals of very small 
and carefully controlled size could improve visibility; relatively 
small amounts of seeding material were used. In field tests at  
an airport in upper New York state, a very dense fog was seeded 
with salt by an agricultural spray airplane flying just above the 
fog. Swaths over 200 yards wide were cleared in the 350-foot- 
deep fog within a few minutes after seeding and persisted for 
up to 20 minutes. (Fig. 4-13) The results were encouraging 
since the objective of this research is to develop a practical 
method of dissipating warm fog-a frequent cause of delayed 
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Figure 4-10. F-106 used in nozzle research program. 
Figure 4-1 1. Nacelle under F-106 wing. 
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and cancelled flights. (Cold fog-below 32°F.-accounts for only 
about 5 percent of the fog occurrences in the U.S. and can be 
modified to improve visibility.) 
Runway traction research discussed in the 19th Semiannual 
Report, p. 82, was the subject of a NASA conference held a t  
Figure 4-12. Ground-spray equipment for seeding fog. 
Figure 4-13. Results of aerial seeding. 
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the Langley Research Center in November. Proceedings are re- 
ported in NASA SP  5073, Pavement Grooving and TracCiogi 
Studies. 
Aircraft Noise 
Results of studies of aircraft noise and full-scale engine-nacelle 
ground tests (19th Semiannual Report, p. 82) were presented at 
another Langley Research Center conference in October. Pro- 
ceedings are reported in NASA SP-189, Progress of NASA 
Research Relating to Noise Alleviation of Large Subsonic Je t  Air- 
craft. The ground tests indicated that it is technically feasible 
to reduce the noise near the approach path of 4-engine corn- 
mercial jet transport aircraft, where compressor whine is par- 
ticularly bothersome, by using acoustically treated material in 
the engine inlets and elongated fan exhaust duds. Modified 
nacelles were being fabricated by the contractors for installati011 
on two large commercial jet aircraft for flight test verification 
of the ground tests. In ground tests of the choked inlet concept, 
propagated noise generated by the fan was markedly reduced. 
The choked inlet uses a variable intake area to establish near- 
sonic flow of the air to the engine, and the high velocity air 
prevents transmission .of sound forward of the engine intake. 
The choked inlet thus may be another way of reducing noise 
under the approach paths of large jet aircraft. 
Aircraft Flight Dynamics 
Flight tests by NASA, FAA, and airline pilots of a specially- 
equipped variable stability jet transport aircraft showed that 
two-segment steep landing approaches for noise-abatement could 
be flown with the same precision as a conventional straight-in 
approach without a significant increase in pilot workload. The 
research indicated that a two-segment profile guidance system, 
a modified flight director, and an auto-throttle were primary 
requirements for the noise abatement approaches. Secondary re- 
quirements, which might be needed for some current jet trans- 
ports with less desirable characteristics than those of the test 
aircraft, included a rate command control system, advanced 
cockpit displays, and direct lift control. 
General Aviation Aircraft 
A simple yaw damper installed in a typical twin engine 
light airplane improved Dutch roll damping thereby reducing 
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pilot workload and bettering ride qualities in turbulent air. The 
yaw damper also provided a stabilizing effect on airplane mo- 
tions encountered during stall or engine malfunctions, giving 
-the pilot more time to effect corrective control action. 
Research literature applicable to small airplane design pro- 
duced since 1940 by NACA/NASA was reviewed and collated; 
summaries of the more significant areas are being prepared. 
V/STOL Aircraft 
An investigation in the 17-foot test section of the Langley 7- 
by 10-foot tiunnel extended previous work on how inlet mass 
flow and "ce jet-induced effects of the exiting jets affect the 
fongitudlnal aerodynamic characteristics of one type of jet 
VTOL fighter airplane. Tests were also made to determine the 
jet interference effects on the lateral-directional aerodynamic 
characteristics. The test model represented a configuration with 
three lift engines in the forward fuselage and two deflected 
lift-cruise engines in the aft  fuselage. I t  was tested with three 
wing configurations and up to three horizontal tail heights. 
The jet-induced interference test showed that the expected in- 
crease in lift loss and nose-up pitching moment with increasing 
speed was rather small because of the counteracting effects oi 
the front and rear jets. Increasing the angle of attack had very 
little effect oli interference lift and drag, but significant increases 
in interference pitching moment can occur if the horizontal tail 
is on or below the wing-chord plane. Further investigation cf 
tail height showed that the jet-induced downwash was highest 
fo r  the low tail position but that the jet-induced longitudinal 
instability was mild for the three tail positions used in the 
tests. The effects of ground proximity were found to be rela- 
tively small for the configuration studied. 
Other research focused on a potentially serious problem asso- 
ciated with jet VTOL aircraft-ingestion into the engine inlet 
of hot exhaust gases or air heated by the hot exhaust. Hot-gas 
ingestion is a problem because a thrust loss occurs as a result 
of the elevated temperature of the engine inlet air or an uneven 
fniet temperature distribution across the engine face. To obtain 
generalized information on this problem a t  relatively large 
scale, the Langley Research Center began an investigation using 
jet VTOlL fighter-type configurations with in-line, rectangular, 
and single engine arrangements. Tests were conducted in the 
LangPey full-scale tunnel and outdoors for purposes of compari- 
son; test variables were model height above the ground, wing 
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height, engine-inlet position, and wind speed and direction. The 
exhaust-gas source was a turbojet engine operating at a nozzle 
pressure ratio of about 1.8 and a nozzle temperature of 1200°F. 
The ingestion of hot-engine exhaust gases into the inlets was 
found to be closely related to the aircraft configuration and the 
wind speed. An in-line arrangement of engine exhaust nozzles 
resulted in virtually no hot-gas ingestion, whereas a rectaangular 
arrangement of nozzles resulted in an inlet air temperature rise 
of 100°F to 200°F for many test conditions. The ingestion of 
hot exhaust gases was greatest at  wind speeds from zero to 20 
knots, with virtually no hot-gas ingestion a t  wind speeds greater" 
than about 30 knots. Top inlets were, in general, less subject 
to hot-gas ingestion than the side inlets, and lower inlet air 
temperatures were found in the low-wing configuration than in  
the high-wing configuration. Deflecting the jet exhaust 25" rear- 
ward with the vectoring nozzles generally eliminated the inges- 
tion of hot exhaust gases. 
Another subject studied was the jet flap, which has been con- 
sidered in several forms for integration into the lift propealsion 
systems of STOL turbojet or turbofan aircraft. Mowever, inte- 
grating the jet flap into aircraft designs creates two diWiculties r 
the problem of delivering sufficient gas flow to the wing trailing 
edge to achieve the needed jet thrust, and the large nose-down 
pitching moments which result when the jet is expelled near 
the wing trailing edge. One proposed solution to the difieuEties 
is the augmented jet flap or augmentor wing. In -this concept, 
the thrust of the primary jet is augmented by an ejector system 
combined with the trailing-edge flap, resulting in higher jet 
thrusts and less negative pitching moments. 
To determine the aerodynamic characteristics of the augmented 
jet flap a t  high Reynolds number, a large-scale model was built 
and tested in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel. The wing of the 
model was unswept, and the augrnentor wing section extended 
60 percent of the span. Static tests and wind-tunnel tests out 
of ground effect were made for flap angles from 30" to 100" ; at 
augrnentor flap angles of 60" and 100°, the model was tested 
with a high-positioned horizontal tail. The effects of sideslip and 
differential airleron deflection were also studied. With the hori- 
zontal tail installed, the variation of pitching moment with angle 
of attack was stable up to and including wing stall. Compari- 
sons with jet flap tests results on the basis of the same static 
thrust output of the systems indicated that the present aug- 
mented-jet flap configuration produced slightly higher lift incre- 
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merats and had more forward center-of-pressure locations. For 
the same isotropic primary thrust, the augmented jet flap pro- 
duced 50 percent more jet force and 22 percent more lift than 
the jet flap. 
Wind-tunnel investigations of powered models of twin-pro- 
pellea* deflected-slipstream STOL configurations were carried out 
to obtain stability and control information. One, conducted in 
the 17-foot test seetion of the Langley 7- by 10-foot tunnel, con- 
centrated on "cvo items : 
* the effectiveness of an  inverted V-tail with boundary-layer 
control on the elevator to improve longitudinal stability and 
control ; 
@ the effect~iveness of the inverted V-tail with boundary-layer 
control for  yavv control, especially with an engine failure. 
The results indicated that with further development, an  in- 
verted V-tail with boundary-layer control can be designed to 
produce the Biongitudinal and directional trim required for an 
engine-out situation with no control input by the pilot. The data 
also showed that the lateral control required for an  engine-out 
situation can lbe obtained from a spoiler with the attendant Iift 
loss. 
At the Ames Research Center, a study was made of helicopter 
rotor performance characteristics a t  high forward speeds to 
obtain data eln the magnitudes of rotor forces and moments 
and the character of rotor operation, for example, flapping sta- 
bility a t  advance ratios as high as  1.0. Five full-scale rotors were 
tested a t  varltous advance ratios and advancing tip Mach num- 
bers in the Ames 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel. The primary differ- 
ences between rotors were twist, articulation, and tip airfoil 
section. Force, moment, power, and control-setting data were 
obtained for a wide range of lift and propulsive forces and 
should be applicable to helicopter design and serve as  a basis 
of comparison for rotor performance prediction techniques and 
advanced rotor systems. 
In research tests on flexible lifting rotors, which are of interest 
because of their lightness, stowability, and capability for in- 
flight deployment, the hovering characteristics of a 30-foot- 
diameter flexible-rotor configuration were compared with those 
of a conventio~nal rotor. The flexible rotor exhibited much lower 
hovering eAiciency while attaining higher mean lift coefficients 
than the conventional rotor. Also, fabric instability, commonly 
called ''IuSling," severely limited the envelope of tip speeds and 
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blade pitch settings within which the flexible rotor eoiild be 
operated. 
Research a t  the Langley helicopter test tower showed tha t  the 
rotor attained very high mean lift coefficients because of the 
large amount of aerodynamically induced camber. The investi- 
gation also revealed how luffing restricted the envelope of tip 
speed and collective pitch angles within which the rotor could 
be operated. In the rotor's operating range, variations in tjp 
speed altered the blade camber and resulted in substantial tip 
speed variations in hovering performance, particular6y a t  tke 
higher thrust conditions. The results suggest that there may bc! 
optimum combinations of tip body mass, tip center of gravii 
and tip stabilizer incidence $or each value of tip speed since 
these variables determine the amount and distribra.tion of bladv 
camber and twist. 
Another type of research was concerned with instrument dis- 
play requirements for VTOL aircraft, which may be more severe 
than those for STOL and CTOL (conventional takeoff and Eand- 
ing) aircraft because of differences in speed control and guid- 
ance in the final phase of the approach. In VTOL landings, the 
pilot must vary the speed precisely "c bring the aircraft to a 
stop over a prescribed location on the ground; 1~ must ther 
execute a descent to touchdown at essentially zero speed, The 
instrument display, therefore, must present the ground speed 
and guidance information with sufficient accuracy and in such 
a form that the pilot will be able to maneuver with great preei- 
sion. In addition, since the attitude and position of the aircraft 
can change rapidly and continuously during the finat phase 01 
the approach, guidance information must be presented so as to 
facilitate rapid assimilation by the pilot. 
Attempts to reduce the difficulty of information assimilalior: 
have been made from two viewpoints : 
* combining individual items of information in a computer 
and presenting the combined signal as a single indieation; this 
method reduces the number of indications and also makes it 
possible for the indications to take the form of simple coi~trol 
commands ; 
combining the items of information in the presentation it- 
self in a realistic or pictorial form that permits rapid interpre- 
tation in terms of the pilot's real-world experience. 
Eight instrument displays based on these two methods of corn- 
bining information were assembled as represe~tative examples, 
classified in terms of basic display concepts, and compared 011 
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the basis of a common set of instrument display requirements. 
In tests of displays in simulators or in flight, the only display 
with which VTOL landings were achieved in flight (under simu- 
lated zero-zero conditions) was the "real-world" display of a 
closed-circuit television system. These results suggest that a 
televised display of a simulated real-world landing site may be 
the form for achieving VTOL landings under zero-zero conditions. 
Supersonic Transport 
At the request of the FAA, NASA assigned approximately 
twenty technical experts to assist in the technical validation of the 
proposed SS'F design. NASA personnel also participated in the 
FAA sponsored Government-industry review of tentative airwor- 
thiness standards for the ST held in October. 
Tests were made ir, the 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel of a 1/5 scale 
Figure 4-14. Scale model of the SCAT-15F concept. 
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model of an SST design based on SCAT-15F (Fig. 4-14). Initial 
results indicated signficiantly better low speed lif't/drag values 
than had been predicted. 
XB-70 Flight Research Program 
The XB-70 Number 1 made seven flights during this period, t o  
acquire data related to the design and operation of large super- 
sonic aircraft. (Fig. 4-15) These flights, together with the six 
flights made during the first half of 1968, brought the tota! 
number of XB-70 flights to 128. Thirty three of these flights (all 
flights after November 3, 1966) were in direct support of the 
national supersonic transport program. 
The 7 most recent flights were made to obtain data, on the strwc- 
tural dynamics of the airplane and the effects of atmospheric tur-  
bulence ; stability, control and handling qualities ; overall airplane 
performance; engine inlet air duct performance; boundary-liayei 
noise and skin-f riction ; and take-off and landing noise. 
The structural dynamics tests used the recently-installed modal 
control (elastic mode control) system, which is designed to reduce 
the structural dynamic response of the airplane to atmospheric 
gusts. The preliminary tests indicated that the system should be 
Figure 4-15. The XB-70 taking-off. 
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effective in reducing the structural response to turbulence. When 
fully deveboped, the system should improve the "ride" characteris- 
tics of large flexible airplanes in rough air, thereby extending the 
f at-igue life of the aircraf t. Data obtained from these fligETes were 
being reduced and analyzed a t  the end of 1968. 
In December NASA and the Air Force decided to terminate the 
XB--70 flight program on or before January 31, 1969; one flight 
may be made in January. Upon termination, the XB-70 aircraft 
and al available equipment, material, and facilities loaned to 
XASA and the contractors will revert to the Air Force. 
Pd~ilitcrry Aircraft 
A t the  request of the Department of Defense, NASA conducted 
a fighter aircraft study to provide idealized fighter aircraft con- 
cepts embodying the upper level of current technology in external 
and internal aerodynamics, engine/airf rame integration, and air- 
plane stability and maneuverability throughout the speed range. 
Also, in. response to an Air Force request to participate in the F-X 
source selection, NASA technical specialists were assigned to Air 
Force technical committees evaluating proposals submitted by 
prospective contractors. 
X-15 Research ,&ireraft Program 
The X-15-1 made four flights-on July 16, August 21, Sep- 
tember 13, and October 24-to obtain data for several high- 
priority Air Force experiments. 
The objectives of the July 16 flight were to evaluate the USAF 
Western Test Range (WTR) launch monitor experiment and to 
obtain data from the Air Force high-altitude sky-brightness ex- 
periment. A malfunctioning pressure trandsucer caused an errone- 
ous indication of hydraulic pump failure during the flight, and the 
pilot elected to reduce maximum altitude as a precautionary 
measure. As a result, the WTR equipment was not activated and 
no data were obtained, but satisfactory data were obtained from 
the high-al"e;tude sky-brightness experiment. 
The August 21 Aight continued checkout and evaluation of the 
WTR experimnent and also sought data from the MIT/Project 
Apollo Simultaneous Photographic Horizon Scanner. The WTR ex- 
periment was activated but it again experienced component fail- 
ures. Satisfactory data were obtained from all data channels of the 
Noriaon Scanner experiment except the star magnitude channel. 
The edgetracker portion of the experiment functioned normally 
and d a b  were obtained. 
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The September 13 flight was made to continue the development 
of the WTR experiment hardware and to maintain pilotpprofi- 
ciency for the scheduled high-altitude flights. 
The flight on October 24 was made to obtain data for  the WTR 
and the sky-brightness experiments, but equipment pi-oblems were 
encountered with both experiments. Data were obtained, however, 
from the fixed-sphere flow direction sensor and the flm'sdie temper- 
ature measurement equipment. 
Following a joint USAF/NASA review of the current stateas of 
the X-15 flight program, it was decided to terminate the X-15 
program no later than December 31,1968. 
The three X-15 aircraft (Fig. 4-16) made a total of 199 
flights, from the first flight on June 8, 1959, to the last on Oc- 
tober 24, 1968. Of these, 154 exceeded Nach 4, 109 exceeded 
Mach 5, and four exceeded Mach 6. The maximum speed and aBti- 
tude attained during the program were 4,520 miles per hour 
(6,630 feet per second; Mach 6.70) and 354,200 feet, respec- 
tively. Thirteen flights, by eight different pilots, exceeded an 
Figure 4-16. The X-15 in flight. 
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altitude of 50 miles. Twelve pilots (5 Air Force, 5 NASA, one 
Navy, and one contractor pilot) flew the X-15 aircraft during 
the more than nine-year flight program. (Fig. 4-17) 
A total of 200 NASA technical reports and papers presenting 
information obtained during the flight program were published 
before the end of 1968, and four NASA-Industry technical confer- 
ences were held during the course of the program to present re- 
sults to the technical community. 
BICITECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN RESEARCH 
H u m a n  Research 
Ames Research Center directed studies of ways to apply the 
fluorescent antibody technique for detecting microbial infections 
to the preclinical diagnosis of viral infections. The work underway 
will extend the technique to provide almost instantaneous detec- 
tion of viral agents and rapid diagnosis of a variety of viral infec- 
tions. I t  will be valuable in preflight examinations of astronauts 
preparing f o r  space flights since it will enable doctors to detect 
Figure 4-17. Typical X-15 research tlight paths. 
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disease in the preclinical stage, minimizing the chance that the 
astronauts will suffer clinical illness in flight, as happened during 
the Apollo 7 flight and perhaps also during Apollo 8. 
Ames was also developing toxicity criteria for gas environments 
in closed ecological systems. Studies indicated that prolonged 
breathing of pure oxygen causes a decrease in the circulatory red 
blood cell mass, even a t  the pressures now used in spacecraft, the 
collapse of alveolar air spaces ( atelectasis), resulting in inade- 
quate ventilation, and damage to the alveolar capillaries. Re- 
search was continuing to increase knowledge of the mechanism of 
oxygen toxicity. 
The physiological and biochemical effects of candidate diluent 
gases for extended manned space flights were also being investi- 
gated. In long term exposure of rats and mice to helium-oxygen 
and nitrogen-oxygen mixtures, the only difference found was that 
in the helium-oxygen environment more food, water, and oxygen 
were consumed with no attendant increase in growth rate. The 
disparity is believed to be due to the differing thermal properties 
of nitrogen and helium. 
The threat of incapacitating postural hypotension following pro- 
longed weightlessness continued to cause concern. Froin studies of 
human volunteers subjected to two weeks of absolute bed rest (to 
simulate weightlessness), it was concluded that bed rest reduces 
bodily tolerance to standing erect, probably resulting from a de- 
crease in plasma volume caused by extravascular dehydration. It 
is believed that some protection could be afforded astronauts by 
administering a drug (9-alphafluorohydrocortisone) which causes 
an increase in plasma volume, during the last 48 hours of a pro- 
longed flight. A 30-week bed-rest study confirmed loss of body cal- 
cium and phosphorous ; other findings included profound muscular 
weakness, pain in the feet on resumption of walking, decreased 
overall endurance, and psychological depression. On the basis of 
the findings in the shorter bed-rest study, it was determined that 
further work must be done on the possibility that decreased heart 
muscle strength and kidney stone formation can result from pro- 
longed weightlessness. 
Radiobiology research continued to concentrate on the effects of 
protons on specific parts of the body and on systemic, effects re- 
sulting from whole body exposure. For example, exposure of the 
eye to radiation can result in opacity or cataract formation in the 
lens. Recent studies conducted for NASA a t  the Medica.1 College of 
Virginia, examined the effects of fractionated proton irradiation 
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F i g u r e  4-18. ICARUS i n  flight t r a i n i n g .  
on the %ens of rabbit eyes. At the doses where definite blood 
changes start to appear, between 25 and 50 rads, in both the acute 
and fractionate exposures, some lens damage was found but no 
loss of visual acuity. 
Man-Systems Integration 
Design, construction, and man rating were completed of 
ICARWS, a flying vehicle developed to evalaute the handling char- 
ac"zristics of a backpack flying device in lunar gravity. I t  is con- 
trolled by hand and arm manipulations which vary the magnitude 
and direction of thrust of two independent rocket motor assem- 
blies pivoted to rotate in the fore-aft plane. Flight training was 
started, using an inclined plane lunar gravity simulation tech- 
nique. (Fig. 4-18) ICARUS will be used to determine the effects 
on handling of various control systems and pressurized space 
suits ; the use of the pilot's feet as landing gear with a burden of 
approximately 300 earth pounds (50 lunar pounds) will also be 
tested. 
Life Support and Protective Systems 
Techniques used to supply oxygen to spacecraft crews were un- 
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der study for application to tactical military aircraft as a means 
of eliminating the need for liquid oxygen systems. An electrochemi- 
cal technique which uses a water electrolysis module and a car- 
bon dioxide concentrator to produce oxygen was being developed. 
(Fig. 4 1 9 )  The system package, which will operate on a small 
amount of aircraft power, will include a rebreather to conserve 
the oxygen normally discarded in open-loop breathing and provi- 
sion for a pressure breathing mode in a depressurfzed cabin. 
Design goals call for the system to generate oxygen a t  a rate 
equal to approximately 1.5 times the 0.10 pounds/hour metaboli- 
cally consumed by the crew, to have an operating time of 10 
hours (plus a 25 percent reserve) and a 5-minute turn-around 
time (water refill), to weigh less than 50 pounds and have a 
volume of less than one cubic foot, and to require less than 700 
watts of power. Tests of an engineering prototype indicated that 
the system will meet or exceed the requirements. 
A matrix-type water vapor electrolysis cell capable of operating 
directly from humid cabin air was designed, and a unit producing 
about 1/4 a man's daily requirement was being evaluated. (Fig. 
4 2 0 )  The device has several advantages: it can produce more 
than enough oxygen to fulfill a man's requirement (about 2 pounds 
Figure 4-19. Components of oxygen  supply system. 
per day) and a t  the same time control humidity, the by-product 
hydrogen can be used for reducing carbon dioxide to generate 
additional water, and it is independent of gravity, eliminating the 
gas-liquid separation problem. Multi-man units were in the design 
stage. 
Figure 4-20. Water vapor electrolysis modules. 
The NASA Eighteenth Semiannual Report (p. 90) reported a 
joint NASA/Federal Water Pollution Control Administration 
project on removal of organic wastes from water by oxidation. 
The special catalyst required for the process was developed. It  
oxidizes .the organics in the gas phase a t  temperatures below 
200°F and one atmosphere of pressure, but i t  appears that pre- 
treatment of the liquid effluent with the catalyst will make it 
possible to reduce the power and pressure requirements. 
In another cooperative effort, this time with the federal Office of 
Saline VVat~er, NASA investigated a technique for waste water 
purification which has space applications and may also help solve 
the problem of river pollution. In this technique, called reverse 
osmosis, water is forced through a membrane which removes im- 
purities. The membrane must not rupture under the osmotic pres- 
sure of urine with its high concentrations of organic constituents. 
Such a membrane, consisting of porous glass hollow filaments, was 
developed and incorporated in a reverse osmosis water reclamation 
unit which .will be evaluated in 1969 with both brackish water and 
human waste water. (Fig. 4 2 1 )  
Langley Research Center combined gas chromatograph and 
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Figure 4-21. Water recovery test cell and performance. 
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mass spectrometer techniques in a hybrid sensor to provide accu- 
rate data on complex gas mixtures, even a t  trace levels. Gases such 
as st~Pferr dioxide and carbon monoxide which can occur in space 
cabin atmospheres in concentration as  low as five parts per million 
can be detected by the hybrid sensor. Two laboratory models werc 
evaluated asid development efforts continued. An instrument based 
on this principle is expected to be provided for use by the air 
pollution control group of the U.S. Public Neath Service. 
Am intravehicular spacesuit being developed for the Manned 
Spacecraft Center features a lightweight (12 pounds design 
weight) low-bulk fabric. It provides the fit and comfort of shirt 
sleeves during unpressurized operations, can be quickly donned 
an2 doffed, and can be stored in minimal volume. The pressuriza- 
tion prineiplie used is based on the expansion of trapped gas to 
previde a circumferential construction for mechailical pressuriza- 
tion. 
ADVANCED PROPULSION SYSTEMS 
The chemical propulsion program continued to have three broad 
objectives: to attain the best possible performance for advanced 
rocket engines; to advance economical concepts of developing and 
fabricating roeket propulsion equipment; and to improve the relia- 
bility of engine components. 
Solid Psog;ellarit Systems 
The NASA high energy restartable motor program moved 
ahead with tlhe selection of a contractor to design and build a high 
performance 3,000 pound solid rocket motor with a quenching 
system, which can stop burning a t  any time, and an  extra igniter 
to  subsequently restart it. Studies showed that a motor of this type 
could add to the payload capability of present launch vehicles such 
as Atlas-Centaur and Delta. 
Final negotiations were in progress for the initiation of a 
hybrid motor demonstration program. The motor, which will burr  
solid propellant fuel with a powerful liquid oxidizer, will weigh 
about 3,000 pounds and will be capable of thrust variation over F 
wide range and any number of stops and restarts. The specific 
impulse of the system will be 30 percent greater than that of a 
high energy all-solid motor, but the motor will have somewhat 
lower structural efficiency because of the requirement to carry 
tanks and valves. The first phase of the program calls for a firing 
of the basic configuration under simulated altitude conditions, al- 
though not in final lightweight hardware. 
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Advances in the technology of very large solid m~otsrs continued. 
Under a contract to develop low-cost welding procedures for RY 
150 steel, test vessels were fabricated and burst to g~rove that Aam-s 
several inches long and 80 percent of the way through the wall 
thickness had only a minor effect on theoretical burst s:rength 
Lack of sensitivity to large flaws means that reliability is higher, 
inspection procedures can be minimized, and that fewer repairs 
are necessary. The 50 percent Power initial cost of the steel and the 
reduced cost of inspection and repair may make large motor case 
costs 20-50 percent lower than those of the maraging steels now in 
use. 
A contract was let to determine why unburned propellane was 
ejected from the last 260" solid motor firing (June 1967, 1'4'ti~ 
Semiannual Report, p. 99). (Fig 4-22) Flow charackeristics of 
Figure 4-22(a). Propellant chunks ejected in  260" moi-or test 
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Figure &22(b). Eonding imperfections show-up at core surface as striations. 
the highly viscous propellant a s  poured in the large motor were 
found to  be considerably different from those theorized, and these 
peculiar flow patterns could have caused the displacement of 'old' 
propellant t o  the motor walls resulting in a poor bond. Weakly 
bonded propellant would have been ejected near the end of burn- 
ing, as i t  was in the 1967, 260" motor test. 
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Tests of lower cost nozzle ablative materials proceeded sueeess- 
fully. Three tests of 8-inch-diameter nozzles indicated that price 
reductions of about 20 percent could be made almost immediately 
by selecting different materials. A compression molded makerial 
which could reduce cost by as  much as 80 percent showed some 
promise in early tests. 
For unmanned planetary missions, hardware must be subjected 
to sterilization procedures involving the applicatiori of 250°F heat 
in six 53-hour cycles. Such heat can adversely affect propellants 
that are to be heat sterilized, as was evidenced in early tests with 
conventional propellant formulations, which swelled during sterili- 
zation. 
Considerable research has been carried on during the last sev- 
eral years to develop new liquid prepolymers with. backbone of 
saturated hydrocarbon chains to replace conventional prepolmess 
such as  polybutadenes and polyethers, which have molecular strue- 
tures too easily attacked. The outgrowth of this work is a number 
of new materials with more stable characteristics. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory investigators developed and tested a 
comprehensive theory which can relate the properties of the vast 
number of possible synthetic rubbers to the different chemical 
structures. The ability to predict the physical qualities of various 
compounds is important to NASA's chemical propulsion work- 
both for solid propellant binders and for liquid piropulsion blad- 
ders. In addition, such theory has direct implica.tions for pre- 
dicting lohg term behavior of rubbery materials i n  such problem 
areas as tires, sealants for high speed aircraft fuel tanks, and 
rubber components in general, such as shock mounts, 
Liquid Propellant Systems 
A 250,000-pound-thrust plug nozzle thrust chamber, called an. 
"aerospike" because i t  employs an aerodynamically-f ormed plug 
for expansion of the rocket exhaust gases, was tested at altitude 
conditions simulating the flight regime of a launch vehide. (Fig. 
4-23) The aerospike engine design gives better overall perforrn- 
ance through the wide environmental range encountered by the 
booster stage of a vehicle, than a nozzle of conventioliall design. 111 
addition, this type engine is short and may prove advalmtageous for 
boost and entry vehicles that do not have circular aft-end cross 
sections. The tests conducted during this period are the latest step 
in an investigation of unconventional nozzle designs begun in 
1961. 
Research on space storable propellants included verification 0% 
their theoretical performance by testing oxygen diWuoride or 
Figure 4-23. Aerospike engine test. 
oxygen-fluorine oxidizer mixtures with methane and diborane 
fuels, The accurate assessment of performance derived from the 
zests makes it possible to compare the new class of propellants 
with older combinations and to begin preliminary design of new 
spacecraft configurations using these propellants. The space 
storable class has an approximately thirty percent specific impulse 
advantage over the storable propellants in use on Apollo and other 
current spacecraft and is much easier to store for long periods of 
time than the high performance hydrogen-fueled combinations. 
Thermal design studies were conducted for hypothetical planetary 
missions, and preliminary engine designs were prepared. The 
space storable technology will be a significant addition to NASA's 
overall capability in spacecraft propulsion, and efforts will be in- 
creased to ready it for development as part of the new planetary 
programs proposed for the 1970's. 
Research on minimizing the inert weight and size of the very 
high perforrna,nce tripropellant engine system developed the idea 
of introducing the fluorine, hydrogen, and lithium in a close-cou- 
pled combustor rather than in a three-stage device. Preliminary 
design layouts of possible engine concepts were made and weights 
estimated to  provide a basis for evaluating the performance ob- 
tainable from various versions of tripropellant engines in future 
space vehicles. 
A project was started to investigate the possibility of achieving 
very long pr~pulsion system life in space (or orbit) by repairing 
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or refurbishing the system in place. To develop such techniques i t  
will be necessary to investigate methods of avoiding or contending 
with leakage while refueling, minimizing extra-vehicular activity 
to replace components, and modifying component design to facili- 
tate replacement. The development of such technology would lead 
to improved space orbiting workshops and other nearly permanent 
space installations. 
Research on the problems associated with handling slush hy- 
drogen on the ground indicated that equipment modifications will 
be necessary. Slush hydrogen can absorb substantially more heat 
without vaporizing than can liquid hydrogen. This c:haracteristic 
prrmits it +c, be stored lonoer on space vehicles, or the weight of 
the insulation to be reduced. Bowever, it is this heat absorption 
capability that causts problems in standard ground handling 
equipment,-for instance by chilling vacuum jacket ""0kinri~lgs 
until they no longer seal. 
Small auxiliary propulsion systems with very low thrust levels 
to provide spacecraft position and attitude control for precise ex- 
periments and communications were tested. A system using liquid 
hydrazine as a propellant was tested and showed considerable ad- 
vantage over existing gas systems in weight and eficieney. The 
single liquid propellant is converted to a gaseous state through 
catalytic action, eliminating the need for heat or power addition, 
and is stored in light weight, low pressure tankage. Another proj- 
ect developed very accurate miniature valves to meter the gaseous 
propellants to small thrust nozzles for vehicle control, which in 
some cases requires thrust measured in thousandths of pounds, 
BASIC RESEARCI-1 
Fluid Physics 
In research on gas dynamic techniques, theoretical predidions 
indicated that continuous power levels a thousandfold greater 
than those available from conventional lasers may be attainable a t  
efficiencies a hundredfold better. An experimental program was 
established to validate the various gas dynamic laser concepts- 
gas expansion, plasma expansion, chemical excitation mixing 
lasers, and magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) arc configurations. 
During this period, lasing action was achieved experimentally in 
both the gas expansion and MPD concepts. In the former, an ex- 
isting shock tube was modified by the addition of an expansion 
nozzle on the end wall. Various mixtures of gases weire tried in the 
facility and lasing action was attained. A program was instituted 
to in~restigate the gas dynamic details, chemical kinetics, and 
lasing mechanisms. 
NASA is already using such a laser as a materials test facility 
to simulate radiant heating rates associated with high speed entry. 
Future possible laser applications include space communications, 
space power generation and transmission, and fog removal a t  air- 
ports. The new laser concepts are also expected to have a major 
impact on industrial technology-in such applications as  the chem- 
kcal processing and ore reduction industries. 
Applied Mathematics 
At Eangley Research Center and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 
mathematicians developed mathematical techniques which, when 
applied to a very precise analysis of lunar orbiter motions, proved 
the existence of large concentrations of mass 50 to 100 miles 
below the surface of the moon. The correlation between the loca- 
tion of the mascons and several circular lunar seas indicated that 
the masses are probably metallic concentrations involved in the 
formation of these seas, i.e., either impacting nickel-iron asteroids 
or upwelled denser lunar core material. Their influence on the 
motion of a close lunar orbiting spacecraft can be significant, and 
consequently this discovery has immediate application to Apollo 
operations as well as to space science research. 
Materials 
Lubrication.-Nigh vacuum techniques and new scientific in- 
struments for examining metal surfaces on an atomic scale gave 
increased understanding of the basic nature of lubrication. In one 
study, perfectly clean metal surfaces were rubbed across one an- 
other in controlled crystallographic directions, then various gases 
were introduced in amounts corresponding to a layer less than 
I-atom thick. The results indicated that the presence of any such 
absorbed layer will reduce adhesion and friction. When the ad- 
sorbed gases were hydrocarbons, the results were especially signif- 
icant since commercial lubricants are mixtures of hydrocarbons. 
Hydrocarbons with long chain lengths were found to be more ef- 
fective in decreasing friction than those with short chains, and 
hydrocarbons containing unsaturated bonds, such as acetylene, 
were more effective than those, such as ethane, without these 
bonds. The results give an insight into the effect of these foreign 
makerials upon the bonds between metal atoms, although they 
must be applied with caution to everyday lubrication situations 
where the lubricant is many atom layers thick. They are more 
directly applicable to the "boundary lubrication7' situation where 
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the lubricant layer is very thin and direct metal-to-mcedal contact is 
approached. Such a situation is likely to occur in spacep where 
lubricant supplies cannot easily be replenished. 
Diffusion in Materials.-Many of the mechanical and physical 
changes in materials which occur a t  elevated temperatures are 
caused by the migration of atoms within the materials,--a process 
called diffusion. Diffusion is responsible for such va.rielies of be- 
havior as the hardening of steel, oxidation of metal surfaces, me- 
chanical creep, and the introduction of charge carriers in e k -  
tronic devices such as transistors. Studies a t  the Lewis Research 
Center produced new, more advanced theoretical ealeulatians of 
atomic motion (diffusion) in metals, yielding significantly greater 
ability to calculate the energy required for atomic nqigration and 
the rates of diffusion. Research is continuing to further refine and 
extend this method of predicting diffusion rates fronn theory. Ex- 
panded knowledge of diffusion reactions in solids may lead to the 
ability to control such reactions, thus increasing the Iiikelihood that 
materials will perform more satisfactorily on missions. 
High Temperature Polymers.-Pyrrones, a new class of heat 
resistant plastics discovered by Langley investigators (13th Sem- 
iannual Report, p. 116), were being developed for potential aero- 
space and aeronautical applications as films, foams, composite 
resins, and moldings. One result of the work was a n~odified proe- 
ess for making Pyrrone molding powders which gives moldings 
greatly improved thermal resistance. Preliminary tests showed the 
improved moldings to be a t  least twice as strong and rigid as 
commercially available polyimide moldings a t  tempelratures up to 
900°F. (Polyimides serve as a bench-mark for comparsion since 
present plans call for their use in SST applications.) The improved 
ability of these modified Pyrrones to retain strength over rela- 
tively long periods a t  elevated temperatures suggests that the new 
processing technique refined the chemical structure of the poly- 
mers with the resultant improvement in strength properties. Re- 
search will be continued to establish their long-time service-life for  
advanced aircraft and spacecraft applications. 
Electrophysics 
Ammonia molecules were recently detected for the first time 
outside the solar system by an investigator (Nobel Prize winner 
Charles H. Townes) working under a NASA grant a t  the Univer- 
sity of California, Berkeley. Using a new ultrasensitive 28-foot 
radio telescope and scanning the region of Sagittarius near the 
center of the Milky Way galaxy, a region about 8.5 minutes of arc 
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in diameter was found in which chracteristic ammonia (NIT3) 
radiation a t  a wavelen&h of about 1.25 em was present. In addi- 
tion to this main spectral line of ammonia, a second line corre- 
sponding to  a different transition in the ammonia molecule was 
found, adding to the certainty of the identification. 
The significance of this finding is that to date only a simple 
molecule like hydroxyl (ON) has been found in the far  reaches of 
our galaxy, and it was supposed that more complex molecules 
could not be formed in interstellar space. The fact that the am- 
monia density and temperature can now be measured a t  a distance 
of many light years makes possible its use as a probe for deter- 
mining some of the conditions a t  the center of the galaxy. This can 
be done, for example, by noting the behavior of NN, as it interacts 
with its surroundings. Since ammonia is of special significance as 
a possible stepping stone in the formation of primitive living or- 
ganisms, this finding provides a strong basis for the possibility of 
life forms beyond our solar system. 
Research was initiated on an electron beam oscillator which uses 
a spiral electron beam instead of a beam which follows the usual 
linear path. The advantage of the spiral beam is that it can be 
made to interact with millimeter or submillimeter modes of a res- 
onant cavity having sufficiently large dimensions for practical 
use. To produce the spiraling Seam, magnetic fields are employed, 
and varying the intensity of the magnetic field changes the diam- 
eter 01 the beam spiral and so makes possible tuning of the output 
frequency. In preliminary tests, a 20 milliampere beam spiraling 
in a 3.5 kilogauss magnetic field produced a 3 watt continuous 
output a t  a wavelength of about 3 em. Work continued with the 
objective of increasing the magnetic field so as to obtain first an 
output at 3 millimeters, and then a t  even shorter submillimeter 
waveleng"chs. 
In studies 'to improve the efficiency of space propulsion, atten- 
tion was centered on systems utilizing plasmas a t  very high power 
density. Such energetic plasmas were created in a rapid plasma- 
dynamic process in which large amounts of stored electrical 
energy were suddenly discharged to accelerate the plasma and 
subsequently to randomize that energy in a collapse called "plasma 
focus." The energy content of such plasmas is equivalent to that of 
matter in the interior of stars. When deuterium was used, nuclear 
fusion occurrjed, as was shown by the detection of neutron bursts 
emitted from the plasma. Research in this period was directed 
toward making an accurate spectral analysis of this neutron emis- 
sion to determine the degree of randomization of the kinetic 
energy and the temperatures of the electrons and ions in the 
plasma. 
THE 
l\dUCI.EAR 
ROCKET 
PROC$RAM 
The objective of the joint NASA/AEG nuclear rocket program 
is to provide a significant increase in propulsion capability for  
future space activities. To achieve this objective a number of key 
goals must be attained: providing the basic technology for 
nuclear propulsion systems; developing a NERVA. engine of ap- 
proximately 75,000 pounds thrust for flight app1ica"cions; ex- 
tending the technology of graphite reactors and engine system 
components, thus establishing the basis for improving nuclear 
rocket perf ormance ; furnishing the technology for ;;a nuclear flight 
stage ; and investigating advanced concepts. 
During the second half of 1968, NASA and AEC made further 
progress toward the identified technology goals, Highlights in- 
cluded completion of tests on the high-power Phoebus-2A areador 
and the Pewee-l reactor, and the initiation of tests on the 
ground-experimental engine (XE) . Laboratory tests revealed sig- 
nificant advances in fuel element technology, indicating that the 
high temperature and power-density levels required fear the 
NERVA flight engine have been exceeded. 
Work continued on the preliminary design of the NERVA 
engine based on the data produced by the NERVA technology 
program. Facility modifications required to test the NERVA 
engine using the existing ETS-1 engine test stand at the Nuclear 
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Rocket Develiopiment Station were further defined. Test Cell "C9' 
will be sised fo r  NERVA reactor testing. 
STATUS OF REACTOR TECHNOLOGY 
The endurance goals established for the NERVA reactor tech- 
nology phase of the program were accomplished with the full- 
power endurance demonstration of the NRX-A6 reactor (De- 
cember $967). The test of the Phoebus-2A reactor and the ad- 
vances in fuel-element technology satisfied all the remaining re- 
actor technology goals. 
Phoebus-2A Reactor 
The Phoebus-2A (Fig. 5-1) reactor was designed and developed 
by the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory (LASL) for a reactor test 
program to  provide technology for high-power, high-temperature 
rocket reactors (19th Semiannual Report, p. 102). Although this 
purpose was no longer primary when the thrust level of the pro- 
posed NERVA engine was reduced to 75,000 pounds, the Phoe- 
bus-BA test program continued to be used to obtain data on 
reactor technology. The major experiment of the Phoebus-2A test 
program was !conducted on June 26, 1968, (19th Semiannual 
Report, p. 102). On July 18, the reactor was restarted for a series 
of experiments a t  low and intermediate power levels to provide 
essential performance data for a wide range of operating condi- 
tions. The reactor operated over a range of power levels up to 3670 
megawatts, and for a total time of approximately 30 minutes. The 
tests were highly successful and all required data were obtained. 
Fuel EBemsnt Materials Research 
The results of tests of improved fuel elements (19th Semiannual 
Report,  p, 104) indicated that the temperature and thus specific 
impulse performance requirements for the NERVA flight engine 
have been achieved. 
The Pewee Reactor Program 
Two major rniillestones were achieved in the Pewee reactor pro- 
gram. The first involved completing modifications a t  Test Cell "6" 
for Pewee-reactor testing. This work consisted primarily of in- 
stalling a, new liquid hydrogen feed-system turbopump and making 
minor changes in certain lines and valves to accommodate the re- 
duced-Wow requirements. The second milestone achieved was the 
cor~pletion of power tests on the Pewee-1 reactor. (Fig. 5-2). 
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Figure 5-1. The Phoebus-2A reactor. 
The major experiment of the Pewee-l test program was con- 
ducted in December. During it, the reactor was operated at signis- 
cant power levels for about 1-1/2 hours. Two separate cycles a: 
power levels over 500 megawatts consumed more than 40 minutes 
of the operation. Such power levels were about half those of pre- 
vious KIWI and NERVA technology reactors. The reactor oper- 
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Figure 5-2. The Pewee-] Reactor. 
ated stably and reached a temperature of 4140°F (4500°R), the 
highest operating temperature yet achieved in the nuclear rocket 
program. In addition, power densities were higher than ever 
achieved before. The December test was the second power opera- 
tion of the Pewee-1 ; the first was conducted in November a t  part 
power for 40 mtinutes to determine the overall operating charac- 
teristics of the Pewee reactor design. 
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STATUS OF NERVA ENGINE SYSTEM TECHNOLOGY 
In the NERVA engine system technology phase, major emphasis 
was placed on preparing for testing of the ground-experimen$al 
engine, the XE, a t  the NRDS. (Fig. 5-3) 
The XE engine is an experimental system desig~~ed to duplicate 
the arrangement of components and to function Bike a flight 
engine. Earlier, a "breadboard" engine consisting of similar com- 
ponents, arranged for convenience on a reactor test car, was 
tested in the first demonstration of a nuclear rocket engine oper- 
ating as a self-contained power plant. The breadboard engine was 
tested with the exhaust nozzle pointing up, as in previous tests of 
reactors, and the hot hydrogen exhaust was expelled directly into 
the atmosphere. 
The XE engine is designed to be tested in the downfiring posi- 
tion and under simulated altitude conditions to approximate the 
operation of a rocket engine in a space environment. ETS-P at 
NRDS provides these test conditions. (The checkout o f  ETS-1 is 
described in the 19th Semiannual Report, p. 106.) 
As planned, the XE engine was installed in ETS-B in October. 
Preliminary checks and tests conducted to assure tha t the  engine 
and stand were ready for operation were completed in early De- 
cember, and then the first experiments in the XE engine test pro- 
gram-an initial criticality check and calibration run-were eon- 
ducted. 
After these experiments, the engine was temporarily removed 
from the test stand to the Engine Maintenance, Assembly, and 
Disassembly (E-MAD) building. Following other test events at 
the site, the engine was reinstalled and testing resumed. 
STATUS OF NERVA ENGINE DEVELOPIfiENT 
The NERVA development effort will provide a flight engine 
with approximately 75,000 pounds thrust and a specific impulse of 
825 seconds, capable of performing a wide variety of advanced 
missions likely to be called for in the future space program (19th 
Semiannual Report, p. 106). 
Preliminary planning and design work for development of the 
engine continued; areas of primary interest were determining 
engine requirements, evaluating design alternatives, and con- 
ducting preliminary design studies. The primary engine require- 
ments are high performance, manned rating, high reliability, and 
safety. Other design requirements include the ability to withstand 
a space vacuum for relatively long periods both before and after 
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Figure 5-3. Ground Experimental Engine (XE). 
firing and adequate shielding to protect both the propellant and 
the crew. 
The NERVA program provides for a series of reactor and 
engine tests, which include qualification tests supported by compo- 
nent development to demonstrate performance and reliability. 
This testing and the supporting analysis and documentation will 
provide a propulsion system suitable for vehicle application. 
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Test Cell "C" will be used to conduct all NERVPL reactor tests, 
and the NERVA engine will be tested in ETS-1. However, the hot 
hydrogen exhaust system, propellant plumbing, and altitude sirnu- 
lation system of ETS-1 will have to be modified to permi? full-. 
power testing of the engine. 
ADVANCED NUCLEAR ROCKET CONCEPTS 
In this area, experimental and theoretical work was continued 
on two advanced ideas: the light bulb concept and the coaxial 
flow concept (19th Semiannual Report, p. 106). 
TRACKING 
A N D  
DATA 
ACQUISITION 
The NASA tracking and data acquisition networks again sup- 
ported a Barge number of space missions, including earlier 
launched spacecraft and fourteen launched during this period. 
Ammg the major missions were Pioneer IX, Orbiting Astronom- 
ical Observatory (OAO) 11, Radio Astronomy Explorer (Explorer 
XXXVIII) , Apollo 7, and Apollo 8. 
The December launches alone illustrate the wide variety of 
space flight projects supported by the networks: An international 
cooperative project (HEOS-I) ; a satellite for the Environmental 
Science Services Administration (TOS-F) ; a commercial commu- 
nications satellite for ComSat (INTELSAT 111) ; a NASA scien- 
tific satellite (OAO-11) ; and the Apollo 8 mission. 
MANNED SPACE FLIGHT NETWORK 
The Manned Space Flight Network played a vital role in sup- 
porting the first manned Apollo mission, ApoIlo 7. (Fig. 6-1) 
Launched October 11, this earth-orbital eleven-day flight placed 
many first-time support requirements on the network. One such 
requirement was the real-time reception and relay of television 
transmissions from the astronauts. 
After a highly satisfactory performance, extensive network 
checkouts and simulations were begun in preparation for the first 
manned lunar mission, ApolIo 8. Such realistic simulations, de- 
signed to  assure constant operational readiness of facilities, equip- 
ment, and personnel, are conducted before each Apollo flight and 
contribute sigiqificantly to the reliability of the network. 
The success of the Apollo 8 mission, launched December 21, 
stressed the importance of the network in support of manned 
space flight projects. The mission clearly demonstrated the net- 
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work's ability to track and communicate with spacecraft a t  lunar 
distances, a prerequisite for a successful manned lunar landing. 
Voice comm~~nications with the astronauts were excellent 
throughout the mission, and the telemetry received by the network 
provided data essential to mission control in its assessment of 
launch vehicle, spacecraft, and astronaut functioning. 
The Unified S-Band System-a sophisticated electronic track- 
ing, command, and telemetry system installed in the network spe- 
cifically fo r  Apollo lunar mission navigation and control-operated 
in an outstanding manner. (Fig. 6-2) Actually, it exceeded the 
flight proj ect's requirements for tracking accuracy and communi- 
cations quality. This accuracy contributed significantly to the 
Apollo 8 spacecraft's precise navigation to and from the moon. 
The network's performance during this mission conclusively dem- 
onstrated that the navigational accuracies required for the lunar 
landing mission can be achieved. 
The quality of in-flight television from the Apollo 8 spacecraft 
was noticeably better than that from Apollo 7. This was a result of 
the network improvement program in which the capability of the 
network is continuously updated to incorporate important new 
advances. 
Besides improving the network's tracking, communications, and 
television capabilities, NASA began work aimed a t  reducing the 
time required for the network to switch its mode of support from 
one flight mission to the next. Such time reduction is very impor- 
tant "c future requirements for the network to support both Apollo 
Applications multi-spacecraft rendezvous missions and experiment 
packages left on the lunar surface by Apollo astronauts. The im- 
provement is necessary also to allow for the network's cross-sup- 
port of future unmanned planetary missions. The turnaround time 
must be much less than the network's present capability permits. 
SATELLITE NETWORK 
The Satellite Network also continued to carry a substantial 
workload. (Fig. 6-3) This is the network which supports all of 
NASPf's scientific and application satellites. In  addition, these 
facilities furnish support to a wide variety of space projects con- 
ducted by other government agencies, by private industry, and 
through cooperative international programs. The network partici- 
pated in the Apollo mission by providing priority support to the 
orbiting ATS-I11 and IMP-IV spacecraft so that their vital 
proton monitoring information could be sent to the Mission Con- 
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Figure 6-2. Typical Apollo Unified S-Band Station. 
trol Center a t  Houston, and the Space Disturbance Foreeast 
Center at  Boulder, Colorado, during the flight. 
In terms of the total number of satellites supported, the Satellite 
Network bears the heaviest workload of all the NASA tracking 
and data acquisition facilities. The eight successful satellites 
launched during the report period, together with the still adive 
satellites in orbit, require around-the-clock operation of the net- 
work. 
Although the number of satellites to be supported has an effect 
on the workload of the network, another significant factor is the 
nature and complexity of the new satellites. Most inotieeable are 
the growing requirements to send data to the satellite from the 
ground. These "up" data are more than commands; they are much 
like a conversation between the ground and the spac~eemraft. A par- 
ticular order is given and the satellite's response is Lelemetered 
to the ground. Here, the data are analyzed and appropriate 
changes are issued. All this takes place in essentially real time, 
thereby committing both command and telemetry equipmen"co the 
spacecraft for the entire pass period. 
Two of the satellites launched during the period, the Radio As- 
tronomy Explorer (RAE) and the Orbiting Astronomical Obser- 
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vatory (OAO), typify this mode of operation in that they place 
very demanding requirements on the network for real-time com- 
mand and control of the spacecraft. 
The prime experiment on Explorer XXXVIII (RAE) required 
th,e deployment, in orbit, of the spacecraft's two antenna booms 
to a maximum length of 750 feet each. The antennas were suc- 
cessfully extended by a series of radio signals originated at the 
project control center and transmitted via the network tracking 
stations. After each command transmission, the network monitored 
the spacecraft's response and relayed these data and pictures of 
the boom tips back to the control center. 
The booms were extended so precisely that very little motion 
was imparted to the spacecraft proper. At present, pictures of the 
antenna booms are taken only once a month, evidence of the small 
amount of whipping which the 750-foot booms are experiencing. 
At period's end, the spacecraft measured 1,500 feet from dip-to- 
tip-about 5 times longer than any object previously placed in 
space. The real-time command and control capability contributed 
significantly to the success of Explorer XXXVIII and was a major 
technological achievement by NASA. 
OAO-11, launched December 7, is the most complex scientific 
satellite flown to date. Because this spacecraft is literally flown 
from the ground, it placed unprecedented support requirements on 
the network for real-time commands. The entire mission is under 
the control of a computer program having approximately 250,000 
instructions. The computer continuously monitors hundreds of 
spacecraft status points and compares them against its own pre- 
dicted values. It computes and issues the gimbal angles for the 
on-board star trackers so that the observatory can Xock on to the 
proper stars among the 50,000 which OAO will ultimately study. 
Every attempted change of the spacecraft's position and condition 
is analyzed by the computer to prevent improper or impossible 
operations. 
During the first 3 weeks of the mission, more than 40,000 com- 
mands were issued to OAO. The network was receiving data which 
should provide astronomers with their first detailed. ultraviolet 
map of the stars. 
DEEP SPACE NETWORK 
During the report period, the Deep Space Network (Fig 6-4) 
provided substantial support to the Pioneer Program. Pioneer IX, 
launched on November 8, added to the workload of the network 
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which supported, throughout the period, the on-going Pioneer 
VI, VII, and VIII missions. 
The Pioneer spacecraft are now providing scientists with four 
independent space stations located in the ecliptic plane and are 
serving, along with other satellites, as "solar weather stations" in 
our solar system. The network's capability to track and acquire 
data simultaneously from a t  least three of the Pioneer spacecraft, 
located around the sun, makes it possible to determine the an- 
gular spatial distribution and the flow behavior of solar fields and 
particles. The ability to acquire and correlate data frorn these 
spacecraft within a short period of time is greatly expanding 
knowledge of the solar system. 
In late November, the network supported a "first time" science 
opportunity offered by Pioneer VI. Launched in December, 1965, 
the spacecraft had moved to a position opposite the sun frorn the 
earth, more commonly referred to in astrophysics as superior eon- 
junction. Since the Pioneer spacecraft antenna transmits a linear 
polarized signal, the propagation of the signal through the corona 
of the Sun enabled indirect measurement of its magnetic proper- 
ties by determining the extent of Faraday rotation upon tho 
signal. These measurements (now being analyzed) were received 
by the 210-foot Goldstone antenna during both the entrance and 
the exit phase of the Pioneer VI superior conjunction. 
While the network was supporting the Pioneer missions, its 
equipment was being augmented to support the dual Mariner '69 
spacecraft on their flyby mission to Mars. The added equipment, 
made necessary because of new telemetry coding techniques used 
in the design of the spacecraft, will allow considerably more data 
to be returned to the ground. For example, through the use of the 
Goldstone 210-foot antenna, NASA expects to obtain high quality 
TV pictures of Mars as each spacecraft approaches the planet. 
The Goldstone 210-foot antenna (Fig. 6-5) in conjunction 
with an 85-foot antenna, conducted first-time radar observations 
of the asteroid Icarus (19th Semiannual Report, p. 117). The re- 
markable receiving capability of the 210-foot antenna made pos- 
sible the experiment which provided the first quantitative infor- 
mation on the characteristics of the asteroid. Preliminary 
analysis of data, based upon assumptions that the asteroid's radar 
reflective surface is similar to those of the Moon and Venus, 
indicated that Icarus is rotating once every 2y$, hours and has a 
radius of about 1/4, mile. 
Also during the period, the network participated in radio as- 
tronomy experiments. NASA used the 85-foot and 2310-foot an- 
Figure 6-5. The Goldstone 210-foot  diameter antenna.  
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tennas a t  Goldstone to receive radio signals generated from pulsar 
sources-those recently discovered astrophysical sources which 
mysteriously transmit precise radio pulses. In addition, viride base- 
line interferomeker radio astronomy experiments were conducted 
by using the 85-foot antennas a t  Goldstone and in Australia. 
The 210-foot antenna also supported the Apollo 8 lunar mission. 
In addition to the three 85-foot Deep Space Netvvork stations 
which provided joint support to the Apollo missions, the 210-$001 
antenna was used to make sure that monitors received any mar- 
ginal spacecraft transmissions from the vicinity of the moon. 
In early December, NASA initiated procurement action for two 
210-foot antennas planned for construction in Spain and Aus- 
tralia. These antennas, together with the Goldstone 210-foot an- 
tenna, are neeeded to meet the flight requirements of the future 
planetary missions, such as the Viking and the Jupiter-bound Pio- 
neer flyby missions. The planned procurement schedule calls for 
these antennas to be operational in 1973. 
NASA COMMUNICAT[ONS SYSTEM 
The NASA Communications System (NASCOM) is a ~r~orldwidc 
network of operational communications lines and faci,;ties. ( F i g  
6-6) This network carries mission-related inforrnaticn for aEP 
NASA programs and for projects of other agencies supported by 
Figure 6-6. NASA Communicoticns Network. 
NASA. I t  connects foreign and domestic tracking stations, instru- 
mentation ships, launch areas, test sites, and mission control cen- 
ters. NASCOM consists of circuits provided by land lines, under- 
seas cables, high frequency radio, and communications satellites. 
During this period, NASA established special diverse communi- 
cations routes a t  the Manned Space Flight Network stations to 
support the manned Apollo missions. The communications services 
for the Apollo 7 and 8 missions were the most reliable routes 
available, whether by satellite, cable, or land line. The diverse 
routes provided back-up service to the tracking stations to assure 
continuous program support in case the primary service failed or 
malf unetiomed. 
Also becoming part of NASCOM were new, highly reliable sub- 
marine cable circuits between Capetown and Ascension Island and 
new eornmunications satellite service to the tracking station in 
Santiago, Chile. These replaced existing but less reliable high fre- 
quency radio communications. In addition, new equipment was 
being installed in the network to automatically monitor and test 
high-speed data lines. This equipment should assure full use and 
reliability of the data system. 
NASA's international cooperative projects and support pro- 
grams became more diversified during the period and foreign par- 
ticipation in these programs increased. 
COOPERATIVE PROJECTS 
Cooperation with foreign space research institutions and re- 
gional space organizations was highlighted by NASA.'s launching 
of the ESRO I (Fig. 7-1) and HEOS I satellites built by the 
European Space Research Organization; by an agreemen-with 
Germany on a project to release an artificial ion cloud a t  an alti- 
tude of approximately 20,000 miles above the earth; by agree- 
ments with Mexico and Brazil for earth resources survey experi- 
ments; by continuing sounding rocket work; and by the selection 
of additional foreign experimenters to take part in studies of lunar 
surface samples. In all, seven new cooperative agreements were 
completed with Brazil, Germany, Mexico, Norway, and Sweden. 
Canada 
On September 29, the Canadian-built Alouette I satellite eom- 
pleted its sixth year of successful operation in orbit. Alouette II, 
which was launched in November, 1965, completed its third year 
of successful performance. These satellites sound thle ionosphere 
from above to measure hour-to-hour electron densities of the iono- 
sphere, to determine electron densities a t  the spacecraft altitudes, 
to monitor VLF noise in the 1-10 kc/s range, and to measure 
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Figure 7-1. ESRO I launching from the Western Test Range, October 3, 1968. 
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primary cosmic ray particles outside the Earth's atmosphere. Al- 
ouette I is daily establishing new longevity records for successful 
spacecraft performances in orbit. 
European Space Research Organization (ESRO) 
The NASA launching of the ESRO I satellite on Oct,aber 3 was a 
high point in the almost five years of active cooperation between 
NASA and the European Space Research Organization. This 
launching, conducted from the Western Test Range on a Scout 
vehicle, culminated an effort initiated by a Memorandum of Un- 
derstanding between NASA and ESRO dated July 8,1964. ESRO I 
was designed and built in Europe and carried eight experiments 
from Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and the UK to study the aurora 
borealis and related phenomena in the polar ionosphere. Although 
called ESRO I, i t  was the second of two cooperative satellite proj- 
ects for which NASA has provided a Scout launch vehicle and the 
launching. ESRO 11, a solar astronomy and cosmic ray satellite, 
was successfully launched from the Western Test Range oai May 
16,1968, and was returning useful data. 
The first NASA launching of an international scientific satellite 
on a cost reimbursable basis took place from Cape Kennedy on a 
Thor-Delta vehicle. ESRO's Highly Eccentric Orbit Satellite 
(HEOS) I, launched successfully on December 5, was returning 
data on interplanetary magnetic fields and solar and cosmic ray 
particles outside the magnetosphere. (Fig 7-2.) 
France 
The benefits of NASA's international cooperative projects were 
indicated a t  the conclusion of the FR-1 satellite project. When 
NASA launched this French-built and funded spacecraft in De- 
cember, 1965, the prospect was that data would be received over a 
three month period, the design lifetime of the spacecraft. Thirty- 
three months later, in August, 1968, FR-1 finally failed to re- 
spond to commands. At least 19 scientific publicati~~ns have re- 
sulted to date from this cooperative study cf VLF radio emissions. 
Work continued on the EOLE project, under which NASA will 
launch a French-built satellite in a cooperative projeict to test the 
feasibility of a satellite/balloon system to gather weather data on 
a global scale. 
Germany 
In  December, NASA and the German Ministry for Scientific 
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Figure 7-2. Launching of HEOS-I from Cope Kennedy, December 5, 1968. 
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Research reached agreement on a cooperative project under which 
NASA is to launch a German-developed barium-ion cloud payload. 
This payload will be released a t  an  altitude of approximatePy 
20,000 miles, where i t  will form a cloud that will be visible from 
most of the southern United States and northwestern South 
America. I t  will be photographed in various wave lengths as it 
expands and eventually dissipates along the earth's n~agnetic lines 
of force. This will permit the measurement of magnetic and elec- 
tric fields, simulate the action of the solar wind oln an ionized 
comet trail, and give basic new data on behavior of an ion cloud 
in a collisionless plasma. 
Mexican Use of APT 
In  early 1968, NASA and the Mexican Space Commission agreed 
to a project in which Mexico would operate an Autoinatic Picture 
Transmission (APT) set loaned by NASA. The purpose would be 
to supply current cloud pictures to interested Mexican Goverl-nment 
agencies. Mexico agreed to combine the APT data vvith meteoro- 
logical data obtained from conventional sources, to establish an 
effective communications network with user agencies for disserni- 
nating the data, and to report on a broad "systems" approach to 
managing APT data. 
The immediate usefulness of this approach was shown in Sep. 
tember when hurricane Naomi passed over Mexico. Naomi's rains 
severely taxed the capacity of a dam under construction above the 
cities of Torreon and Gomez Palacios. An immediate decision was 
necessary on whether to release water and flood Gomez Palacios or  
keep the dam closed and risk having the water froin continuing 
rains burst the dam and flood both cities. After urgent analysis of 
the APT cloud-cover pictures, the responsible officials concluded 
that the breakup of the hurricane cloud pattern warranted keeping 
the dam closed. The rains stopped. Both cities were spared, and the 
water from the dam was saved for future irrigation use. For this 
crucial application of APT weather satellite data, the Mexican 
Space Commission received a special government citation. 
Swiss Balloon Experiment 
On September 18, a high-altitude balloon experiment developed 
by the Observatory of Geneva was flown from the National Center 
for Atmospheric Research facilities at Palestine, Texas. The flight, 
which was fully successful, was undertaken as  a cooperative: proj- 
ect between NASA and the Swiss Committee for Space Research. 
The payload developed by the Observatory of Geneva was designed 
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to conduct stellar near-ultraviolet observations. The balloon lifted 
the 375-pound payload to an  altitude of about 136,000 feet. 
Ear th  Resources Survey 
Following up on agreements-in-principle achieved last year with 
Brazil and Mexico, the U.S. has now exchanged diplomatic notes 
with both countries, completing arrangements for cooperative 
earth resources survey programs. In  these programs, techniques 
and systems are to be developed for obtaining and using earth 
resources data from aircraft. 
Lunar Surface Sample Projects 
As of the end of 1968, NASA had selected 35 foreign investiga- 
tors from eight countries and 20 institutions to conduct experi- 
ments on lunar surface material to be returned in project Apollo. 
The countries represented are Australia, Belgium, Canada, Fin- 
land, Germany, Japan, Switzerland, and the United Kingdom. 
Among the approved experiments are investigations in minerology 
and petrology, chemical and isotope analyses, physical properties, 
and biochemical and organic analyses. 
Orbiting Astronomical Observatory (OAO-A2) 
As of Dece:mber, nine scientists in Argentina, France, Germany, 
the Netherlands and the United Kingdom had expressed interest 
in obtaining "guest observer time" on OAO-A2, which was suc- 
cessf wliy orbited December 7. 
Sounding Rocket Projects 
Sounding rocket experiments remain a primary source of in- 
formation on a great number of phenomena not yet understood, 
as well as on subjects such as meteorology which require con- 
s tanhoni tor ing.  
During the period, sounding rocket experiments were launched 
in cooperation with Argentina, Brazil, Canada, India, Norway, 
Spain, and Sweden. In  addition, agreements for new cooperative 
sounding rocket projects were concluded with Brazil, Germany, 
and Sweden. 
Among the investigations performed were measurements of me- 
teoroid flux in the upper atmosphere, studies of the dynamics of 
the auroral ionosphere, coordinated launchings to study the struc- 
ture and behavior of the atmosphere, investigation of discrete X- 
say sources in the southern hemisphere, and studies of polar cap 
absorption events and the D-region of the ionosphere. 
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UNITED NATIONS 
The Administrator of NASA served as  Chairman of the U.S. 
Delegation to the United Nations Conference on the Exploration 
and Peaceful Uses of Outer Space held in Vienna, Austria, in 
August. The U.S. technical presentation, which NASA arranged a t  
the request of the Department of State, featured fol-ty-nine papers 
and lectures addressed specifically to the two themes of the 
Conference : the practical benefits of space activities, and the op- 
portunities for international cooperation. Both themes had special 
reference to the needs of developing countries. 
The Assistant Administrator for International Affairs served as 
Alternate U.S. Representative to the United Nations Committee 
on Peaceful Uses of Outer Space during its meeting in New York 
October 15-18,1968. 
OPERATIONS SUPPORT 
As in the past, NASA continued to obtain operations support 
from abroad. An agreement with Mauritius was coneliuded on Sep- 
tember 3, permitting NASA to build a parking apron a t  PI-; &sance 
Airfield to accommodate the staging and operation of ApoFPo/' 
Range Instrumentatiod Aircraft (&'RIA). A number of countries 
approved operational overflights of territory under their jwrisdie- 
tion by A/RIA in support of Apollo missions. The government of 
Thailand approved the temporary stationing of at BC-4 camera 
team to make geodetic satellite observations under the National 
Geodetic Satellite Program (NGSP). There are now 33 temporary 
BC-4 camera sites under the NGSP in foreign countries from 
which the PAGEOS satellite has been or is being observed. The 
eleventh meeting of the international Ground Station Committee, 
which was established in 1961 to coordinate participation of 
other countries in NASA experimental communications by sateel- 
lite, was held in Paris October 29-31, 1968. 
PERSONNEL EXCHANGES, EDUCATION AND BRAINING 
During the second half of 1968, over 3,000 foreign nationals 
from 91 locations visited NASA facilities for scientific and tech- 
nical discussions or general orientation. 
Under the NASA International University Fellowship Program, 
53 students from ten nations were engaged in graduate study a t  19 
American universities. They were supported by their national 
space research sponsors or by ESRO. This program is adminis- 
tered for NASA by the National Academy of Sciences. 
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One hundred and fourteen postdoctord and senior postdoctoral 
associates from 23 nations carried on advanced research a t  NASA 
centers, including the Jet Propulsion Laboratory. This program, 
also administered by the National Academy of Sciences, is open to 
both U.S. and foreign nationals. 
Forty scientists, engineers, and technicians from Brazil, Ger- 
many, India, and Mexico-here a t  their own expense---received 
training in space technology a t  the Goddard Space Flight Center 
and the Manned Spacecraft Center in connection with cooperative 
projects. 
UNIFVERSITY 
PROGRAMS 
NASA's university project research is aimed a t  meeting the 
research needs of NASA program offices and field centers. It is 
supplemented by the Sustaining University Program, which sup- 
ports multidisciplinary research and other university activities im- 
portant to NASA's mission, but broader in scope than most pro- 
gram office research efforts. All elements of the NASA university 
program are developed and administered so as to provide max- 
imum benefit to NASA and a t  the same time strengthen the parti- 
cipating universities. Through the end of June 1968, NASA had 
invested a total of about $480" million in university project re- 
search, and another $204 million in the Sustaining University Pro- 
gram. 
SUSTAINING UNIVERSITY PROGRAM 
Sustaining University Program grants to universities alEow eon- 
siderable local control over the selection of specific research tasks. 
Grants for research are step funded; other activities, including 
training, are full funded. 
Multidisciplinary Research 
During this period, efforts were made to develop university pro- 
grams using the multidisciplinary approach to problems related to  
* Not including California Institute of Technology's Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
or the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Apollo Guidance Contract. 
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national aeronautics and space objectives. Activities were devel- 
oped with universities near NASA Centers that enable faculty and 
students to use unusual and expensive NASA facilities and equip- 
ment. In the 1969 fiscal year (July '68-June '69), with only $5 
million allocated for the support of multi-disciplinary research, it 
will not be possible to add new funds to all of the 50 grants. Thirty 
universities will continue in the program, while 20 were notified 
that additional funding beyond the current three-year agreement 
period was not anticipated due to lack of funds. 
NASA initiated a pilot program to enable small developing in- 
sti tutions near NASA Centers to become acquainted with research 
opportunities a t  the Centers. A few institutions near NASA Cen- 
ters were given small grants to investigate the capabilities of 
participating regional colleges and the research problems a t  var- 
ious Center laboratories. 
Administration an'd Management Research 
Six universities, in addition to the National Academy of Public 
Administration, participate in this program, and all six reported 
worthwhile progress in research and education. Three universi- 
ties-Southern California, Pittsburgh, and Syracuse-had public 
administration traineeships closely integrated with their research 
programs, and NASA was providing support for trainees in ad- 
ministration and management. 
A new program emphasizing technology transfer was initiated 
a t  the Drexel Institute of Technology. Several projects, such as a 
steady of NASAL project managers and a study of the problems of 
training scientists and engineers for management positions, were 
also approved for study by the National Academy of Public Ad- 
ministration. 
Engineering Systems Design 
This program, a cooperative pilot effort in graduate engineering 
education a t  five universities (19th Semiannual Report, p. 130) 
supports trainees and faculty research. The first group of 23 
trainees started their second year. Many of them completed their 
course work and took their qualifying exams. Faculty and students 
visited a number of the NASA Centers in the summer of 1968 in 
search of possible systems design projects. This exposure to large 
systems design activity was useful to both faculty and students 
and will be the basis for continuing working relationships. 
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Four schools started work on their projects : 
Stanford : Design of an unmanned, automated Antarctic geophysi- 
cal stations ; 
Improved metal forming technique with feedback 
forming ; 
Design of an improved premature-baby incubator. 
Georgia Tech : Continental intercity transportation system. 
Cornell : Unmanned satellite to Jupiter. 
Purdue: Satellite surveillance system for severe storms, particu- 
larly tornadoes ; 
Space laboratory for industrial processing ; 
V/STOL transportation system. 
The second group of 25 students started training in September, 
and some are expected to become members of the teams working on 
the above projects. 
Special Training 
This heading includes the Summer Faculty Fellomrship Program 
in research and one in engineering systems design as well as 
summer institutes for undergraduates and predoctoral trainng 
grants (19th Semiannual Report, p. 130-31). During the summer 
of 1968, thirteen universities and nine NASA Centers cooperated 
in ofTering research and study opportunities to about 250 faculty 
members in the research part of the program. Three 11-week 
Summer Faculty Fellowship Programs in engineering systems 
design were conducted a t  Stanford University with the coopera- 
tion of the Ames Research Center, the University of Houston in 
cooperation with Rice University and the Manned Spacecraft 
Center, and Old Dominion College in cooperation with the College 
of William and Mary and the Langley Research Center. About 60 
faculty members worked on projects such as a preliminary design 
of a manned lunar laboratory, a satellite servicing vehicle, and an 
educational television satellite sytsem. 
The program of summer institutes for outstanding undergradm- 
ates continued. About 160 nationally selected undergraduates re- 
ceived six weeks of specialized training a t  four universities in 
space sciences and technology. Support of advanced training in 
aerospace medicine was continued a t  Harvard University and Ohio 
State University, where a few medical doctors received advanced 
training in the environmental problems of man in space. 
Although no new regular predoctoral training grants for study 
in space-related sciences and technology have been awareded since 
June 1967, the existing grants will not terminate until August 31, 
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1970, As of December 30,1968, 2,099 trainees were receiving sup- 
port through the program a t  152 universities in 50 states and the 
District of Columbia, and 1,383 graduate students had received 
Ph.D. degrees in the program. Areas of study and number of de- 
grees were as follows : 
.4rea 
Physical Sciences 
Engineering 
Life Sciences 
Behavioral Sciences 
Other 
Number of Ph.D.'s 
704 
482 
138 
50 
9 
1,383 
Residen.l Research Associateship Program 
This program (19th Semiannual Report, p. 131) continued its 
activities with 167 associates carrying on advanced research in a 
wide variety of fields including physics of planetary atmospheres, 
magnetospheric geometry, solar physics, space astronomy, applied 
mathematics, electrical engineering, biophysics, microbiology, 
extreme environments, aerodynamics, mechanical engineering, 
and physical metallurgy. Researchers were distribued among 
NASA Centers as follows : 
Center Participants 
Goddard Space Flight Center ----_------------------ 77 
Greenbelt, Maryland _ ---_--------__-- 57 
Institute of Space Studies, N.Y. ---_----- 20 
Ames Research Center 39 
Marshall Space Flight Center ....................... 10 
Langjiey Research Center --------__----- ---------- 13 
Manned Spacecraft Center ----_-_-----_------------- 10 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory -----_-------------_----- 13 
Electronics Research Center ----_------_------------ 5 
Total __------__--------_--------------------- 167 
Research Facilitites 
Addition structures a t  the University of Minnesota and a t  the 
University of Florida were completed and occupied by researchers, 
bringing to 30 the number of completed buildings, and increasing 
gross space on university campuses by over a million square feet. 
This is enough to accommodate some 3,200 university scientists, 
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engineers, and others engaged in research in aerospalee science and 
technology. 
Table 8-1 summarizes the status of the seven remaining active 
grants, two of which requested construction bids during f i e  
period. 
Table 8-1. Research Facilities in Process 
(December 3 1, 1968) 
Fiscal Year 
awarded Institution 
Area Percent Cost 
Topic (1,000 corn- ($1,000) 
SF') plete 
1965. --_.. .. - - Case Western Reserve- - - - - Space Engineering --.-..--- 69 99 
Rochester. - .--._--------- Space Sciences- -_----.-... 35 90 
Stanford --..._.__--.----- Space Engineering .-.....-- 6.5 85 
169 ---... 
1966.. . . . . . . . . .. Wisconsin-. - - -. . _. . -. - - . Space Science & Engineering . 68 95 
Washington- - - - .. - -..---- Aerospace Research -.._.. .  40 60 
Kansas .-..-....---------- Space Technology.. ..... .. 56 Bid 
-- 
154 ..-... 
1968 .... . .-_-_- National Academy of Lunar Science Institute- 17 Bid 
Sciences. 
Total ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ . ~ - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  340 ..--.. 
RESEARCH GRANTS A N D  CONTRACTS 
At the time of this report, approximately 1,300 projeet-oriented 
university grants and contracts resulting from the funding of un- 
solicited proposals were active. The activities reflect the interests 
and capabilities of investigators in areas related to the NASA 
mission. 
The Office of University Affairs continued its efforts to ensure 
agency-wide program coordination' and consistency in its dealings 
with universities, while gradually decentralizing some responsi- 
bility for university activities to the field centers. Basic policy 
guidelines and criteria for approval of foreign travel were distrib- 
uted, and a senior policy advisory council was established repre- 
senting NASA Centers and offices with substantial university in- 
volvement. Also, steps were taken to establish a coinputer-based 
system to provide prompt and complete programmatic and man- 
agerial information on the total NASA university program. 
System specifications were defined, input and output meg:hanisms 
established, and operational procedures were being developed. 
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Step Funding 
Step funding, a method of ensuring stability of support for 
long-range academic research, was initiated by NASA in 1959 and 
further developed within the Sustaining University Program's 
multidisciplinary research grants. 
A step-funded grant obligates funds for the support of a re- 
search project a t  the-full level for the first year, 2/3 of that level 
for the second year, and 1/3 of full level for the third year. At the 
beginning of the second year, supplemental funds equal to one year 
of full1 support are awarded and spread over the following three 
years. When a decision is made to cease support of a step-funded 
grant no further funds are added, but the project still has a two- 
year phase-out period a t  reducing levels, which enables the re- 
search to be concluded in an efficient and orderly manner. Two- 
hundred grants operating on a step-funded basis were in effect. 
' 
I I INFORMATIONAL 
The substantial progress made in NASA's scientific and tech- 
nical information program was matched by advances in its educa- 
tional programs and services. Far reaching effects of the Ageney9s 
technology utilization program were evident from the benefits 
many nonaerospace businesses, universities, and non-profit institw- 
tions were deriving from the use of information on Government 
sponsored aerospace research and development. 
9 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS and SERVICES 
EDUCATIONAL 
NASA provided audiovisual materials, consultants, exhibits, 
field trips, publications, and speakers to summer workshops 
serving over 10,000 teachers through more than 170 programs in 
45 states and Puerto Rico. The workshops, funded by local dis- 
tricts, states, or the Federal Government, introduced background 
materials in aeronautics and space activities for cla,ssroorn use and 
for developing new curricula. (NASA participated a t  the request 
of workshop directors.) 
The six NASA award winners from the Interniational Science 
Fair in Detroit-accompanied by a teacher of their choice-visited 
an Agency field installation which they chose. Winners came from 
California, Hawaii, New Mexico, Texas, and Michigan. (19th 
Semiannual Report. p. 135.) 
In 7,160 presentations before school children and educational 
and civic groups, NASA's spacemobile lecture-demonstration 
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teams spoke on space science and exploration to 1,227,509 persons. 
Also, an estimated 12,526,622 people were reached through 82 
radio and television programs. In addition, spacemobiles manned 
by local lecturers trained by NASA spacemobile specialists, were 
operated in Austria, Brazil, Colombia, Holland, Israel, and the 
Philippines. 
Motion Pictures and Publications 
Six new NASA informational-educational films and a new film- 
strip were completed and released for loan to schools, civic and 
professional organizations, and TV stations. The films and 17 new 
educational publications are described in appendix N. 
Television and Radio 
Apolls Digest, a series of 30 five-to-ten-minute films on various 
aspects of the Apollo manned space flight program, was released 
for network and local television station news and documentary 
productions in December. TV stations used them before and 
during the Apollo 8 mission. The films were also made available 
for speakers, exhibits, spacemobile presentations, and other uses. 
The series is described in a brochure available from Television 
Prodraetions/Services, Code FP, NASA Headquarters, Washing- 
ton, D.C. 20546. 
Also, prints of other NASA films provided, upon request, to 
television networks and stations were seen by millions of viewers 
throughout the country. Special release was made of The Flight of 
ApoElo ?' film tlo requesting television stations, and of the film 
America 1% Space: The First Decade. In addition, special audiovi- 
sual materials (films, film clips, prints of Apollo Digest films, 
graphics, and prints of NASA's Aeronautics and Space TV series) 
were distribute~d to television networks and stations during the 
Apollo 8 mlission. They were used by the three major American TV 
networks, and, overseas, by the British Broadcasting Corporation, 
the British ITV network, the West German TV network, and 
others. 
The Agency's television series Aeronautics and Space Report 
was distributed monthly to hundreds of requesting stations. These 
five-minute films included short features on a wide range of NASA 
projects and activities. 
Twenty-six vveekly five-minute taped programs on the Space 
Story were distributed to radio stations coast to coast. N A S A  
Special Reports, a monthly 15 minut?-p1-ogram, was also sent to 
radio stations nationwide. In addition, taped interviews with 
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NASA field installation staff members and one minute-taped infor- 
mational announcements, NASA Space Notes, were widely distrib- 
uted to radio stations periodically. 
SCIENTIFIC and TECHNICAL INFORMPIGION 
In its scientific and technical information program, NASA de- 
veloped software for the new Agency-wide network of remote 
consoles for "on-line" information retrieval (NASA/REGON) ; 
further expanded its current-awareness announcement service 
(NASA/SCAN) to meet the needs of NASA contractors and 
other Government agencies; and set up an experimental program 
to apply "user charges" for certain document services. 
A detailed statement on progress in the RECON and SCAN 
(Selected Current Aerospace Notices) computerized information 
storage and retrieval systems was published in the 19th Semi- 
annual Report, p. 136. The administrative change applied to the 
user charges is described in the following paragraphs. 
User Charge Program 
Cooperating with the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and 
Technical Information of the Department of Commerce, NASA has 
established this experimental program of user charges for certain 
document services, which were previously available without 
charge to Government agencies, contractors, and others directly 
engaged in aerospace activities. The program roughly parallels a 
charge system recently instituted by the Defense Documentation 
Center for the Department of Defense, and is consistent with prin- 
ciples being developed by the Committee on Scientific m d  Tech- 
nical Information for uniform Federal practices in this area. It 
transfers to the Clearinghouse the responsibility for satisfying, at 
established prices, requests for "hard" (facsimile) copies of un- 
classified-unlimited documents announced through NASA's infor- 
mation system. Unchanged are primary distribution of NASA 
publications, secondary (request) distribution of all documents in 
microfiche form, and the distribution of classified o r  limited doeu- 
ments. This NASA-Clearinghouse arrangement will be reviewed 
in June 1969, its impact tentatively evaluated, and its terms re- 
vised as necessary. 
Technical Publications 
Several of the Agency's special publications, issued during the 
last six months of this year, are listed in appendix 0. 
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T f  CHNOLOGY UTlLlZATlON 
NASA continued to work toward an increased public awareness 
of the potential benefits from capitalizing on the results of Govern- 
ment-sponsored aerospace research and development for nonaero- 
space applications. The Agency furthered its experiments to 
improve various systems for identifying, acquiring, evaluating, 
documenting, and disseminating new technical information de- 
rived from the research and development which it sponsors. It also 
moved to assure that scientists and engineers in its laboratories 
play an increasingly vital role in acquiring and disseminating new 
technical information. 
Regional Dissemination Centers 
The far-reaching effects of the Technology Utilization Program 
on the Nation's economy, were indicated by the fact that over 230 
companies used the information services of NASA-sponsored Re- 
gional Dissemination Centers on a routine basis, while several 
hundred others took advantage of the availability of the data to 
serve special industrial needs. For example, two companies were 
established to onlanufacture and market products adapted from 
techniques originating in aerospace research and development. 
One manufactures electronic controls for industry; the other a 
new thermosetting plastic deveIoped a t  Lewis Research Center. 
Tech Briefs 
About 2,000 industrial inquiries a month resulted from the sale 
of NASA's Tech Briefs. To relieve the technology utilization staff 
at  the field center from answering these inquiries, and so that 
there would be more time for identifying and documenting new 
technology, agreement was reached with the Clearinghouse for 
Federal Scientific and Technical Information to reproduce and sell 
Tech Brief technical support packages. The packages were de- 
signed to  provide the inquirer with all available information on 
the new technology announced in a Tech Brief; over 100 different 
packs were available for sale. (Technical support packages for 
Tech Briefs issued before November 1968 will be furnished, free 
of charge, by the NASA center originating the technology.) 
Bnl'erogency Cooperation 
The Atomic Energy Commission and NASA increased the scope 
of their joint program to identify, document, and report new tech- 
nology through NASA-AEC Tech Briefs. Also, AEC arranged to 
make its computer programs available on a limited basis through 
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the Computer Software and Management Infolrmatiom Center 
(COSMIC) a t  the University of Georgia. In addition, the Depart- 
ment of Defense and NASA agreed that DOD will1 make computer 
programs and documents available to scientists and engineers 
through this information center. 
The Office of State Technical Services of the Department of Corn- 
merce and NASA cooperated closely in separate programs to make 
new technological information available to industry and others 
able to benefit from its applications. NASA ancl its contractors 
helped the Small Business Administration (SBA) eonduct semi- 
nars and workshops. The SBA booklets, T e c h  Aids-featuring 
technology from NASA's research and development programs---- 
continued to stimulate numerous inquiries from small business. 
In addition, several meetings were held with the Law Enforce- 
ment Assistance Administration, Department of Justice, to  ex- 
plore ways in which aerospace technology might be applied to 
solve the problems of law enforcement. NASA also cooperated 
with the Bureau of Reclamation (Department of the Interior) t o  
apply aerospace technology to the needs of researchers in weather 
modification, and the Federal Water Pollution Control Administra- 
tion (Department of the Interior) and the Agency began a similar 
effort in water pollution. 
Biomedical Application Teams 
The three NASA-sponsored Biomedical Application Teams iden- 
tified over 400 problems involving medical researchers at  hospitals 
and institutes which might be solved through the application of 
aerospace technology. Eighty-nine transfers of this technology 
were made and potential solutions were found for 46 more prob- 
lems. The teams also worked with the Social Rehabilitation Ad- 
ministration (SRA), Department ,of Health, Education and Wel- 
fare, to apply aerospace technology to problems pinpointed by re- 
searchers a t  SRA Rehabilitation Centers. 
HISTORICAL PROGRAM 
The NASA Historical Program continued to produce annual 
chronologies of aeronautical and astronautical events, contract and 
inhouse histories, histories of field installations, special histories, 
and management studies. V e n t u r e  I n t o  Space: Early Years o f  
Goddard Space F l igh t  Center  was published (SP-4301, Superin- 
tendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Ofice, Wash- 
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ington, D.6. 20402). Aeronautics and Astronautics, 1967, and chro- 
nologies of Projects Gemini and Apollo were in press. Manuscripts 
being reviewed included histories of Langley Research Center, 
Ames Research Center, and Projects Vanguard and Gemini, a Proj- 
ect Ranger chronology, and a monograph on the Manned Space 
Flight Network. 
A preliminary account of NASA during the Johnson Adminis- 
tration was prepared as the Agency contribution to the Depart- 
mental Histories Project. This survey narrative and extensive doc- 
umentation will be deposited in the Lyndon B. Johnson Presiden- 
tial Library. 
SUPPORTING 
ACTIVITIIES 
NASA continued to stress the need for improving the eafieieacy 
and effectiveness of its managerial and other supporting activi- 
ities. It placed primary emphasis on making maximum use of ids 
personnel force; on improving its financial management efforts; 
on holding down the costs of research, development, and related 
services obtained from private industry; and on giving even 
greater impetus to its programs of cooperation with other govern- 
ment departments and agencies. 
PERSONNEL 
During the period, employee-management cooperation and per- 
sonnel training activities were emphasized, and the Federal 
Women's Program was given continued support. The Agency Ore- 
sented awards and citations to individuals for their significant 
contributions to the space program. Meanwhile, the personnel 
force was reduced by approximately 2,000 employees. 
Employee-Management Cooperation 
NASA continued its activities in the government-wide program 
for Employee-Management Cooperation in the Federal service 
(Executive Order 10988). It granted exclusive recognition within 
an activity-wide bargaining unit, less professionals, to  Local 2498, 
American Federation of Government Employees (AFE-CIO) at 
the Kennedy Space Center. It approved the collective bargaining 
agreement between the Ames Research Center and L o a l  997, Na- 
tional Federation of Federal Employees (Independent). And an 
alleged unfair labor practice charge filed by Lodge 892, Interna- 
tional Association of Machinists and Aerospace VlJorkers (AFL- 
CIO) against the Langley Research Center was remanded to the 
union since local administrative procedures for redress had not 
been exhausted. 
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Braining i4cirivifies 
Agency-wide seminars were carried on to provide specialized 
training for program and project teams, and to promote manage- 
ment improvement and uniform treatment of NASA policy. 
Courses in "Procurement Management,'? "Contract Administra- 
tion," "Contractor Performance Evaluation," "Termination, Set- 
tlernenk and Negotiation," and "Written Communications for Ex- 
ecutives" were conducted for NASA employees. 
A 64-hour first-line supervisory training course was developed. 
Three pilot sessions were conducted, with evaluation and shake- 
down sessions to continue. Techniques and subject matter in the 
course were being tested as standards for first-line supervisor 
training. 
Sixteen NASA executives were selected for the CSC Federal 
Executive Institute. Additionally, NASA installations continued 
their cyclic programs such as graduate education; cooperative edu- 
cation; apprentice, science, and engineering lectures; and a wide 
variety of management and skills training. 
Status 04: Women Program 
During the period, NASA took a number of positive steps in 
support of the Federal Women's Program. At MSFC, a female 
employee was appointed to a position in the Chief Counsel's office 
and made legal advisor to the NASA Exchange, MSFC Branch. At 
Goddard Space Flight Center, two women were appointed to posi- 
tions in the personnel Classification Branch. And a t  Wallops Sta- 
tion, a female employee was made the Public Affairs Officer. 
For .the first time a t  KSC, a woman served as Instrumenta- 
tion Controller on tests a t  Apollo/Saturn launch complexes. This 
position requires manning a console in the firing room for the 
duration of facilities tests, launch vehicle tests, or space vehicle 
tests. 
At MSFC, two women completed work for the Master's degree. 
One of these, studying in fluid mechanics and structural elec- 
tricity, was working toward a doctorate. And a t  Lewis Research 
Center, twenty of the enrollees in on-site college credit courses 
were women. 
NASA Awards and Honors 
The following personnel were awarded and presented the Dis- 
tinguished Service Medal : 
dames E. Webb.-For outstanding leadership of America's 
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space program from 1961 to 1968 as Administrator of the Na- 
tional Aeronautics and Space Administration. Mr. Webb provided 
the clear vision, driving energy and management skill which, in 
the space of seven years, moved the United States forward to  a 
position of leadership in space and aeronautics. More than any 
other individual, he deserves credit for the great achievements of 
the United States during the first decade of space exploration. 
Edmond 6. Buck1ey.-In recognition of his distinguished career 
in both NACA and NASA and for his outstanding contributions 
in the fields of ground instrumentation facilities for aircraft and 
space flight programs. 
Paul 6. Demb1ing.-In recognition of his sustained and exeellent 
professional service and his outstanding leadership as a lawyer 
and administrator. 
Alexander H. Flax.-For distinguished service to the United 
States in aeronautics and space. His outstanding contributions and 
those of the Air Force research and development organlizatiola 
under his leadership have materially advanced the development 
and applications of aeronautical and space technology. 
Exceptional Scientific Achievement Medals were presented to 
the following personnel : 
G. Mervin Ault 
Edmond E. Bisson 
John C. Evvard 
Richard M. Goldstein 
Otto A. Hoberg 
Hans H. Hosenthien 
Robert D. Jastrow 
Lewis D. Kaplan 
Mark R. Nichols 
William A. Page 
John A. Parker 
Alan Rembaum 
Conway W. Snyder 
LeRC 
LeRC 
LeRC 
JPL 
MSFC 
NSFC 
GSFC 
JPL 
LaRC 
ARC 
ARC 
JPk 
JPL 
Threnty-nine Exceptional Service Medals were authorized and 
were presented to the following: 
Mac 6. Adams Eas 
Walter F. Boone Hqs 
Donald D. Buchanan MSG 
Richard L. Callaghan Hqs 
Robert M. Crane (Posthumous) ARC 
R. Walter Cunningham NSC 
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Robert J. Darcey 
Philip Donely 
Robert C. Duncan 
Donn F. Eisele 
Fred H. Felberg 
Arnold W. Frutkin 
Paul F. Fuhrmeister 
Harry E. Hamilton 
Alfred S. Nodgson 
Herman E. LaGow 
Alvin R. Luedecke 
Glynn S. Lunney 
Robert J. McCaffery 
Mildred V. Morris 
Boyd C. Myers 
Rocco A. IPetrone 
Bsom A. Rigell 
Ar"cknarr Rudolph 
William R. Schindler 
Walter M. Schirra, Jr. 
Albert IF. Siepert 
Hubert Ray Stanley 
Michael J. Vaccaro 
GSFC 
LaRC 
ERC 
MSC 
J P L  
Hqs 
LaRC 
LaRC 
Hqs 
GSFC 
JPL  
MSC 
GSFC 
Hqs 
Hqs 
KSC 
KSC 
MSFC 
GSFC 
MSC 
KSC 
WS 
GSFC 
Key Executive Personnel Changes 
During the period, a number of key executive personnel changes 
occurred within NASA. One new official was appointed, four were 
reassigned, two retired, two resigned, and two died. On August 
5, Philip N. WJhittaker was appointed as  Assistant Administrator 
for  Industry Affairs, coming to this Agency from the IBM Corpo- 
ration. Dr, John E. Duberg was appointed as Associate Director of 
the NASA Langley Research Center (July 14), moving to the new 
position from his previous assignment as an Assistant Director of 
the Center. 
Ur. Boyd C. Myers, 11, was appointed as Deputy Assistant Ad- 
ministrator for Administration (July 14), within Headquarters ; 
previously, he had been Deputy Associate Administrator for Ad- 
vanced Research and Technology (Operations). On August 1, Mr. 
Bruce T. Lundin was appointed Deputy Associate Administrator 
for Advanced Research and Technology; Mr. Lundin had been 
Deputy Director for Development, NASA Lewis Research Center. 
And on November 16, Dr. H. Julian Allen was appointed as  a 
Special Assistant to the Associate Administrator for Advanced 
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Research and Technology. For the preceeding four years, Dr. 
Allen had been Director, Ames Research Center. 
On October 7, Mr. James E. Webb retired from the position of 
Administrator, NASA. He had held this post since his appoint- 
ment on February 14, 1961. On November 30, Dr. Floyd L. 
Thompson retired from the position of Special Assistant to the 
Administrator. Earlier, Dr. Thompson had been Director of the 
Langley Research Center. 
Bernard L. Dorman resigned from the position of Assistant 
Administrator for Industry Affairs (July 26). On September 6, 
Robert C. Duncan resigned as Assistant Director for Systems, 
NASA Electronics Research Center. Harold T. Luslnin, Director, 
Apollo Applications Programs, Office of Manned Space Flight, 
died on Octover 25, and on September 4, Mr. Robert M. Crane, 
Assistant Director for Development a t  Ames, died. 
Status of Personnel Force 
The following figures represent total employmer~t (ineluding 
temporaries) for the periods ending June 30, 1968, and Decembrr 
31, 1968. 
June f 968 December l9da 
Headquarters -----------------_-----------------_-- 2310 2212 
Ames Research Center ---------.---------- - -- -_ 219'1 2050 
Lewis Research Center ........................ -- 4583 4397 
Langley Research Center -------_--- _ _  .----_ . 4219 4024 
Flight Research Center ............................ 622 514 
Electronics Research Center 950 844 
Space Nuclear Propulsion Center ---.---- _ - _ _  _ -  108 105 
Goddard Space Flight Center _--------------_--_---- 4073 3800 
Wallops Station ---~--------------- ----_--_---__- 565 504 
NASA Pasadena Office ---------------.-- - --- -- 79 72 
Marshall Space Flight Center ...................... 6935 6505 
Manned Spacecraft Center ......................... 4956 4629 
Kennedy Space Center _-------------------_------- 3044 2966 
- 
Total ...................................... 34,641 32,685 
INVENTIONS AND CONTRIBUTIONS BOARD 
The Space Act of 1958 provided for the establishment of the 
Inventions and Contributions Board. As one of its frsactiiomss, the 
Board reviews petitions from NASA contractors for waiver of 
rights to inventions made during the performance of NASA eon- 
tracts. It then recommends that the Administrator grant, deny, or 
take other action on such petitions. The Board also evduates sden- 
tific and technicd contributions made by NASA employees, by 
contractor employees, and by members of the general public. 
(The membership of the Board is set forth in app. I.) 
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Petitions for Potent Waivers 
A contrador may petition for waiver of rights to an individual 
invention made during the performance of a NASA contract after 
the invention is reported. Upon recommendation of the Board 
during this reporting period, the Administrator granted 61 
waivers of individual inventions and denied 11 (listed in app. J). 
A contractor may also petition for a "blanket" waiver of rights 
to all inventions which may be made during the performance of 
work on a NASA contract. The petition may be submitted prior to 
the execution of a contract, or during the 60 day period immedi- 
ately after the contract is issued. For this reporting period, the 
Administrator granted 20 blanket waivers and denied 5. In 4 
cases, where the petition was received prior to execution of the 
contract, action was deferred and the waiver was not granted. 
(See  zpp. I() 
Whenever a petition for waiver of patent rights is denied, the 
petitioner has the right to an oral hearing before the Board. Two 
oral hearings were convened during the period July 1-December 
31, 1968. Subsequently, a waiver was granted in one case and the 
second case is now under consideration by the Board. 
When a waiver is granted, the Government retains a royalty- 
free license to the invention. Each contractor to whom a waiver is 
granted agrees to report annually on the status of commerciali- 
zation of the invention. If the contractor does not take action to 
develop and place the invention on the market, NASA may, under 
certain circu~mstances, void the waiver. If such action is taken, 
NASA map then take title to the invention so that licenses can be 
granted to companies who may wish to develop the invention for 
commerciali purposes. 
Monetary Awards for Contributions 
The Board evaluates all inventions made by NASA employees or 
NASA contractor employees for which a U.S. patent application is 
filed. By authority of Section 306 of the Space Act, a minimum 
award of $50 is made to each inventor upon filing of the patent 
application. For those inventions which are found to have special 
merit, a supplemental award can be made in an amount which 
depends upon the significance of the invention. These awards are 
granted by the Administrator following recommendation of the 
Board. (Aplp. L.) During this reporting period, minimum awards 
were made to 10 inventors for 7 inventions, and supplemental 
awards were made to 41 contributors for 23 inventions and con- 
ributions. 
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Also, the Board evaluates all innovations reporteol by NASA or 
NASA contractor employees which are published as Tech Briefs. 
A minimum of $25 is awarded to each employee and each innova- 
tion is eligible for consideration for a supplemental award. Min- 
imum awards for Tech Briefs were made to 247 emp oyees f o r  the 
reporting of innovations that were subsequently published and dis- 
tributed as NASA Tech Briefs. 
Under the authority of the Government Employees' Bncentive 
Awards Act of 1954, the Board made awards to 58 NASA em- 
ployees for 38 inventions for which patent applications were filed 
(!isted in app. M). Total awards which were granted by the Doard 
or granted by the Administrator following the Boar~d's recommen- 
dation amounted to a total of 356 individual awards for 215 contri- 
butions (total amount-$31,175). 
Nearly all awards made under the Board's cognizance have been 
for inventions or innovations resulting in Tech Briefs. However, 
many contributions of significant value to space and aeronautic 
programs consist of scientific discoveries which advance the state 
of knowledge but for which the Board has received no applications 
for awards. A recently published revision of the Board's regula- 
tion specifically provides for awards for such discoveries. This 
revision should stimulate more applications for such contributions. 
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT 
During this period, NASA gave special attention to ways of 
improving the performance of the financial management function. 
Three functional reviews of field installations were completed, and 
three more were in process December 31,1968. The Agency used a 
self-evaluation technique in these reviews-the installations were 
provided with a check list and asked to review and evaluate their 
own performance. Their evaluation was then compared to infor- 
mation available in Headquarters from independent sources, and 
on-site validation was made by Headquarters representatives. This 
approach sharply reduced the amount of time Headquarters per- 
sonnel had to be in the field; and it enabled installation personnel 
to make a systematic review of their own operations, t o  make 
corrections and improvements, and to develop plans for such im- 
provements prior to Headquarters on-site review. NU of this eon- 
tributed to the end purpose of the reviews, i.e., innproveanent of 
agency-wide financial management operations. 
Additionally, the Agency began to study ways in .which financial 
and other data regularly reported for program lor other man- 
agement purposes can be used in functional management of 
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accounting and related operations. To this end, a number 
of  approaches were being explored (average grades of employees 
involved, percentages of professional personnel, lag between costs 
and disbursements, volume of outstanding travel advances and the 
like). While such efforts did not result in the establishment of 
standards, gross measurements were being produced which should 
be useful in making more detai!ed inquiries and studies. 
Financial Management Conference 
The Fourth Annual Financial Management Conference, held a t  
Kennedy Space Center October 16-18, brought together financial 
management and program resources representatives from all of 
NASA" field installations and Headquarters to discuss problems 
and "ccchniques of mutual concern. Topics discussed a t  this confer- 
ence were aimed a t  improving the Agency's financial management 
procedures and making them more responsive to management's 
needs. 
Financial Reporting of Contractor-held Property 
In response to a request from the U.S. General Accounting 
Ofice, NASA published and distributed "Financial Reporting for 
Government-Owned/Contractor-Held Propzrty and Space Hard- 
ware" (NHC 9500.2). This Handbook required contractors and 
subcontractors to make financial reports to the Agency covering 
the two major areas of Government-owned property held by them. 
It also provides for disclosure of NASA's major investments in 
such as real and personal property, special test equipment, and 
materials inventories; and space hardware relating primarily to 
certain equipment and components thereof fabricated for use in 
Agency programs. The Handbook expanded previous reporting 
requirements to include special test equipment. It also provides for 
a new report covering completed space hardware items, related 
systems and subsystems, spare parts and components, and certain 
work-in-process efforts. 
Cost Comparison Studies (Support Services) 
NASA Centers and Headquarters made a number of cost 
studies, comparing the costs of performing support services under 
contract with the cost of performing equivalent services in-house. 
Review of these studies was made a part of the general procedures 
in connection with proposed new procurement actions. They also 
became part of the review of existing support services contractual 
relationships. 
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Financial Reports, December 31, 1968 
Table 10-1 shows fund obligations and accrued costs incurred 
during the six months ended December 31, 1968. Appended to the 
table is a summary by appropriation showing curren"caaailability, 
obligations against this availability, and unobligated balances as 
of December 31, 1968. 
Table 10-1 -Status of Appropriations as of December 31, 1968 
(In thousands) 
Szz r n o r ~ t l ~ ~  Endrd  Dfccmbe-  
7 1  1<>68 
Agl~roprtattons Oblzgat?or~> Acrrw<d Co,t ,  
Research and Development : 
Apollo -___-----------------------_--_-- $1,255,260 $1,200,370 
Apollo applications -_--------_------------ 75,727 74,936 
Advanced missions ....................... 2,963 877 
. . Gernln~ -------------_-----_-------_------ 
. . 
(175) 81 
Completed mlsslons ----_-_--------------- 14 18 
Physics and astronomy ------------------- 66,813 63,973 
Lunar  and planetary exploration - - -_-- - -_-  34,527 30,959 
Launch vehicle procurement - -_--_---_---- -  44,7014 52,293 
. . Blosc~ence ___--- 19,161 
. . 
18,694 
Space appl~catlons -.------_------------- 57,105 88,849 
Space vehicle systems - -  ----------------- 11,691 13,986 
Electronics systems ---_--- ------------ .- 10,560 15,946 
Human factor systems -__-------_-------- 6,726 7,547 
Basic research ---_-------------_--------- 8,393 9,329 
-pace power and electric propalsion systems 18,836 29,253 
- ' a r  rockets ----------------_--_--_--_ 17,620 22,245 
Cl. ,leal propulsion ----------------_----- 11,890 14,824 
Aeronautics _--- -----------_------------ 31,699 32,432 
Trac ,ing and data  acquisition - - - -__ - - - -__-  168,690 140,047 
Sus ta~ning  university program - - -_-- -__-- -  1,003 15,307 
Technology utilization --_----------_------ 1,817 1,735 
Operations ---- _ -  .--. --- ----- - - - - -_---_ - (38) (26) 
Reimbursable _ _ -  --------_-------------- 22,822 28,120 
Total, research and development -------- 1,867,808 1,805,765 
Construction of facilities - - - - - - - - -_ -____-_  16,996 22,023 
Administrative operations ---_------------ 324,493 326,935 
Totals ------------------------_-_-- -- $2,209,297 $2,154,723 
Current 'I'otal Uno6ligaterl 
Appropriation Summary  Availability' 0bligatio.n~ 8:aiarice 
Research and develo~ment  _--- - -_ $3,691,721 $1,867,808 $1,823,913 
Construction of facilities -_. _-_--  104,969 16,996 87,973 
Administrative operations ------- 650,020 324,493 325,527 
Totals ------------------- $4,446,710 $2,209,297 $2,237,413 
1 The availability listed includes authority for anticipated reimbursable orders. 
Table 10-2 shows NASA's consolidated balance sheet as of 
December 31, 1968, as compared to that of June 30, 1968. Table 
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10-3 summarizes the sources and applications of NASA's re- 
sources during the six months ended December 31, 1968. Table 
10-4 provides an analysis of the net change in working capital 
disclosed in Table 10-3. 
Tuble 10-2-Comparative Consolidated Balance Sheet 
December 31,1968 and June 30,1968 
(In millions) 
Assets  
December 81. June 50, 
1908 1968 
Cash : 
Funds with U.S. Treasury _ _ _ - - - -  .------------ $3,859.6 $1,996.2 
Accounts receivable : 
Federal agencies 20.8 18.0 
Other --_-_--_-_----------------------------- 3.4 1.4 
24.2 19.4 
Inventories : 
NASA-held 38.7 35. 3 
Contractor-held - -~ 317.5 294.2 
356.2 329.5 
Advances and prepayments : 
Federal agencies _--------------------- .----- 10.5 12.3 
Otlier __--_----------------_------------- 31.7 16. 4 
42.2 28.7 
Deferred charges ---------__-----------_--------- 9.0 - 
Fixed assets : 
NASA-held - -  ---__--.------_----------------- 3,334.2 3,134.0 
Contractor-held ---------_-------------------- 709.2 692.7 
Construction in progress ---_----------_--_--- 500.5 585.6 
4,543.9 4,412.3 
Other assets 59.6 - 
Total assets _.-__----_--------------------- $8,894.7 $6,786.1 
Liabilities : 
Accounts payable: 
Federal agencies --_-------------------_-- $ 124.8 $ 127.4 
Other 553.5 541.0 
678.3 668.4 
Accrued annual leave -------_---------------- 34.4 34. 4 
Total liabilities _--.__- .--- _-_--_------__ 712.7 702.8 
Equity: 
Net, investment -_---------------------------- 4,290.4 4,070.8 
Urldisbursed allotments 3,083.4 1,965. 5 
Unapportioned and unallobied apprcpriation -_ 923.5 141.6 
8,297.3 6,177.9 
Less reimbursable disbursing authoriky uncollected (115. 3) (94. 6) 
Total equity . . --_ ... 8,182.0 6,083.3 
Total liabilities and equity -_---------------- $8,894.7 $6,786.1 
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Table 10-3-Resources Provided and Applied 
Six Months Ended December 31,1968 
(In millions) 
Resources Provided 
Appropriations : 
Research and development $3,370. 3 
Construction of facilities ---------------------------- 21. 8 
Administrative operations ............................. 602.9 
. . Total a p p r o p r ~ a t ~ o n s  ................................ 3,995.0 
Revenues -.-----------------_------------------------------ 31.9 
Total resources provided ............................... $4,026.9 
Resources applied 
Total Costs Less: 
Six Months Ended Costs Applied 
December 31. 1968 to Assets 
Operating costs : 
Research and develtopment --------- $1,805.7 $240.1 f 1, 565.6 
Construction of facilities ---------- 22.0 22.0 - 
Administrative operations --------- 326.9 7. 6 319.3  
Total ............................. $2,154.6 $269. 7 
-. - 
Total operating costs .............................. 1,884.9 
Increase in  fixed assets: 
NASA-held 200.2 
Contractor-held 16. 5 
Construction in progress ----------------------------.- (85.1) 
Total increase in fixed assets ........................ 131.6 
Property t ransfers  and retirements-net -------------------- 43.3 
Increase in  working capital (Table 10-5) .................... 1,967.1 
Total resources applied ............................. $4,026.9 
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Table 10-4-Net Change in Working Capital 
Six Months Ended December 31,1965 
(In millions) 
December 31. 
1968 
Currents assets : 
Funds with U.S. Treasury --------- $3,859.6 
Aeeounts receivable -------_-----_ 24.2 
Inventories _. ----____----  -__-_-_-  356.2 
Advanees and prepayments -------- 42.2 
Deferred charges ---_------------- 9 . 0  
Other assets - - - - -_____  .. _ -_ 59. 6 
June .PO, Increase o r  
1968 (Decrease) 
- - 
Total current assets _------------ 4,350.8 2,373.8 1,977.0 
Current liabilities : 
Accounts payable 678.3 668.4 9. 9 
P -
Working capital --_------------__-_--- $3,672.5 $1,705.4 
Increase in working capital _----_-------------------- $1,967.1 
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COST REDUCTION PROGRM 
NASA's internal cost reduction program yielded savings of 
$45,160,000, and its contractor cost reduction program reduced 
costs by approximately $120,000,000 during the second half of 
1968. NASA established an internal cost reduetioi~ goal of $125 
million for Fiscal Year 1969. 
The Agency's cost reduction program includes two major efforts 
to improve internal and contractor efficiency. The internal cost 
reduction program encompasses ten field installations and all of 
the principal Headquarters program and staff offices. The NASA 
contractor cost reduction program includes 36 of the Agency's 
major contractors who voluntarily participate in the formal re- 
porting program. There is no overlapping or duplication between 
the two programs, although the concepts, standards, and criteria 
are quite similar. In addition to the formal contractor reporting 
system, the NASA Procurement Regulation requires that in re- 
sponding to requests for proposals for procurements in excess of 
$1 million, offerors must provide information on their cost reduc- 
tion programs. Similarly, the cost reduction activity is one sf the 
factors used in periodically setting fees under cost-plus-award fee 
contracts. 
The NASA Cost Reduction Board is responsible for the overall 
administration of the program and for evaluating its efleetive- 
ness. I t  establishes necessary policies, regulations, and proee- 
dures. I t  also establishes, reviews, and evaluates Agency cost 
reduction goals in coordination with the program ofices- The 
Board is comprised of the Associate Deputy Administrator, the 
Associate Administrator for Organization and Management, the 
Assistant Administrator for Industry Affairs, and the Deputy As- 
sociate Administrator (Management) for the Office sf Manned 
Space Flight. 
The staff of the Cost Reduction Office continued to evaluate the 
management and operation of both field installation and con- 
tractor cost reduction programs. The staff also conducted intensive 
reviews of quarterly cost reduction reports from more than twenty 
internal reporting activities and of semiannual reports from the 
36 NASA major contractors. The Agency then used feedback re- 
ports and staff meetings to critique management a t  the reporting 
levels on the results of these reviews. 
During the latter part of this period, the Bureau of the Budget 
disseminated the NASA Cost Reduction Program plans, proce- 
dures, and criteria to other government agencies for comments as 
to their acceptability for general use as a standard system. 
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CONTRACT ADJUSTMENT BOARD 
The NASA Contract Adjustment Board considers requests by 
NASA contractors for equitable contractual relief under Public 
Law 85-804, when no administrative legal remedy is available to 
such contractors. The Board's procedures are published in Title 41, 
Code of Federal Regulations, Part  18-17. (Members of the Board 
are listed in app. F.) 
During this reporting period, the Board acted on two requests 
by contractors. In one case, the relief requested was granted in 
part. In the other case, the Board denied a request by the con- 
tractor for reconsideration of an earlier decision. 
The case in which relief was partially granted involved a mutual 
mistake by the Government and the contractor in failing to foresee 
certain state-of-the-art engineering problems which became ap- 
parent only after the contract was executed. After studying the 
case, the Board authorized an increase in the contract price. The 
Board also had four other requests under consideration, but had 
not completed action on them. 
The Board submits an annual report to Congress of all actions 
taken under tkie authority of P.L. 85-804 during the preceding 
calendar gear. 
BOARD OF CONTRACT APPEALS 
The NASA Board of Contract Appeals adjudicates the appeals 
of the Agency's contractors that arise under the "Disputes" clause 
of NASA contracts. The Board's seven members are appointed by 
the Administrator. (Members of the Board are listed in app. G.) 
Eleven new appeals were filed with the Board during this 
period, and the Board disposed of 21 appeals (most of which were 
filed before July 1,1968). On December 31,1968, the Board had 38 
appeals pending on its docket. 
PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLY MANAGEMENT 
KASA took a number of actions to improve its procurement 
practices and supply management. As one example, it revised its 
procedure for negotiating final overhead rates, thus reducing the 
backlog of completed contracts held open for administrative pur- 
poses. Cost reimbursement type contracts on which performance 
has been completed cannot be closed out until the final overhead 
rates have been established. In some cases, this may take two or 
more years after final performance and may result in a large 
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number of contracts being held open for fiscal and administrative 
purposes. 
In July, NASA developed a new procedure which will replace 
the six-month limitation with a restriction on the total number of 
overhead dollars involved per twelve-month period. When this 
change becomes effective, installations will be able to accelerate 
the close-out of a large number of contracts that could not have 
been processed under the previous system. For example, one 
NASA Center reported that i t  has scheduled 200 contracts for  
close-out under the new procedure. It is too early to estimate the 
savings that will result, but they should be significant. 
In  another area of effort, NASA revised its contlract clause for  
service contracts exceeding $2,500. The new clause incorporates 
procedures for contractor compliance with the new safety and 
health standards to protect service employees. 
In another action, NASA and DOD continued a Joint effort to  
revise and expand existing contract administration agreements 
and to consolidate them into a single new agreement. This effort 
should promote maximum NASA use of DOD contract manage- 
ment resources. It is consistent with the policy of promoting uni- 
form policies and procedures in the field administration of NASA 
and DOD contracts. 
Also, NASA participation in DOD reviews of major DOD con- 
tract administration activities having substantial NASA workload 
continued. This participation assured NASA that the contract ad- 
ministration services performed by DOD fcr NASA (at an esti- 
mated FY 1969 cost to NASA of $27 million) are satisfactory. 
In a fifth area of effort, NASA increased the number of 
screening requests being processed through the Defense Industrial 
Plant Equipment Center. Acquisitions of idle DOD industrial plant 
equipment for NASA use exceeded $1 million in the last six 
months. 
Finally, to improve financial management of Government prop- 
erty, NASA contractors are now required to include in their 
semiannual financial reports the value of Government-owned space 
hardware which may be used on more than one program. 
Incentive Contracting 
NASA started the period with 115 industrial contractors en- 
gaged in incentive contracting under 285 active contracts valued 
a t  approximately $6.7 billion. Because of the research and develop- 
ment nature of the programs, and because of the degree of tech- 
nical and cost uncertainties, most of the contracts were cost-reim- 
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bursemen"cmes. The predominant type was Cost-Plus-Incentive- 
Fee (CPIF). The second largest grouping was the Cost-Plus 
Award-Fee (CPAF) type. 
NASA continued to play a leading r d e  in the development of 
advanced procedures for Government-wide use of CPAF contracts 
(using sub j eedive evaluations of performance for fee determina- 
tion purposes). As of December 31, 76 NASA contractors were 
working under 132 active CPAF contracts valued a t  $2.1 billion, 
and the total number of incentive contracts was 258; these were 
valued a t  $7.1 billion. 
NASA continued its study of extracontractual influences in Gov- 
ernment contracting. An interdisciplinary team of university re- 
search specialists was in the second year of its study of motiva- 
tional influences which should be considered in developing incen- 
tive profit structures. Preliminary findings of the study were being 
incorporated in drafts of a new NASA/DOD Incentive Contract- 
ing Guide k i n g  developed for release during 1969. 
Summary of Contract Awards 
NASA's procurement for this report period totalled $1,979 mil- 
lion. This is $224 million less than was awarded during the corre- 
sponding period of 1967. 
Approximately 85 percent of the net dollar value was placed 
directly with business firms, 4 percent with educational and other 
nonprofit institutions, 4 percent with the California Institute of 
Technology for  operation of the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 6 per- 
cent with or through other Government agencies, and 1 percent 
outside the United States. 
Contracts Awarded to Private Industry 
Ninety percent of the dollar value of procurement requests 
placed by NASA with other Government agencies resulted in con- 
tracts with industry awarded by those agencies in behalf of 
NASA. In addition, about 58 percent of the funds placed by NASA 
under the Jet 1E"ropulsion Laboratory contract resulted in subcon- 
tracts or purchases with business firms. In short, about 93 percent 
of NASA's procurement dollars was contracted to private in- 
dustry. 
Sixty-nine percent of the total direct awards to business repre- 
sented competive procurements, either through formal advertising 
or competitive negotiation. An additional 8 percent represented 
actions on follow-on contracts placed with companies that had pre- 
viously been selected on a competitive basis to perform the re- 
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search and development on the applicable project. In these in- 
stances, selection of another source would have resulted in addi- 
tional cost to the Government by reason of duplicate preparation 
and investment. The remaining 23 percent included contrads for  
facilities required a t  contractors' plants for performance of their 
NASA research and development effort, contracts arising from 
unsolicited proposals offering new ideas and concepts, contracts 
employing unique capabilities, and procurements (of sole-source 
items. 
Small business firms received $70 million, or 4 percent of 
NASA's direct awards to business. Most of the awards to business 
however, were for large continuing research and developmed con- 
tracts for major systems and major items of hardware which are 
generally beyond the capability of small business firms on a prime 
contract basis. Of the $236 million of new contracts of $25,000 and 
over awarded to business during the six months, small business 
received $21 million, or 9 percent. 
In addition to the direct awards, small business received sub- 
stantial subcontract awards from 85 of NASA's prinqe contractors 
participating in its Small Business Subcontracting Program. Total 
direct awards plus known subcontract awards aggegated $NO mil- 
lion, or 9 percent of NASA's total awards to business during the 
period. 
Geographical Distribution of Prime Contracts 
Within the United States, NASA's prime contract awards were 
distributed among 43 States and the District of Columbia. Business 
firms in 40 States and the District of Columbia, and educational 
institutions and other nonprofit institutions in 40 States and the 
District of Columbia, participated in the awards. One percent of 
the awards went to labor surplus areas located in 12 States. 
Subcontracting 
Subcontracting effected a further distribution of the prime con- 
tract awards. NASA's major prime contractors located in 23 
States and the District of Columbia reported that their larger 
subcontract awards on NASA effort had gone to 844 subcontrac- 
tors in 41 States and the District of Columbia, and that 77 percent 
of these subcontract dollars had crossed state lines. 
Major Contract Awards 
Among the major research and development aggregate con- 
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tract awards by NASA during this six month period were the 
following : 
1. North American Rockwell Corp., Downey, Calif. NAS9-150. 
Design, develop and test Apollo command and service module. 
Awarded $281 million ; cumulative awards $3,296 million. 
2. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp., Bethpage, N.Y, NAS 
9-1100. Development of-Apollo lunar module. Awarded $190 mil- 
lion ; cumulative awards $1,773 million. 
3. The Boeing Company, New Orleans, La. NAS8-5608. Design, 
develop and fabricate the S-IC stage of the Saturn 7' vehicle, 
construct facilities in support of the S-IC stage and provide 
launch support services. Awarded $138 million ; clam~klative 
awards $1,337 million. 
4. North American Rockweal Corp., Downey, Calif. NAS7-208. 
Design, develop, fabricate and test the S-I1 stage of the Saturn V 
vehicle and provide launch support services. Awarded $107 mil- 
lion ; cumulative awards $1,237 million. 
5. McDonnell Doug!as Corp., Santa Monica, Calif. NIBS?-101. 
Design, develop and fabricate the S-IVB stage of the Saturn V 
vehicle and associated ground support equipment and provide 
launch support services. Awarded $65 million ; cumulative awards 
$1,023 million. 
6. General Electric Company, Huntsville, Ala. NASW-410. 
Apollo checkout equipment, related engineering design, quality 
and data management and engineering support ; support services 
to Mississippi Test Facility. Awarded $53 million; cumulative 
awards $723 million. 
7. Chrysler Corporation, New Orleans, La. NAS8-40116. Fabri- 
cate, assemble, checkout and static test Saturn S-IB stage; pro- 
vide product improvement program and space parts support; 
modify areas of Michoud Plant assigned to contractor; provide 
launch support services. Awarded $26 million ; cumulative awards 
$484 million. 
8. The Boeing Company, Washington, D.C. NASW-1650. Apollo/ 
Saturn V technical integration and evaluation. Awarded $26 
million ; cumulative awards $78 million. 
9. Bendix Corporation, Owings Mills, Md. NAS5-10750. Main- 
tenance and operation of the Manned Spaee Flight Network, 
Awarded $26 million ; cumulative awards $53 million, 
10. International Business Machines Corp., Huntsville, Ala, NAX 
8-14000. Fabrication, assembly and checkout of iins"cument units 
for Saturn I and V vehicles. Awarded $25 million; cumulative 
awards $291 million. 
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11. North American Rockwell Corp., Canoga Park, Calif. NAS 
8-18734. Fabrication and delivery of F-1 engines; provide sup- 
porting services and hardware. Awarded $25 million ; cumulative 
awards $129 million. 
12. General Motors Corp., Milwaukee, Wisc, NAS9-497. Guid- 
ance computer subsystem for Apollo command and service module. 
Awarded $21 million ; cumulative awards $362 million. 
13. Bendix Corporation, Kennedy Space Center, Fla. NAS10- 
1600. Apollo launch support services a t  Kennedy Space Center. 
Awarded $18 million; cumulative awards $94 million. 
14. North American Rockwell Corp., Canoga Park, Calif. NAS 
8-19. Develop and procure 200,000-pound thrust 5-2 rocket engine 
with supporting services and hardware. Awarded $16 million; 
cumulative awards $627 million. 
15. International Business Machines Corp., Ho~~ston,  Texas. 
NAS 9-966. Design, develop and implement real time computer 
complex for Integrated Mission Control Center a t  the Manned 
Spacecraft Center. Awarded $15 million; cumulative awards of 
$129 million. 
16. Federal Elctric Corp., Kennedy Space Center, Fla. NAX10- 
4967. Provide communications, instrumentation and computer 
operations support services for KSC facilities. Awarded $15 1x11- 
lion ; cumulative awards $31 million. 
17. Aerojet-General Corp., Sacramento, Calif. SNP-1. Design, 
develop and produce a nuclear powered rocket engine (NERVA). 
Awarded $14 million ; cumulative awards $464 million. 
18. Trans World Airlines, Kennedy Space Center, FBa. NAS 
10-1242. Provide base support services a t  Kennedy Space Center. 
Awarded $14 million ; cumulative awards $96 million. 
19. Martin Marietta Corp., Denver, Colo. NAS8-24000. Payload 
integration for the Apollo Applications Program. Awarded $14 
million; cumulative awards $25 million. 
20. Grumman Aircraft Engineering Corp., Bethpage, N.Y. HAS 
8-25000. Lunar module modifications for the Apollo Applications 
Program. Awarded $13 million; (new contract). 
Major Contractors 
The 25 contractors receiving the largest direct awards (net 
value) during the period were the following : 
Contractor & 
Place of  Con.tract Performance Thousands 
1. North American Rockwell Gorp. $444,325 
*Downey, Calif. 
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Contractor & 
place of Contract Performance 
2. Grumman Aircraft Engrg. Corp. 
Bethpage, N.Y. 
3. Boeing Company 
*New Orleans, La. 
4. McDonneP1 Douglas Corp. 
;Vanta Monica, Calif. 
5. General Electric Company. 
"'King of Prussia, Pa. 
6. Bendix Corp. 
'Wwings Mills, Md. 
7. Int'B Business Machines Corp. 
'kHuntsville, Ala. 
8. Radio Corporation of America 
'kcamden, N.J. 
9. TRW, Ine. 
:pHovaston, Tex. 
10, Chrysler Gorp. 
"New Orleans, La. 
11, General Motors Corp. 
'Wilwaukee, Wisc. 
12. Federal Electric Corp. 
:%xmedy Space Center, Fla. 
13. Sperry Rand Corp. 
~k':Houston, Tex. 
14. Aerojet-General Corp. 
"Sacramento, Calif. 
15, Martin Marietta Corp. 
:*Denver, Colo. 
16. Lockheed Aircraft Corp. 
"Houston, Tex. 
17. Trans World Airlines, Inc. 
"Kennedy Space Center, Fla. 
18. LTV Aerospace Corp. 
*Dallas, Tex. 
19. Catalytic-Dow (Joint Venture) 
Kennejdy Space Center, Fla. 
20, Philco-Ford Corp. 
'Thus ton, Tex. 
21, United Aircraft Corp. 
'"Windsor Locks, Conn. 
Thousands 
221,877 
169,307 
93,084 
88,509 
74,430 
53,226 
33,076 
29,109 
26,832 
20,789 
18,843 
17,899 
16,556 
16,117 
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Con.tractor & 
Place of Contract Performanee 
22. General Dynamics Corp. 
"San Diego, Calif. 
23. Singer-General Precision, Inc. 
"Houston, Tex. 
24. ILC Industries, Inc. 
Dover, Del. 
25. Service Technology Corp. 
"Houston, Tex. 
Thousands 
8,459 
* Awards during the period represent awards on several contracts which have different 
principal places of performance. The place shown is that which has the largest amount of 
the awards. 
LABOR RELATIONS 
The number of man days lost because of strikes on eons'truction 
contracts a t  all NASA Centers decreased from 2,066 during the 
first half of 1968 to 885 during the last half of the year. At Cape 
Kennedy, the man days lost decreased from 645 in the first half to  
106 during the second half of 1968. Man days lost on industrial 
contracts during the period amounted to 3,519 as compared with 
3,475 during the preceding period. 
Advance planning prevented strikes from impacting on NASA 
programs because through procedures were put into effect to iso- 
late contractor labor disputes from interfering with work of other 
on-site contractors, and alternative production techniques were 
used to continue production requirements during a strike. 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 
Largely through the Aeronautics and Astronautics Coordinating 
Board (AACB) and its panels, NASA and the Department of De- 
fense continued to exchange information, and to review and coor- 
dinate the aeronautical and space programs. They also initiated 
certain new studies during the period. 
Through the AACB, NASA and DOD reviewed the proposed 
facilities construction programs outlined in the FP '69 budget; 
reviewed large ground test facilities considered necessary t o  carry 
out foreseeable aeronautical programs in the next ten- to  fifteen- 
year period ; surveyed the coordination and exchange of inf sma-  
tion in the navigation satellite area; initiated launch vehicle 
studies to determine the future needs; established a policy relating 
to biological in-flight experiments and the manned space Bight 
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program; and reviewed the instrumentation aircraft and ship re- 
quirements in support of the Apollo Program and DOD programs. 
NASA continued to use military detailees, although fewer were 
assigned during this period than during previous ones. Almost 300 
individuals were on detail in the last half of 1968. Of these, 89 
were from the Department of the Army, 26 from the Navy De- 
partment, and 183 from the Air Force. Ten NASA employees were 
assigned to DOD organizations. 
NASA developed informal relationships with the Department of 
Health, Education, and Welfare for consideration of areas of 
mutual interest. These involve the role communications satellite 
technology might play in advancing educational and cultural ob- 
jectives, such as instructional TV in schools, public TV, and med- 
ical education for practicing physicians. The Office of Education 
was expected to evaluate the educational aspects of proposals for 
using ATS saitellites for educational demonstrations or experi- 
ments, 
Aside from arrangements with the Department of Transporta- 
tion on matters involving aeronautical research, NASA was 
working closely with that agency in connection with development 
of navigation satellites and related space technology that might be 
useful for various transportation applications. 
NASA advised the Federal Communications Commission on 
some of the technical aspects of communications satellite systems, 
including laun~eh vehicle capability and costs. This Agency also 
participated actively in the work of the President's Task Force on 
Communiications Policy. 
PATENT PROGRAM 
Through its patent licensing program, NASA attempts to en- 
courage the maximum use of its inventions for public benefit. 
While such inventions would be applicable to new products and 
services, they are equally valuable in contributing to the Nation's 
continued economic growth. To aid industries and interested par- 
ties in using these inventions, NASA issued patent licensing regu- 
lations under which its patented inventions may be licensed to 
industry. 
The Agency of course prefers non-exclusive licensing on its pa- 
tents so that the widest possible use may be made. However, it 
does on occasion grant an exclusive license when this added incen- 
tive appears necessary to have the invention developed for com- 
mercial use. As of the end of this reporting period, NASA held 
title to 780 U.S. patents. It had granted 171 nonexclusive licenses 
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and three exclusive licenses to American companies to use Agen- 
cy-owned inventions. 
Foreign Patent Program 
Since NASA began its foreign patent program four years ago, it 
has filed 228 patent applications in the Patent Offices of foreign 
countries, and 95 patents have been issued to date. During the past 
six months, NASA negotiated its first royalty-bearing foreign 
patent license. 
An exclusive license for the manufacture in Japan of the inven- 
tion described in Japanese Patent No. 484, 436, "'lnterconneetion 
of Solar Cells," was granted ta Nippon Electric Company, Ltd. In 
return, Nippon will pay NASA, for deposit in the U.S. Treasury, 
an initial sum of $2,000 together with a fixed royalty of one per 
cent of the fair market value of the units covered by the patent 
claims. The license was negotiated and granted under the au- 
thority of the NASA Foreign Patent Licensing Regulations, pub- 
lished in the Federal Register on August 18, 1966. 
Domestic Licensing Program 
On September 20, NASA granted an exclusive, irrevocable, roy- 
alty-free license to the Hubbard Scientific Company, Northbrook, 
Illinois, for an invention covered by a patent issued to this Agency. 
The invention, which was not available on the commlercial market, 
is a flight path simulator developed a t  the Jet Propulsion Labora- 
tory for visually indicating flight paths of vehicles bet wee^ Earth, 
Venus, and Mercury (U.S. Patent No. 3,196,558). Under %he lii- 
cense, Hubbard receives the exclusive right to make, use, and sell 
the invention on the commercial market for a period of five years. 
In consideration of the license, Hubbard has agreed to spend a 
minimum of $3,000 during the first year in an attempt to commer- 
cialize the invention. Hubbard plans to use the invention as an 
educational training device for schools and universities. This is the 
fourth exclusive license granted by NASA for patented inventions 
resulting from its aeronautical and space activities. 
Appendix A 
Congressional Committees on Aeronautics and Space 
(July 1-December 31,1968) 
Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space Sciences 
CLINTON P. ANDERSON, ew Mexico, 
Chairman 
RI~HARD B. RUSSELL, Georgia 
WARREN G. MAGNUSON, Washington 
STUART SUMINGTON, Missouri 
JOHN STENNIS, hfississippi 
STEPHEN M. YOUNG, Ohio 
THOMAS J.DODD, Connecticut 
HOWARD W. CANNON, Nevada 
SPESSARD L. HOLLAND, Florida 
MARGARET CHASE SMITH, Maine 
BOURKE B. HICKENLOOPER, Iowa 
CARL T. CURTIS, Nebraska 
LEN B. JORDAN, Idaho 
MARK 0. HATFIELD, Oregon 
CHARLES E. GOODELL, New York 
House Committee on Science and Astronautics 
GEORGE P. MILLER, California, 
Chairman 
OLIN E. TEAGUE, Texas 
JOSEPH E. KARTH, Minnesota 
KEN HECWLER, West Virginia 
EMILHO Q. DADDARIO, Connecticut 
J. EDWARD ROUSH, Indiana 
JOHN W. DAVIS, Georgia 
THOMAS N. DOWNING, Virginia 
JOE D. WAGGONNER, Jr. Louisiana 
DON FUQUA, Florida 
GEORGE . BROWN, Jr., California 
EARLE CABELL, Texas 
JACK BRINKLEY, Georgia 
Boa EOKHARDT, exas 
ROBERT 0. TIERNAN, Rhode Island 
BERTRAM L. PODELL, New York 
JAMES G. FULTON, Pennsylvania 
CHARLES A. MOSHER, Ohio 
RICHARD L. ROUDEBUSH, Indiana 
ALPHONZO BELL, California 
THOMAS M. PELLY, Washington 
DONALD RUMSFELD, Illinois 
EDWARD J. GURNEY, Florida 
JOHN W. WYDLER, New York 
GUY VANDER JAGT, Michigan 
LARRY WINN, Jr., Kansas 
JERRY L. PETTIS, California 
DONALD E. LUKENS, Ohio 
JOHN E. HUNT, New Jersey 
Appendix B 
National Aeronautics and Space Council 
(July 1-December 31,1968) 
HUBERT H. HUMPHREY, Chairman 
Vice President of the United States 
DEAN RUSK 
Secretary of State 
CLARK M. CLIFFORD 
Secretary of Defense 
THOMAS 0. PAINE, Acting Administrator 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
GLENN T. SEABORG, Chairman 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Executive Secretary 
EDWARD C. WELSH 
Appendix C 
Principal NASA OFficials at Washington Headquarters 
(December 31, 1968) 
......... DR. THONIAS 0. PAINE-. -. ... Acting Administrator 
Vacant--- ............................ Deputy Administrator 
DR. HOMER E. NEWELL-. ............. Associate Administrator 
.................... WILLIS R. SHAPLEY Associate Deputy Administrator 
.................. HAROLD B. FINGER.. Associate Adminstrator for 
Organization and Management 
WILLIAM E. LILLY..-. .................. Assistant Administrator for 
Administration 
............... PHILIP N. WHITTAKER-. Assistant Administrator for 
Industry Affairs 
BERNARD MORITZ- .................... Assistant Administrator for Special 
Contracts Negotiation and Review 
.............. DR. RICHARD L. LEISHER- Assistant Administrator for 
Technology Utilization 
................... FRANCIS B. SMITH-  Assistant Administrator for 
University Affairs 
............... DEMARQUIS D. WYATT- Assistant Administrator for 
Program Plans and Analysis 
DR. ALFRED J. EGGERS, Jr .............. Assistant Administrator for Policy 
....................... JACOB E. SMART Assistant Administrator for DOD and 
Interagency Affairs 
VADM, CHARLES E. WEAKLEY, USN Assistant Administrator for 
(Ret.) Management Development 
................... PAUL G, DEMBLIN'G General Counsel 
ARNOLD W, FRUTKIN- ................. Assistant Administrator for 
International Affairs 
ROBERT F. ALLNUTT-. ................ ~ss is tant  Administrator for 
Legislative Affairs 
...................... JULIAN SCHEER- Assistant Administrator for 
Public Affairs 
............ DR. GEORGE . MUELLER.. Associate Adminstrator for 
Manned Space Flight 
.............. DR. JOHN E. NAUGLE-. Associate Administrator for Space 
Science and Applications 
................. EDMOND 6. BUCKLEY- Associate Administrator for Tracking 
and Data Acquisition 
.................... DR. MAC 6. ADAMS Associate Administrator for Advanced 
Research and Technology 
(Telephone information: 936-7101) 
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Current Official Mailing Addresses for Field Installations 
(December 31, 1968) 
Installation and telephone number Official Address 
Ames Research Center; 415-961-1111.- Dr. H. Julian Allen, Acting Moffett Field, Catif. 94035. 
Director. 
Electronics Research Center; 617-494- Mr. James Elms, Director.-.-.. 575 Technology Square, 
2000. Cambridge, Mass. 02139. 
Flight Research Center; 805-258-8311-. Mr. Paul Bikle, Director.. . --  - Post Office Box 273, Edwards, 
Calif. 93523. 
Goddard Space Flight Center; 301- Dr. John F. Clark, Director-.-- Greenbelt, Md. 20771. 
982-5042. 
Goddard Institute for Space Studies; Dr. Robert Jastrow, Director-- 2880 Broadway, New York, 
212-UN6-3600. N.Y. 10025. 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory; 218-354- Dr. W. H. Piekering, Director.. 4800 Oak Grove Dr., 
4321. Pasadena, Calif. 91103. 
John F. Kennedy Space Center; 305- Dr. Kurt H. Debus, Director-- Kennedy Space Center, 
867-7113. F1a. 32899. 
Langley Research Center, 703-722-4645- Dr. Edgar M. Cortright. Langley Station, Warnpton, 
Director. Va. 23365. 
Lewis Research Center; 216-433-4000-- Dr. Abe Silverstein, Director.- 21000 Brookpark Rd., 
Cleveland, Ohio 44135. 
Manned Spacecraft Center; 718-HU3- Dr. Robert. Gilruth, Director ... Houston, Tex. 77058. 
3111. 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Cen- Dr. Wernher von Braun, Marshall SpaceFlight Center, 
ter; 205-877-1000. Director. Ala. 95812. 
Micboud Assembly Facility; 504-255- Dr. George N. Constan. Post Osee Box 29300, New 
3311. Manager. Orleans, La. 71029. 
Mississippi Test Facility; 601-688-2211.. 'Mr. Jackson M. Balcb, Bay St. Louis, Miss. 39520. 
Manager. 
KSC Western Test Range Operations Mr. H. R. Van Goey, Chief---- Post Ofice Box 425, Lompoc, 
Division; 805-866-1611. Calif. 93436. 
Plum Brook Station; 419-625-1123.. .-. Mr. Alan D. Johnson, Director- Sandmky, Ohio 44871. 
Wallops Station; 703-VA4-3411- - ----- Mr. Robert L. Krieger. Wallops Island, Va. 23337. 
Director. 
NASA's Historical Advisory Committee 
(December 31, 1968) 
Chairman: MELVIN KRANZBERG, Western Reserve University and Executive 
Secretary of the Society for the History of Technology 
MEMBERS 
RAYMOND BISPLINGHOFF, Department of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Massa- 
chusetts Institute of Technology 
JAMES LEA CATE, Department of History, University of Chicago 
EARL D E ~ O N G ,  Dean, School of Government and Public Administration, The 
American University 
A. HUNTER DUPREE, Department of History, Brown University 
JOE B. FRANTZ, Department of History, University of Texas 
LOUIS MORTON, Department of History, Dartmouth College 
ROBERT 7;. PERRY, Economics Division, The RAND Corporation 
Ezeeulive Secretary: EUGENE M. EMME, NASA Historian 
Appendix F 
NASA's Contract Adjustment Board 
(December 31, 1968) 
Chairman ----------_-..------..-----------..--------- E. M . SI~PAFER 
Members ----_-------_--_-__---_--_---_------ . . . . ---  ERNEST W. BBACKETT 
FRANK J. SULLIVAN 
MELWN SAVAGE 
WILLIAM E. STUCKMEYER 
Counsel to Board . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  DANIEL M. &ONS 
Appendix G 
NASA's Board of Contract Appeals 
(December 31, 1968) 
Chairman -__.  . - -  -. .- - -. .- - - -  - ~. ERNEST W. BRACKETT 
Vice Chairman- . .  - . - -  - MATTHEW J. MCCARTIN 
Members- _ _ _ . . . . . . - - WOLF HABER 
DONALD W. FRENZEN 
DANIEL M. ARONS 
JOHN B. FARMAKIDES 
(Vacancy) 
Recorder__ . . . .-. -. - - ---. . - -. - -. - (MRS.) EVELYN M. KIRBY 
Appendix H 
NASA's Space Science and Applications Steering Committee 
(December 31, 1968) 
Chairman: 
HENRY J. SMITH 
Secretary: 
MARGARET B. BEACH 
Members: 
RICHARD J. ALLENBY Jr. 
ROBERT F. FELLOWS 
ROLL D. GINTER 
BENNY B. HALL 
DONALD P. HEARTH 
LEONARD JAFFE 
VINCENT L. JOHNSON 
URNER LIDDEL 
DOUGLAS R. LORD 
JESSE L. MITCHELL, 
ORAN W. NICKS 
ORR E. REYNOLDS 
LEE R. SCHERER 
MORRIS TEPPER 
Astronomy Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
NANCY G. ROMAN-NASA Headquarters 
Vice Chairman: 
WILLIAM E. BRUNK-NASA Headquarters 
Secretary: 
ERNEST J. OTT-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
MICHAEL J. S. BELTON-K~~~ Peak National Observatory 
E. MARGARET B u R B I D G E - ~ ~ ~ v ~ ~ s ~ ~ ~  of California at  San Diego 
ROBERT C. CAMERON-Goddard Space Flight Center 
LAURENCE F ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ - U n i v e r s i t y  of Virginia 
KENNETH J. FROST-Goddard Space Flight Center 
GORDON P. G A R M I R E - C ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Institute of Technology 
KENNETH G R E I S E N - C O ~ ~ ~ ~  University 
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FREDERICK T. E I~~~oc~-Unive r s i ty  of Michigan 
6 x i r ~ ~ r A u  F. HOFFMAN-Goddard Institute for Space Studies 
DONALD 6. MORTON-Princeton University 
THORNTON PAGE-Wesleyan UniversityIManned Spacecraft Center 
Con~munications Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
A. M. GREG ANDRUS-NASA Headquarters 
Secrelarg: 
PAUL F. BARRXTT-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
C. 6. CUTLER-Bell Telephone Company 
JOHN V. ~ARRINGTON-Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
ROBERT $. HAVILAND-General Electric Company 
JOHN L. HULT-RAND Corporation 
ALTON JONES-Goddard Space Flight Center 
SAMUEL 6. LUTZ-Hughes Aircraft Company 
SPENCER W. SPAULDING-Radio Corporation of America 
ARCHIE w. STRAITON-University of Texas at Austin 
WALTER K. VICTOR-Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Earth Resources Survey Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
LEONARD JAFFE-NASA Headquarters 
Vice Chairman: 
J. ROBERT PORTER-NASA Headquarters 
Secretary: 
MICHAEL AWMAJAN-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
PAUL BOCK-Travelers Research Center 
ROBERT N. COLWELL-University of California a t  Berkeley 
ARCH C. GERLACH-U.S. Geological Survey 
PAUL D. LOWMAN-Goddard Space Flight Center 
JOHN C. ? ~ A x W E L L - - P ~ ~ ~ C ~ ~ O ~  University 
WILLARD J. ~~ERSON-New York University 
ROBERT 0. Pr~~N-Manned Spacecraft Center 
GEORGE A. THOMPSON-Stanford University 
Geodesy and Cartography Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
JEROME D. ROSENBERG-NASA Headquarters 
Vice Chairman: 
ARTHUR T. STRICKLAND-NASA Headquarters 
Secretary: 
MARTXN J. SWETNICK-NASA Headquarters 
APPENDIX H 
Members: 
WILLIAM KAUL~-University of California at  Los Angeles 
CHARLES A. L U N D Q U I S T - S ~ ~ ~ ~ S O ~ ~ ~ ~  Astrophysical Observatory 
HAROLD MASURSKY-U.S. Geological Survey 
ARTHUR J. MCNAIR-Cornell University 
WILLIAM H. MICHAEL Jr.-Langley Research Center 
JAMES H. SASSER-Manned Spacecraft Center 
HELLMUT SCHMID-Environmental Science Services Administra.tion 
LYNN R. SYKES-Lamont Geological Observatory 
URHO A. UOTILA-Ohio State University 
WILLIAM S. VON ARX-Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution 
Ionospheres and Radio Physics Subcommi~se 
Chairman: 
ERWIN R. SCHMERLING-NASA Headquarters 
Secretary: 
RICHARD HOROWITZ-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
ARTHUR C. AI~~~-Goddard  Space Flight Center 
SIEGFRIED J. B ~ u ~ ~ - G o d d a r d  Space Flight Center 
SIDNEY A. BOWHILL-University of Illinois 
LARRY H. B~Ac~--Goddard Space Flight Center 
LAWRENCE COLIN-Ames Research Center 
VON R. E S H L E M A N - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ O ~ ~  University 
JULES A. F~~~~--Universi ty of California at  San Diego 
OWEN K. G A R R I ~ T T - M ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Spacecraft Center 
DOXALD A. G~RNET~--University of Iowa 
WILLIAM B. HANSON-Southwest Center for Advanced Studies 
ROBERT w. KNECHT-Environmental Science Services Adminis1;ration 
GERALD S. LEVY-Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
Meteorology Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
WILLIAM C. SPREEN-NASA Headquarters 
Secretary: 
GEORGE P. TENNYSON-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
WILLIAM BoL~~~-Stanford University 
DALLAS E. EVANS-Manned Spacecraft Center 
SIGMUND FRITZ-Environmental Science Services Administration 
LEWIS D. KAPLAN-Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
JOACHIM K U ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - E n v i r o n m e n t a l  Science Services Administration 
WILLIAM N o R D B E R G - G o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Space Flight Center 
RICHARD J. REED-National Academy of Sciences/National Research Council 
PHILIP D. THOMPSON-National Center for Atmospheric Research 
RAYMOND W~x~ER-Allied Research Associates 
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Navigation Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
EUGENE ENRLICH-NASA Headquarters 
Secrelarg: 
BENJAMIN J. MELESKI-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
ROY A~D~Rso~--General  Electric Company 
C. S. DRAPER-Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
ROGER EASTON-N~V~~ Research Laboratory 
THOMAS J. GOBLICK Jr.-Lincoln Laboratory 
SAMUEL I H ~ ~ ~ ~ c ~ - U n i v e r s i t y  of California at Los Angeles 
JEROME N. RUTCHESON-RAND Corporation 
LEO KEANE-Electronics Research Center 
CHARLES R. E A U G H L I N - G O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Space Flight Center 
JOHN LO. ~ I c o L A I D E s - U ~ ~ V ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~  of Notre Dame 
GEORGE C. ~EIFFENBACH-Johns Hopkins University 
Particles and Fields Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
ALons W. SCHARDT-NASA Headquarters 
Secretary: 
THOMAS L. FISCHETTI-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
KINSEY A. lalV~~~so~-Universi ty of California a t  Berkeley 
SAMUEL J. BAME-Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
LAURENCE J. CAHILL Jr.-University of Minnesota 
JAMES A. EARL--University of Maryland 
PAUL J. KELLOGG--University of Minnesota 
DON L. LIND-Manned Spacecraft Center 
FRANK B. M c D o ~ ~ ~ ~ - - G o d d a r d  Space Flight Center 
PETER M ~ ~ ~ ~ - - U n i v e r s i t y  of Chicago 
THEODORE 6. N O R T H R O P - G O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Space Flight Center 
EUGENE N. PARKER-University of Chicago 
EDWARD 9.SMITH-Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
JAMES A. VAN ALLEN-University of Iowa 
JOHN H. Wo~~E-Arnes Research Center 
Planetary Atmospheres Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
ROBERT F. FELLOWS-NASA Headquarters 
Secretary: 
HAROLD F. HIPSHER-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
ALAN PI. BARRETT-Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
TALBOT A. GWUBB-N~V~~ Research Laboratory 
RICHARD M. GOODY-Harvard University 
APPENDIX H 
DONALD M. HUNTEN-Kitt Peak National Observatory 
WILLIAM W. K ~ ~ ~ o G ~ N a t i o n a l  Ce ter for Atmospheric Research 
ROBERT J. MACKIN-Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
ALFRED 0. C. NIER-University of Minnesota 
ILYIA POPPOFF-Ames Research Center 
ANDREW E. POTTER-Manned Spacecraft Center 
NELSON w. SPENCER-Goddard Space Flight Center 
Planetary Biology Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
RICHARD S. YOUNG-NASA Headquarters 
Secretary: 
GEORGE J. JACOBS-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
KIMBALL C. ATWOOD-University of Illinois 
ISAAC R. KAPLAN-University of California at Los Angeles 
HAROLD P. KLEIN-Ames Research Center 
ELLIOT C. L E V I N T H A L - S ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  University 
MILTON A. MITZ-NASA Headquarters 
HAROLD J. M o ~ o w ~ ~ z - ~ a ~ e  University 
G. BRIGGS PHILLIPS-Becton Dickinson Laboratories 
CARL SAGA~--Cornell University 
PAUL SALTMAN-University of California a t  San Diego 
GERALD A. SOFFEN-Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
WOLF ~ I S H N I A C - U ~ ~ V ~ ~ S ~ ~ ~  'of Rochester 
Planetology Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
URNER LIDDEL-NASA Headquarters 
Secretary: 
STEPHEN E. DWORNIK-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
DON L. ANDERSON-California Institute of Technology 
WILLIAM A. BAu~---Lowell Observatory 
JAMES G. BECKERLEY-Radioptics, Inc. 
CHARLES L. CRITCHFIELD-LOS Alamos Scientific Laboratory 
PAUL GAST-Lamont Geological Observatory 
CLARK D. Goo~~~~--Univers i ty  of Houston 
WILMOT N. HESS-Manned Spacecraft Center 
NORMAN F. NESS-Goddard Space Flight Center 
HARRISON H. SCHMITT-Manned Spacecraft Center 
HAROLD C. URE~-Univer~ity of California at San Diego 
DONALD U. WISE-NASA Headquarters 
Solar Physics Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
HAROLD GLASER-NASA Headquarters 
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Secretary: 
GOETZ K. OERTEGNASA Headquarters 
Members: 
JOHN @. B R A N D T - G o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  Space Flight Center 
EDWARD L. CHUPP--University of New Hampshire 
HERBBRT FRIEDMAN-Naval Research Laboratory 
EDWARD Grsso~i-Manned Spacecraft Center 
6. RICHARD HUGUENIN-University of Massachusetts 
EDWARD P. NE?~---University of Minnesota 
WILLIAM H. PARKINSON-HaWard College Observatory 
PETER A. S ~ u R ~ o ~ ~ - S t a n f o r d  Univerxity 
RICHARD T~s~~- -un ive r s i ty  of Michigan 
RICHARD T o u s ~ ~ - - N a v a l  Research Laboratory 
ORAN R. WHITE-Sacramento Peak Observatory 
HAROLD ZIRIN-California Institute of Technology 
JACK Z~RKE~--University of Hawaii 
Space Biology Subcommittee 
Chairman: 
DALE W. JENKINS-NASA Headquarters 
Seeretarg: 
JOSEPH F. SAUF~DERS-NASA Headquarters 
Members: 
JOHN BILLINGHAM-Ames Research Center 
ALLAN N. BROWN-University of Pennsylvania 
~ O H N  D. FRENCH-University of California a t  Los Angeles 
SIDNEY R. GA%~~~-Smithsonian I stitution 
SOLON A. ~oRDo~-Argonne National Laboratory 
JOHN W. NASTINGS-Harvard University 
LEON 0. ~ A C O B S O N - U ~ ~ V ~ ~ S ~ ~ Y  of Chicago 
NELLO P~~~--univers i ty  of California a t  Berkeley 
6. LADD PROSSER-University of Illinois 
ALGERNON 6. SWAN-Kirtland Air Force Base 
HANS-LUKAS TEUBER-Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
CORNELIUS A. TOBIAS-Donner Laboratory 
Appendix I 
NASA's Inventions and Contributions Board 
(December 31,1968) 
Chairman ----.....__-...--...-..---.---.-.... ERNEST W .  BRACKETT 
Vice Chairman-. . . _. _. _ _ _ _. . _ _ _ -  _. _. _ _ -  - _ . _. . _ _. . _ LEONARD RAWICZ 
Director of Staff.. --__. . . . . . .--. . . . _--. _ _ _ _  .___ .. _ FRANCIS W. KEMMETT 
Members ----.__.._._. . _- ._._ .-- _.___--_______.__ MELVIN S. DAY 
C. Gun FERGUSON 
HARM HALL 
ARTHUR D. H O L Z ~ N  
ROBERT E, LTTTELL 
JOHN B. PARKINSON 
JAMES 8. SPRIGGS 
Appendix d 
Patent Waivers Granted and Denied for Separate lnventions Upon 
Recommendation of the Agency's lnventions and Contributions 
Board 
(July 1-December 31, 1968) 
Invention Petitioner Action on 
petition 
(Complementary Micropower Transistor) Complemen- Texas Instruments, Inc- - - ---.-- Granted. 
tary J-K Flip-Flop TJsing Transistor Logic. 
(Complementary Multiple Emitter Micropower) High ----do -----.------------------ Do. 
Speed, Low Power Magic Gate. 
Process for Fabricating Integrated Circuits Having -....-do --_------------------..-.. Do. 
Matched Complementary Transistors and Product. 
Monolithic Circuit and High Q Capacator- - -------_--- ----do . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Do. 
Flame Resistant Silicone Composition ------. - - ------  North American Rockwell Corp-- Do. 
Novel Polyelectrolytes- - - ----------------  - ----------  California Institute of Do. 
Technology. 
Shielding Method and Device for Polycrystalline and TRW, Inc ---.----------------- Do. 
Epitaxy Growths. 
Pulsed Laser Holocanera-- ---- --.---------- -- - ---- --  - do--- ---------- ---- ----- -- Do. 
Three Axis Torque Measuring Fixture The Bendix Corporation --------- Do. 
Method of Applying Intermittent Electrical Insulation-- Avco Corp- - - - - --------------- Do. 
A Vortex Pressure Amplifier with Discontinuous Cham- Bendix Corp ------------------- Do. 
ber Surface for Stabilization Purposes. 
Hydraulic Drain Means for Servo Systems------ --.---- California Institute of Tech- Do. 
nology. 
Electric Arc Light Source Having Undercut Recessed Giannini Scientific Gorp.-------- Do. 
Anode. 
High Current Single Diffused Transistor --------------- Westinghouse Electric Corp ------ Do. 
Laser Device ---- --  - --  --  _. -------- --- --  *------------  Massachusetts Institute of Tech- Do. 
nology. 
Polymeric Compositions and Their Method of Manu- California Institute of Tech- Do. 
facture. nology. 
Double Doped Alkaline Earth Fluoride Photochromic Radio Corp of America---------- DO. 
Material. 
Positive and Negative Work Cylinder ----------------- North American Rockwell Corp-- Do. 
Continuity Tester ior Multilayer Boards --------------- TRW, Inc --.------------------ DO. 
Syehronization System for TDMA -------------.------ ITT Corp. ------.------- Denied. 
Avalanche Effect Transistor Frequency Divider- - - --  -.- California Institute of Tech- Granted. 
nology. 
Improved Lithium Niobate Crystal Method and Efficient Union Carbide Gorp------------ DO. 
Harmonic Generator. 
Synchronization System for MESA-- ---------------... International Telephone and Denied. 
Telegraph Corp., ITT Federal 
Laboratories Division. 
Locking Mechanism -_-.----------------------------- North American Rockwell Corp ... Granted. 
High Temperature Stable Adhesives .------------------ Singer-General Precision, Ine- - -. DO. 
Vapor Fed Liquid-Metal Cathode ----------.---------- Hughes Aircraft Co DO. 
Pin-Installation-. - ................................. North American RockweU Corp-- DO. 
Squeeze Film Bearnings. ............................ Bendix Corp -------------.----- DO. 
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Invention Petitioner Action on 
Petition 
Beam Alignment-. - - __-.- - - -- --  --  --  --  - - - - - - - - - - - --  Singer-General Precision Granted. 
Systems, Inc. 
Hermetically Sealed Relay .-------.------------------ Raytheon Co.. . .- -. .-...-.. - Do. 
Method for Producing Dimensionally Stable Photo- CBS Laboratories ..--......---. Do. 
sensitive Resist Pattern. 
Method for Producing Reliable Contacts b/n Resistors CBS Laboratories- .. . .-. - - - - - -.  Do. 
& Low Sensitivity Materials. 
Method for Restoring the Electrical Properties of Ion ----do .----.-----..-......--.. Do. 
Bombarded Semi-conductor Devices. 
Klystron Amplifier Employing Helical Distributed Varian Associates ---...--------- Do. 
Field Buncher Resonators and a Coupled Cavity 
Extended Interaction. 
Monochromator .-.--------------------------------- Farrand Optical Co., Inc . . Do. 
Waveshaping Circuit Apparatus ---- -------------  2 - - - -  IBM Corp _--.---.- - -  - -_ - - - -  . Do. 
Digital Deflection Sensor. --.----------- - - -  - -  - -  - -  General Telephone and ELec- Do. 
tronics Lahoratories, Inc. 
Stripper for Insulated Wire -.------.-------.--------- Computing and Software, Ine ...- Do. 
Deployable Lattice Column--- --  --  ---- --  - - ---- --  -- - - - Astro Research Corp--. .. - .. - _ -. Do. 
Inverter with Means for Base Current Shaping for Airtronics, Inc ..----.--..--.--- Denied. 
Sweeping Charger Carrier from Base Region. 
Thermoelectric Generator Mount--- - - - - - --- - ---- North American Rockwell Granted. 
Corp./Atomics International 
Division. 
Scan Conversion Video Tape Recorder- - California Institute of Tech- Do. 
nology. 
Delay Flop Switching . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Panametrics, Inc - - - - - - - - -  - - - - - -  Do. 
A High-Strength Whisker-Reinforced Metallic Mono- General Technologies Corp- . - .- - Do. 
filament. 
Efficient Radiation Cooled Beam Collector for Linear Varian Associates- .-------- - - -   Do. 
Beam Devices. 
Separator for Alkaline Electric Batteries---. .- -- - - --- -- The Borden Co.. - - . - - - - - --  - --- Do. 
Separator for Alkaline Electric Batteries --------------- ----do Do. 
Separator for Alkaline Electric Batteries -.------------- -- -do -. - ---.----.- Do. 
Storage Ba t t e ry  d o  Do. 
M e m h r a n e  d o  Do. 
P o l m i d e  Polymers T W  I n c  Do. 
Polyimide Molding Power Compositions ---------------  ----do --_-.-----.------------- Do. 
Reinforced Structural Plastics--- -.. -----.----.-----.- ----do.-- -.  --- .- .- ..-.------ Do. 
Separator for Alkaline Electric Batteries .----.--.------ The Borden Co- -. ---.--------. Do. 
Separator for Alkaline Electric Batteries ------.-.------ ----do .----.---- --- - - - - - - -  Do. 
Method and Apparatus for Cryogenic Wire Stripping.. - B. D. Babb (Employee of Hayes Denied 
International Co.) 
Inorganic Non-Reciprocal Optical Filter ---------------  Hartman Systems Co., Ine. - - - ... Do. 
Low Power Analog Switch ------.-------------------- Westinghouse Electric Go. -  .-.- Granted. 
Automatic Frequency Discriminators and Control for a Motorola, Inc ------.-------.--- Denied. 
Phase-Lock Loop Providing Frequency Preset Capa- 
bilities. 
Sealed Cahnetry ------ ------ --  --------- - --  --  - -  - - d o  - -  - --  - - - - -- - Do. 
Digital Frequency Discriminator- - - .-------- -- --  - -- . ---do--- -_  --  --  --  - - - - --  --  --  --  - Do. 
Electrohydrodynamics Apparatus and Method. -------- Massachusetts Institute of Tech- Granted. 
nology. 
High Temperature Nickel-Base Superalloy ---_-----  ---- TRW, Inc ---- --  ---. .- -- --- - - - - Do. 
Graphical Display System. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Massachusetts Institute of Tech- Do. 
nology. 
Turbine Stator Vance with Film Cooled Leading Edge. - Curtiss-Wright Gorp.- __-- - -  .--- Denied. 
Aluminum-Steel Composite- .--.------------------ -  Harvey Aluminum Inc -----..-... Granted. 
Use of and Method for Introducing Oxygen as an Addi- Thermo Electron Gorp.--..--. - - -  Do. 
tive into a Thermionic Converter. 
In  Situ Hafnium-Tantalum Composities --------------- I IT  Research Ins--. ------------  DO. 
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Invention Petitioner Action on 
petition 
Device for Obtaining Separation of Oxgyen_-. - - - - -- - . -- General American Transportation Granted 
Corp. 
Transformer Regulated Self-stabilized Chopper--------- United Aircraft Corp. Hamilton Do. 
Standard Division. 
Appendix K 
Patent Waivers Granted and Denied for All Inventions Made during 
Performance of Contract Upon Recommendation of the Agency's 
Inventions and Contributions Board 
(July l-December 31, 1968) 
Contract Description 1 Petitioner Action on 
petition 
Analytical Study Program to Develop the Theoretical Hughes Aircraft Co --_ - - - - _ - - - - . Denied. 
Design of Traveling Wave Tubes. 
Research on the Effective Implementation of Guidance ----do .................... - - - -  Granted. 
Computers with Large Scale Arrays. 
R&D of an Improved Quadrupole Mass Spectrometer--- Earth Sciences, A Teladyne Go -... Do. 
Development of a Thin Film Temperature Sensor for Atlantic Research Corp. and Do. 
Upper Atmospheric Soundings. Victory Engineering Gorp./ 
Joint Venture. 
Fabricate and Develop Mark 11, A Critical Tasks Systems Technology, Inc --  --  -. -. Do. 
Tester and Test Plan. 
Modification of Goddard Range and Ranger Radar General Dyamics/Electronics Denied. 
Systems. Division. 
Investigate the Thrust Vector of an Electron Bombard- Hughes Aircraft Co-.--..------- - Granted. 
ment Ion Engine. 
Program for Development of High Temperature Elec- Westinghouse Electric Gorp---..-.. Do. 
t r i a l  Materials. 
High Temperature (LM) Mercury Cathode Ion Thrustor- Hughes Aircraft Co-.- -. - --.---  Do. 
Development of Improved Solar Cell Electrical Contacts- Singer-General Precision Do. 
Systems Inc. 
Linear Beam Tube Having a Beam Collector Cooled by Varian Associates --------------.. Do. 
Radiation Through an Infrared Window. 
Feasibility Study of ABVAC-Absolute Vacuum Density TRW, Inc ---- - - - --  --  -. - --  - --- . Do. 
Calibration. 
Development of an Improved Extra-vehicular Space Arthur D. Little, Inc - - - - - -  -- --- Denied. 
Suit Thermal Insulation. 
Fabricate, Assemble, and Test Flight Telemetry System Texas Instruments, Ine . - - --.--- Granted. 
and Operational Support Equipment. 
Investigation of Laminated Convection Film Cooled Aerojet-General Corp . _ - . - - - - - - - Denied. 
Vanes. 
Determining the Feasibility of Chemical Vapor Deposi- Texas Instmmenta Inc-..- - --  - .- . Do. 
tion Process for the Production of Disperiod-Strength- 
ened Chrominum Alloys. 
Augmentor Wing Large-Scale Model Tests 2.. - - ------.. DeHavilland Aircraft of Canada, Granted. 
Ltd. 
Development of Long Life Jet Engine Thrust Bearings-- Mechanical Technology he.----. Do. 
Design, Develop, Fabricate and Test a 0-4 MHZ Video Radio Corp. of Amerirs- --. -. -. Do. 
Tape Recorder/Reproducer to he Used on Long Life 
Miaaions on Earth Orbiting Satellites. 
1 Waiver before execution of contract. 
8 Waiver of license rights. 
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Contract Description 1 Petitioner Action on 
petition 
Design Plan for Feasibility Model of a Video Instru- Ampex Corp ------------------- Granted; 
mentation Recorder/Reproducer System (VIRRS). 
Magnetic Wead/Tape Interface Study ----___.-_-.----- I IT Research Ins -- -----------.. Do. 
Cleaning Services for Spacecraft, Launch Vehicles and The Dow Chemical Co-.-- - --  --  . Do. 
Ground Support Equipment. - 
Neutron Radiographic Viewing System ----.----.----- - Zenith Radio Corp- - - Do. 
Development of Multimodal Fixtures and Multiple Bolt, Beranek and Newman. Do. 
Input Concepts as Substitutes for High-level Acoustic Inc. 
Testing. 
Design and Install General Purpose Motion Simulator..- General Precision Systems, Inc--- Do. 
ESI Complementary MOS-FET Scratch Pad Memories.- Radio Corp. of America-- ------- Do. 
- 
Petitions Deferred 
Analog Integrated Microsystems, Inc. (AIM, Inc.) (BW-1039) 
Westinghouse Electric Company (BW-985) 
Texas Instruments, Incorporated (BW-969) 
Texas Instruments, Incorporated (BW-996) 
Appendix L 
Scientific and Technical Contributions Recognized by the Agency's 
Inventions and Contributions Board 
(July 1-December 31,1968) 
Awards Granted Under Provisions of Section 306 of the Space Act sf 1958 
Contribution Inventor(s) Employer 
Flexible, Repairable, Pottable Philip C. Crepeau, Robert A. Hughes Aircraft Co. 
Material for Electrical Con- Dunaetz. 
nectors. 
Pulse Activated Polarographic Hy- John N. Harman I11 ---- - - - - _ _ - - Beckman Ins. 
drogen Detector. 
Bonding Graphite- - - -_.-*-.----- Richard Faulkner. - - +--.-.----- Radio Corp. of America. 
Excitation and Detection Circuitry David A. Ehrenfe1d.--- -. -- --  - - - Kinelogic Corp. 
for a Flux Responsive Magnetic 
Head. 
Self Balancing Strain Gage Trans- Billy D. Babb -------..-.------- Hayes International Corp. 
ducer. 
Transistor Drive Regulator. -----.. Richard J. Ravas ---- ---------.. Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Latch Ejector Unit. - -----------.. Stuart K. Edleson _- - - - - - -__ -_  ... LTV Aerospace Corp. 
Silicide Coatings for Refractory Ray T. Wimber, Alvin R. International Harvester Co. 
Metals. Stetson, Arthur G. Metcalff. 
Collapsible Nozzle Extension for Warren E. Darrow Jr., Billy C. Brown Engineering. 
Rocket Engines. Ursery. 
Locking Mechanism -----_- ---  - --  - Edyard Prono, Wesley R. Kirk- . North American Rockwell Carp. 
Doped Silicon Carbide Diode for Leonard B. Giffiths, Abraham I. Tyco Laboratories Inc. 
Increased Light Output. Mlavsky. 
Optical Beam Deflector ------ -. -- - Vernon L. Fowler, William General Telephone and Elec- 
Watson, John Schlafer. tronics Laboratories. 
Remote Local Oscillator Frequency Charles H. Currie, William W. Scientific Atlanta Pnc. 
Multiplier. Graham. 
Portable Hermetic Work Chamber.. Joseph L. LeBlanc, Herbert M. Grumman Aircraft Engineering 
Goldstein. Corp. 
Automatic Closed Circuit Televi- William A. Wall, Jr., Douglas L. NASA/George C. Marshall 
sion Welding Arc Guidance Con- Stephens. Space Flight Center and 
trol. Hayes International Gorp. 
Synthesis of Zinc Titanate Pigment Daniel W. Gates, Gene A. NASA/George C. Marshall 
and Coatings Containing Same. Zerlaut, Frederick 0. Rogers. Space Flight Center and 
Illinois Institute Technology 
Research Institute. 
Precision Electronic Control for Clayton Loyd, John R. Rasquin, NASA/George C. Marshall 
Orbital Tube Flaring Machines. Hubert E. Smith, Charles D. Space Flight Center. 
Stocks . 
Theory of a Refined Earth Figure Helmut C. L. Krause .--..------ Do. 
Model and Theory of a Refined 
Earth Figure Model with Appli- 
cations. 
Polymide Bonded Solid Lubricants- Keith E. Demorest, Mahlon E. NASA/George 6. Marshall 
Campbell, Vernice Hopkins. Space Flight Center and 
Midwest Research Institute. 
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Contribution Inventor(s) Employer 
Method and Apparatus for Ballast- George J. Gilbert--- --  --  --  - --- --  Radio Corp. of America. 
Ing High Frequency Transistors. 
Bimetallic Power Controlled Actu- Franklin L. Murphy ------------ Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
ator. 
Nonintempted Digital Counting Robin A. Winkelstein-.----- ---- Do. 
System, 
Absolute Cavity Radiometer- - - - - - James M. Kendall, Sr., Joseph Do. 
A. Plamondon, Jr. 
A Polarirneter for Trannient Meas- Alan R. Johnston --------------- Do. 
urement. 
Fluid Lubricant System.. - - -. ---- Joseph C. Heindl, Robert J. Thompson Ramo Wooldridge. 
Belanger. Inc., TRW System, Inc. 
T b m t  Dynamometer-- - --  --- --  --  Siegfried Hansen- ---  .----- - --- Hughes Aircraft Corp. 
Frequency Shift Keyed Demodu- Steven Teitelbaum, Charles Radio Corp. of America. 
Lator. Staloff. 
Load Cell Protection Device- ----- Ernest T. Hiiberg _------------- North American Rockwell Corp. 
Method and Apparatu~ for Cryo- Billy D. Babb --------.--------- Hayes International Corp. 
genic Wire Stripping. 
Hjgh Resolution Developing of Charles J. Taylor----- .- -- ----  -- Westinghouse Electric Corp. 
Photosensitive Resists. 
Space Act Section 306 Awards Summary 
(July 1-December 31, 1968) 
TYPES NUMBER OF NUMBER OF AMOUNT OF 
CONTRIBUTIONS AWARDEES AWARDS 
Tech Brief awards of $25 -----_-._----- 147 247 $6,175 
Patent application awards of $50 - - - _ - - - 7 10 500 
Contribution awards of $250 or more- - - 23 41 12,400 
Totals- - - - - - - _ _ - - _ - - -. - - - - - - - - 177 298 $19,075 
Appendix M 
Awards Granted NASA Employees Under Provisions of the 
Incentive Awards Act of 1954 
(July 1-December 31, 1968) 
Contribution Inventor(s) 
Goddard Spaee Flight Center: 
Complementary Regenerative Switch- - - _ _ -. _ LEONARD KLEINBERG 
.......................... Optical Tracker- EDWARD J. DEVINE 
............. Protein Sterilization Method--. EMMETT W. CNAPPELLE and 
EDWARD RICH 
Frangible Electro-chemical Cell- - - _ _ _ _. . _ _ _ _ JOSEPH M. SaERFxY, GERALD 
HALPERT, and J o s ~ w  G. 
HAYNOS 
Facsimile Video Remodulation Network--. . _. CHARLES H. VERMILLION 
......... Diversity-Locked Combining System VINCENT J. DTLOSA and 
CHARLES R. LAUGHEILN JT. 
Input Impedance and Low Output Impedance- CIRO A. CANCRO and PAWL J. 
JANNICHE Jr. 
Method and Apparatus for Battery Charge THOMAS J. HENNIGAN, KENNETH 
Control 0. SIZEMORE, and NELSON H. 
POTTER 
Resettable Monostable Pulse Generator- _ _ _. - NORMAN M. GARRAHAN 
John F.  Kennedy Space Center: 
...................... Digital Notch Filter., BENJAMIN Z. D ~ E E R S  Jr, 
Langley Research Center: 
............. Spectrograph Alignment System REGINALD J. EXTON 
Vibrating Structure Displacement Measuring BRUCE FLAGGE 
Instrument 
Logic and Gate for Fluid Circuits- - - -. -. - _ RICHARD F. NELLBAUM 
Imidazopyrrolone/Imide Copolymers- - - - - -. _ VERNON L. BELL Jr. and 
GEORGE F. PEZDTRTZ 
Omnidirectional Multiple Impact Landing JOHN R. MCGEHEE 
System 
............ Cryogenic Liquid Level Sensor.. JOSEPH D. PERDUE 
............. Space Suit Pressure Stabilizer-. DONALD E. BABTHLOME 
Payload/Burned-Out Motor Case Separation NATHAN D. WATSON 
System 
......... Fringe Counter for Interferometers- WILLIAM E. HOWELL and 
KAZMERE C. RQUNGZUK 
Tube Fabricating Process ................... JOHN G. DAVIS Jr. 
....................... Steering System-_. UPSHUR T. JOYNER 
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Contribution Inventor(s) 
Lewis Research Center: 
Spiral Groove Seal ---_______.--_..-....--.. LAWRENCE P. LUDWIG 
Gas Core Nuelear Reactor--. . . . . _ _ _ _  _ --. -. - FRANK E. ROM 
Gaseous Control System for Nuclear Reactors- EDWARD LANTZ and HARRY W. 
DAVISON 
High Stren@h T~mgsten Alloys- - - -. _. .-. _. .WILLIAM D. KLOPP, PETER L. 
RAFFO, WALTER . WITZKE, 
and LESTER S. RUBENSTEIN 
Ion Thrustor Accelerator System- __. . . . .. ._. BRUCE A. BANKS and SHIGEO 
NAKANISHI 
Single Grid Aeeelaerator System ----. . . . . . . . .. PAUL M. MARGOSIAN and 
SHIGEO NANANISHI 
Process for Glass Coating an Ion Accelerator BRUCE A. BANKS 
Grid 
Refractory Metal Fiber Nickel Alloy Com- DONALD W. PETRASEK, ROBERT 
posites. A. SIGNORELLI, JOHN W. 
WEETON, and GERALD B. 
BEREMAND 
George C, Marshall Space Flight Center 
Harness Assembly- ._. . . _.. -. . . .---. . ---. DAN H. DANE 
Swivel Support for Gas Bearing-. . . . . . . _. _. . HELMUTH PHAFF 
Air Cushion Lift Pad-- - _ _ _  ._ .- -- -  -. - - - - - -  - DAN H. DANE and HERMAN T. 
BLAISE 
Printed Circuit Assembly and Method of WILLIAM A. 'BOSHERS 
Fabrication 
Ratchet Mechanism- - - --. ---. .- .----- . DAN H. DANE 
System for Maintaining a Motor a t  a Prede- CLAYTON LOYD 
termined Speed 
Positive D6 to Positive DC Converter-_. . . . . EUGENE H. BERRY and FRANK 
J. NOLA 
Handle Combination ---_. _ . . -. - -  .--. . - - -  LEWIS R. COKER and CHARLES 
A. MACKAY 
Wallops Staiion: 
Safe-Arm Initiator ---... ..-- -.--. .. . .-- LOYD C. PARKER 
Appendix N 
EDUCATIONAL PUBLICATIONS and MOTIOI"4 PICTURES 
(July 1-December 31, 1968) 
NASA released the following new educationa,l publications 
during the last six months of this year. They are  available to the 
public, without charge, from the Special Events DiTvision, FGC-I, 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Washington, D.G. 
20546, or may be purchased jn quantity from the Superintelldent 
of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Ofice, Washington, 
D.C. 20402. Other publications are listed in a folder supplied from 
the same address a t  NASA. 
Booklets 
Address by Dr. Homer E. Newell, Associate Administrator, 
NASA, on "Some Thoughts on the Space Program and Education" 
delivered before the National Association of Secondary School Pri- 
ciplas, Atlantic City, N.J., February 13, 1968. (Speaking of Space 
and Aeronautics, vol. iv, no. 5, 15 pp.) 
Address by Dr. Newel1 on "Current Program a.nd Considera- 
tions of the Future for Ear th  Resources Survey" delivered at the 
Fifth Symposium on Remote Sensing of Environment a t  the Insti- 
tute of Science and Technology, University of nilichigan, Ann 
Arbor, April 16, 1968. (Speaking o f  Space and Aeronautics, 
vol. iv, no. 7, 16 pp.) 
Address by Dr. Arnold K. King, Vice President for Institutional 
Studies, The University of North Carolina, Chapel Rill slz ""Space 
Exploration and Its Effects on Education" delivered a t  the Na- 
tional Association of Secondary School Principals annual convers- 
tion, Atlantic City, N.J., February 12, 1968. (Speaking of Space 
and Aeronautics, vol. iv, no. 6, 8 pp.) 
International Cooperation I n  Space.-An eight-page descrip- 
tion of developments (since 1962) in the many-sided program 
for international cooperation in space exploration established by 
NASA. Prepared for the Conference on the Peaceful Uses of 
Outer Space, Vienna, Austria, August 1968. 
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America l n  Space: The First Decade.-A series of illustrated 
booklets commemorating NASA's 10th Anniversary (1958-68). 
Not intended as comprehensive histories, these are overviews of 
some important activities, programs, and events written for the 
layman in terms of the several science disciplines. In addition 
to the following titles, booklets on propulsion, spacecraft power 
space life sciences, aeronautics, Space Age by-products, and ma- 
terials were being prepared. 
"Space Physics and Astronomy" (EP-51, 22 pp.).-Progress 
in studies of cosmic rays ; energetic particles ; magnetic fields ; 
ionospheres; radio, solar, and eometary physics; planetary at- 
mospheres ; astronomy ; and interplanetary dust. 
""Exploring the Moon and Planets" (EP-52, 26 pp.).-Sum- 
mary of the Mariner Program of fly bys of Mars and Venus, and 
lunar exploration by the Ranger, Orbiter, and Surveyor spacecraft. 
""Putting Satellites to Work" (EP-53, 26 pp.).-Brief descrip- 
"cons of satellites used for communications, weather forecasting, 
and navigation, and to investigate the earth's shape and gravi- 
tational field. Future Earth Resources Technology Satellites are 
also mentioned. 
""NASA Spacecraft" (EP-54, 26 pp.) .-The Agency's manned 
and unmanned spacecraft. 
""Spacecraft Tracking" (EP-55, 18 pp.).-Outline of NASA's 
"sacking and data acquisition networks. 
""Lnking Man and Spacecraft" (EP-56, 18 pp.) .-Communica- 
tions links between earth based-stations and spacecraft. 
""Man In Space" (EP-57, 30 pp.).-Progress in space flight 
from pre-Sputnik days to the beginning of the Apollo manned lunar 
missions. 
NASA Facts (Organization Series) 
A series covering the functions and organization of each 
NASA center. 
John F. Kennedy Space Center.-A look a t  the major launch 
facilities of the U.S. space program in Florida. 8 pp. 
Lewis Research Center.-Description of NASA's propulsion 
research center at  Cleveland, Ohio. 4 pp. 
Langley Research Center.-Survey of NASA's primary aero- 
nautics research center a t  Hampton, Va. 4 pp. 
NASA Facts (Science Series) 
Series designed for Elementary, Junior High, and High School 
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teachers to use in explaining basic science concepts in space 
exploration. 
Solar Cells.-Description of the major source of eledrieity for 
of the unmanned spacecraft of NASA and how that energy is 
produced. 4 pp. 
Orbits and Revolutions.-A simple mathematical description of 
the two terms and their application to the space program. 4 pp. 
NASA Facts (General) 
Mariner Spacecraft-The story of NASA's instrumented space- 
craft flights to Mars and Venus, and the results of these scien- 
tific missions, 12 pp. 
Motion Pictures* 
NASA also released these motion pictures during the same 
period. They may be borrowed, without charge other than re-. 
turn mailing and insurance costs, from Media Development Divi- 
sion, Code FAD-2, National Aeronautics and Space Administration 
Washington, D.C. 20546, or from any NASA center. (Other films 
are listed in a brochure supplied from the same addrczsses.) 
America in  Space: The First Decade (HQ-183-1968) .---color, 
28 min., 16mm. Pictorial review of the U.S. space program, 
1958-68. Summarizes, in layman's language, the accompIlish- 
ments in major areas of space research and discovery includ- 
ing aeronautics, rocketry, scientific satellites, weather and com- 
munications spacecraft, manned space flight, and advanced re- 
search. (Alexander Scourby, narrator.) 
Apollo Mission Highlights (AD-I).-1968, cador, 12 rnin., 
16mm. Overview of plans for the Apollo lunar lallding mission. 
Explains briefly the techniques of the flight, how a~stronauts will 
explore the moon, and how scientists will study lunar rock sam- 
ples returned to earth. 
Debrief: Apollo 8 (HQ-188-1969).-color, 28 min., 1Gmm. 
The story of man's first journey to the moon. Shows highlights 
of the Apollo 8 mission from lift-off to recovery, with emphasis 
* The Agency loaned 28,986 film prints for direct projection (non-TV) 
showings. Audiences included 1,725,884 students and teachers, 202,298 mem- 
bers of civic groups, and 309,077 members of professional or other orga- 
nizations. NASA's central film depository released 18,056 feet of motion 
picture footage requested by producers of educational and documentary mo- 
tion pictures and telecasts. An additional 606,206 feet of stock footage was 
catalogued and stored for a total of 8,902,350 feet. 
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om lunar and earth photography. Includes comments on the mis- 
sion by prominent Americans. (Narrated by Actor Burgess 
Meredith.) 
The Flight o f  Apol lo  '7 (HQ-187-1968) .-color, 14 min., 16mm. 
The major achievements of the first manned flight of a Saturn 
V/Apollo vehicle, including the launching, on-board activities 
of the astronauts, and spacecraft reentry and recovery. 
Nztelear Propuls ion in Space  (HQ-152-1968) .-color, 24 min., 
16rnm. Describes the principle of the nuclear rocket, and shows 
its possible future uses for such missions as a manned flight 
to another planet. Also compares nuclear, chemical, and electrical 
propulsion systems. (Filmstrip of the same title available-color, 
7'7 frames, silent, with script). 
Radio Astronomy E x p l o r e r  (HQa-186-1968).-color, 30 min., 
il6mm. Illustrates the design and function of the Radio Astronomy 
Explorer (XXXVIII) satellite which studies radio waves emitted 
by the sun, the earth, and the planet Jupiter. 
Appendix 0 
TECHNICAL PblBLlCATiONS 
(July 1-December 31,1968) 
The following special publications, among those issued dur- 
ing the report period by NASA's Scientific and Technical Infor-. 
mation Division, are sold by the Superintendent of Documents, 
U.S. Government Printing Office (GPO), Washington, D.C. 20402, 
or by the Clearinghouse for Federal Scientific and Technical In- 
formation (CFSTI), Springfield, Va. 22151, a t  the prices listed. 
The Zodiacal Light and the Interplanetary Medium ( N A S A  SP- 
150) .-5. L. Weinberg, editor. Proceedings of an international 
symposium sponsored by the International Astronomical Union, 
the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics, and 
NASA, held January 30-February 2, 1967, a t  the University 
of Hawaii in Honolulu. Papers presented dealt with current re- 
search on the zodiacal light and the interplanetary medium 
in the following broad areas: photometric observations, par- 
ticle collection and impact, meteor observations, scattering 
properties, dynamics, the solar wind, and origin and evolu- 
tion. 430 pp. GPO $3.00. 
Third Symposium on the Role of the Vestibular Organs in Space 
Exploration (NASA SP-152) .-Proceedings of the third sym 
posium on the inner ear held a t  the U.S. Naval Aerospace 
Medical Institute, Yensacola, Florida, January 24-26, 1967, 
under the auspices of the National Academy of Sciences-National 
Research Council Committee on Hearing, Bioacoustics, and Bi3- 
mechanics. Topics discussed include man's response to the 
space environment, circulation of the endolymph, efferent v ~ s  
tibular function and anatomical considerations, blood supply 
to the labyrinth, and tests of the otolith function and canal 
function. 437 pp. GPO $3.25. 
Thermal Radiation Heat Transfer. Vol. I.: The Blackbody, Elec- 
tromagnetic Theory, and Material Properties (NASA SP-164).- 
By Robert Siege1 and John R. Howell. The first of a 3-volume 
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textbook on thermal radiation and its importance to aerospace 
research and design, resulting from a course developed a t  
Lewis Research Center and taught by the authors. This volume 
deals with opaque materials; the second will discuss radiation 
exchange in enclosures both with and without convection and 
conduction; and the third will treat radiation in partially 
transmitting materials-chiefly gases. 190 pp. GPO $1.00. 
Exploring Space W i t h  a Cwnzera (NASA SP-169) .-Compiled and 
edited by Edgar M. Cortright. This is a collection of the best 
photographs taken from space during the first decade of space 
explora"ton. Some were transmitted back to Earth by machines 
which would never return, and others were brought back by 
astronauts. The captions were prepared by persons intimately 
connected with the Nation's space effort during the 10-year 
period. 214 pp. GPO $4.25. 
Szbrveyor V I I :  A Prleiminary Report (NASA SP-173).-This 
publication is a preliminary report on the last of the Surveyor 
missions, Surveyor VII, which was directed to land in an area 
of primary scientific interest-the highland area of the young 
ray crater, Tycho. This site provided a different kind of geo- 
logical sample for comparison with mare materials studied by 
earlier Sur~eyors.  The mission provided a wide variety of 
lunar-surface data from the alpha-scattering instrument and 
from the surface sampler, obtained pictures of the Earth, and 
performed star surveys. A s~ee i a l  test of laser-pointing tech- 
niques was also successfully performed. 303 pp. CFSTl 
$3.06). 
Second Co?zfe?.ence on  Sonic Boom Research (NASA SP-180) .- 
I ra  R. Schwartz, editor. Proceedings of the second conference 
held May 9-10,1968, a t  NASA Headquarters, Washington, D.C , 
on the generation and propagation of sonic booms. The pur- 
pose was to review the current status of the NASA-University 
Program on Sonic Boom Research, to survey the current re- 
search program a t  NASA centers, to determine those areas 
of sonic boom research most pressing from the standpoint of 
commercial supersonic transport (SST) operation, and to de- 
termine the various avenues of rese~rch  which aprear to be 
most promising with regard to sonic boom overpressure re- 
duction. 193 pp. GPO $1.00. 
Problems and Programs on  the  Use of Submillimeter Waves  i n  
Space (NASA SP-182) .-By Max R. Nagel. This report de- 
scribes "ie develo~ment and the present status of the technology 
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associated with the use of submillimeter waves in field and 
space applications and offers a compilation of tables, graphs, 
and other data on the performance of modern submillimeter 
components. Some of the more significant achievements and 
the potential of submillimeter waves in the atmospheric and 
astronomical discipjines and in spaceflight-related operations are 
discussed. Related programs currently sponsored by NASA are 
also reviewed. The approximate closing date for a11 data given 
is March 1968. 47 pp. CFSTI $3.00. 
A Study of NASA-University Programs (NAS.B SP-4851.- 
This document, prepared as a summary report by the Task 
Force to Assess NASA-University Programs, is based on the 
analysis of information gathered throughout hTASA and the 
university community covering many different grants, con- 
tracts, disciplines, programs, and projects wherein NASA and 
universities have interacted. The information collected about so 
complex a relationship can never be complete, but "Ie Task 
Force has sought to make it representative and it is believed 
to typify NASA-university programs with reasonable aee.6r- 
racy. 79 pp. CFSTI $3.00. 
Progress of N A S A  Research Relating to Noise Alleviation o f  
Large Subsonic Jet Aircraft (NASA SP-189).-Proceedings sf a 
conference held a t  Langley Research Center, October 8-10,1968, 
by NASA research centers and their contractors. Presenta- 
tions were made on the following subjects: (1) Nacelle Acaus-. 
tic Treatment Technology, (2) Nacelle Acoustic Treatment Ap- 
plication, (3) Noise Generation and Reduction at Source, (4) 
Operational and Environmental Considerations, and ( 5 )  Sub- 
jective Reaction. 682 pp. CFSTI $3.00. 
A Numerical Least-Square Method for Resolving Complex Pulse 
Height Spectra (NASA SP-3044).-By J. L. Trombka and 
R. Schmadebeck. The authors have developed a general tech- 
nique for determining the differential energy spectriam from 
a measurement of the pulse height spectrum, using a numerical 
least-square analysis method as most applicable for this analy- 
sis. Analytic methods have been successfully applied to  prob- 
lems in gamma-ray, X-ray, and alpha-particle spectroscopy. 
Bits and pieces of the technique have been published over the 
years, and in this publication the completed information is 
brought together to form a picture of the background and 
application of the analytic method. 170 pp. GPO $1.50, 
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Venpclre Into Space: Early Years o f  Goddard Space Flight Center 
(NASA SP-4301).-By Alfred Rosenthal. This book is a pre- 
liminary history of NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center from 
its antecedents through 1963. It describes the historical origins 
and traditions of the center as well as the projects and activi- 
ties which contributed to the U.S. space program. Discussion 
ineludes early organization, budget, personnel, and programs 
at GSFC. 354pp. GPO $2.50. 
Efects of Low Temperatures on Structural Materials (NASA SP- 
5012(01)).-By 11. L. Martin, P. C. Miller, A.  G. Imgr~tm, 
and J. E. Campbell. This revised and enlarged edition of a 
previous publication includes advancements in the state-of-the- 
ark since 1964 on applicability of various metallic materials 
a t  cryogenic temperatures. These data on structural metals 
will be helpful to those interested in the development of gas 
iiicquification and separation, storage and handling of cryogenic, 
fluids, low-t~emperature heat exchange, quick freezing, super- 
conductivity, and medical applications for low-temperature 
storage and surgery. 65 pp. GPO $0.50. 
Index to NASA Tech Briefs, January-June, 1968 (NASA SP- 
50211 (07) ) .-Tech Briefs are short announcements of innova- 
tions and developments by NASA research centers, contractors, 
and subcontractors that are potentially applicable to problems 
arising outside as well as within the aerospace industry. This 
index lists those briefs published between January and June 
1968. 44 pp. CFSTI $3.00. 
Flat Conductor Cable Technology (NASA SP-5043) .-This report 
covers development and fabrication of flat conductor cable system 
of low costp light weight, and high reliability. Emphasis is 
placed on flat cable design, interconnection and termination 
techniques, :harness fabrication, and installation methods. Also 
presented are flat cable and round wire cost and weight com- 
parisons, including the results of an extensive flat cable instal- 
lation exercise in a Saturn S-IVB aft  skirt mockup. 49 pp. 
GPO $0.40. 
Applications of Systems Analysis Models (NASA SP-5048).-A 
survey of selected systems technology applications used by 
NASA or developed under NASA sponsorship, including esti- 
mating costs and personnel requirements for long-range plan- 
ning ; management information and control techniques ; mathe- 
matical simulation of a manned space mission, etc. Potential 
applications of these systems in such fields as urban planning, 
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transportation, market research, public health, social welfare, 
and education are examined. 69 pp. GPO $0.50. 
Visual  In format ion  Display Sys tems:  A S u r v e y  (NASA SP-5049 ) . 
-The examples of visual information display systems presented 
are mainly cited from aerospace work, but have potential util- 
ity to management. The survey is restricted to systems which 
are computer-connected or updated with computer-generated 
information. The report deals largely with console alphanu- 
meric and graphic devices. Subjects covered inelude cathode- 
ray tubes, man-machine reactive input devices, computer sys- 
tems, and checkout and control systems. 95 pp. GPO $0.60. 
Development of Special-Purpose Ther'inocouples: A Survey (NASA 
SP-5050).-By C. Eugene Moeller, Michael Noland, and B. L. 
Rhodes. A review of the development in thermocouple tech- 
nology resulting from the activities of engineers and scientists 
of NASA and its contractors. This survey describes (1) the 
solutions to problems associated with measurement of tempera- 
tures, gases, surfaces, and solids with thermocouples from near 
absolute zero to 5000°F; (2) devices and techniques for meas- 
uring the quantity of thermal and nuclear energy transferred 
from one body to another; and (3) special techniques for using 
and testing thermocouples. Potential applications of the NASA 
thermocouple developments are suggested. 94 pp. GPO $1.25. 
Application of Biogeochemistry t o  Mineral Prospecting (NASA 
SP-5056) .-A survey of the technologies of geology, biology, 
and chemistry as they apply to mineral prospecting. Plant roots 
can act as conduit systems for carrying metals in solution up 
into the plant body. The incorporation of metals into the 
plant system may cause physical changes in the plant which 
may be discernable visually or by photographic techniques 
Theoretical concepts are presented including the geochemical 
cycle, the physiological requirements for plant growth, and 
their interrelationship as applicable to prospecting. Also cov- 
ered is the application of aerial observation and photography 
to prospecting. 135 pp. CFSTI $3.00. 
Selected Technology f o r  the  Electric Power Indus t ry  (NASA SP- 
5057) .-Proceedings of a Technology Utilization conference 
held at  Lewis Research Center September 11-12, 1968, to de- 
scribed technical topics from aerospace activities that might 
have value in the electric power industry. Program compo- 
nents include (1) scientific studies of space phenomena, (2)  
manned exploration of space, (3) applications of space Wight, 
such as meteorology, Earth resources, navigation, and communi- 
cations, and (4) extensive research and development both to 
support present activities and to make future undertakings 
possible, including advances in aeronautics. 321 pp. CFSTI 
$3.00. 
NASA ScienCijtc and Technical Reports  f o r  1967: A Selected 
Listing (NASA SP-7029) .-An annotated listing of NASA 
reports and journal articles announced during 1967 in Scien- 
tific and Technical Aerospace Reports  (STAR). Included are 
Special Publications, Technical Reports, Technical Notes, Tech- 
nical Memorandums, Technical Translations, and Contractor 
Reports. 414 pp. GPO $2.50. 
Prope~t ies  of Selected Radioisotopes. Vo lume I:  Unclassified Lit- 
e~ce tu~e .  (NASA SP-7031.-Compiled and edited by Dale Har- 
ris and Joseph Epstein. This bibliography presents a descrip- 
tion of the nuclear, chemical and physical characteristics, 
isotope production methods, and costs of the following nine 
isotopes : Strontium-90, Cesium-134, Cesium-137, Cerium- 
144, Prome"cium-147, Polonium-210, Plutonium-238, Cu- 
rium-242, and Curium-244. 182 pp. CFSTI $3.00. 
Appendix P 
NASA Launch Vehicles 
Payload In Pounds 
Vehicle Stages 345 mile Escape Mars/ 
orbit Venus 
Principal Use 
s c o u t  4 
Delta ------.-------- 3 
Thrust Augmented 3 
Delta (TAD). 
Thrust Augmented 2 
Thor-Agena (TAT). 
Atlas-Centaur ----- - - - 2 % 
Saturn I B  - - - - - - - - - - -  2 
Saturn V --.--------- 3 
310 _--.-------.._... Launching small scientific satellites, re- 
entry experiments, and probes (Ex- 
plorers XXXVIL, XXXIX, and XL 
Reentry F,  Radio Attenuation Meas- 
urement-C, and ESRO 1A and 213.) 
880 100 120 Launching scientific, meteorological, and 
communications satellites (TIROS TX, 
Orbiting Solar Observatories-OSO X 
thru V, Ariel, Telstar I, Relay, Syneom 
11, Interplanetary Monitoring Plat- 
forms-Explorers XXI and XXVIEP, 
and Energetic particles satellite Ex- 
plorer XXVI. 
1,900 400 325 Launching scientific, meteorol.ogica1, com- 
munications, and bioscience satellites, 
and lunar and pla.netary probes (Pioneer 
VI. TIROS M, TIROS operational 
satellites OT-3 and -2, Syneom TIE, 
Commercial Communications Satellite 
Early Bird I, Radioastronomy Explorer, 
Biosatellites A-F, INTELSAT I, IT,  
and I11 communications satellites, and 
International Satellites for Ionospheric 
Studies-ISIS). 
2,600 --. -. --. - -  .-- ._.. Launching geophysics, astronomy, and 
applications sateMtes (060 6 ,  D, and 
F, Nimbus B2 and D, and SERT IT). 
9,900 2,600 1,600 Launching medium weight unmanned 
spacecraft (Mariner, ATS, OAO, and 
Pioneer). 
' 40,000 - --  - --  _. -- -_-. - _ -  Launching Project .Apollo spacecraft. 
' 270,000 100,000 80,000 Do. 
' For 100 nautical mile orbit. 
Appendix Q 
Major NASA Launches 
(July l-December 31, 1968) 
Name, date launched, mission Vehicle Site 1 Results 
Explorer XXXVIII (Radio Astron- Delta-. - --  - - - . . WTR--.. I n  3640-mile circular orbit measured 
omy Explorer), July 4. radio signals of low frequencies. 
Satellite designed to monitor low- Also observed radiation from the 
frequency radio signals in space. sun and Jupiter. Operation of i t s  
advanced instruments and unique 
1,500 foot-antenna marked sub- 
stantial progress in developing in- 
struments for radio astronomy. 
Air Density Explorer (XXXIX) Scout. .- - ----  - . WTR-- . One Scout launched both satellites 
and Explorer XL (Injun V), into polar orbits (apogee 1,550 
Aug. 8. miles; perigee 495 miles.) They 
To continue detailed studies of the were operating as  designed. 
density and radiation character- 
jatics of earth" upper atmosphere 
at 3 time of high solar activity. 
ATS-IV (ATS-D), Aug. 10 Atlas Centaur.-. ETR --.- Did not achieve its planned orbit 
Satellite toe xper~rnent with and when the launch vehicle failed. 
determine the performance of a Data from experiments not mean- 
passive gravity gradient control ingful. Re-entered earth's atmos- 
system using earth's gravity to phere on October 17. 
stabilize the spacecraft. 
ESSA-VIT, Aug. 16 _------.------- Delta WTR .... Launched into a circular 885 mile, 
Weather satellite launched for the near-polar orbit. Spacecraft's Ad- 
Environmental Science Services vanced Vidicon Camera system 
Administration to replace ESSA was providing global cloud pictures 
V (orbited in April 1967) as the to aid in weather forecasting and 
primary fltored data satellite in storm warnings. 
the operational systems. 
RAM C-II, Aug. 22.. .--.-------- Scout . ------- WI . --.. Spacecraft launched to an altitude of 
Eight-minute ballistic flight test about 700,000 feet. Then measured 
to obtain data on the ionized flow the number of electrons and ions 
field about a spacecraft reentering built up around i t  when reentering 
the atmosphere a t  great speeds for the earth's atmosphere a t  17,000 
developlxg methods to prevent miles an hour. 
the lose of radlo slgnals from the 
apacecraft. 
"ee footnote a t  the end of table. 
APPENDIX Q 
NASA Missions-Continued 
(July l-December 31, 1968) 
Name, date launched, mission Vehicle Site 1 
- - 
Results 
Apollo 7 (AS-205), Oct. 11 ---.----- Saturn I B - -_ - - -  ETR --.- Eleven days in earth orbit (apogee 176 
The first manned flight in the miles; perigee 142 miles.) Seven 
Apollo program. Walter M. live telecasts and eight successfui 
Schirra, Jr., commander, Donn Service Propulsion firings. Ron- 
F. Eisele, command module pilot, dezvous with the S-EVB stage- 
and Walter Cunningham, lunar also performed. Spacecraft re- 
module pilot. covered in the Atlantic Ocean 
southeast of Bermuda. 
Pioneer IX, Nov. 8 -.-----.---.--- Delta -_ ....--. ETR --. Spacecraft were transmitting data to 
To join Pioneers VI, VII, and form the basis for daily reports to 
VIII, in widely separated orbits ESSA for studies and predictions of 
about the sun, in investigating solar weather. 
the interplanetary medium and 
solar activity and their influence 
on earth's environment. 
0-40-11, Dec. 7 ----------_.----- . Atlas Centaur--  ETR---- In  an almost circular orbit about 500 
Orbiting Astronomical Observ- miles above the earth, observed 
atory I1 carrying 11 telescopes to ultraviolet radiation. All the satel- 
study the stars. (Heaviest and lite's instruments were operating 
most complex automated space as planned. 
craft launched by NASA.) 
Ap0110 8 (AS-503). Dee. 21 -_-_.___ Saturn V - - - - - - -  ETR ---.. First space craft to orbit men around 
First manned lunar orbiting mis- the moon. Also, the first manned 
sion. Lunar module not to be car- flight of the Saturn V rocket, this 
ried, but a Lunar Test A r t i c l e  country's largest launch vehicle. 
equivalent in weight to this Astronauts Borman, Loveil, and 
module--to be onboard as ballast. Anders recovered from the space- 
craft in the Pacific Ocean on 
December 27. 
Non-NASA Missions 
INTELSAT III-F-1, Sept. 18 ..-._ Delta -----__... ETR - -  Destroyed by the range safety officer 
Third generation commercial sat- 109 seconds aiter launch because 
ellite launched for ComSat on launch vehicle malfunctioned. 
behalf of INTELSAT for global 
communications. (1200 two-way 
circuits; design lifetime 5 years.) 
Aurorae (ESRO-I), Oct. 9 -_--_-.-- Scout .-. .----- WTR-.- Spacecraft, designed and built by 
European Space Research Organi- ESRO, was placed in a near polar 
zation satellite launched by orbit between 171 and 932 miles. 
NASA to study the Aurora Bore- Its 4 British, 3 Norwegian, and a 
alis (Northern Lights) and related Swedish experiment were making 
phenomena of the polar iono- the planned ~ntegrated measure- 
sphere. ments of the polar ionosphere. 
HEOS-I, Dec. 5 --.___----_-_...-_ 
ESRO satellite to investigate 
interplanetary physics (parti- 
cularly magnetic fields), cosmic 
radiation, and solar wind outside 
of the magnetosphere, and study 
earth's shock wave. 
1 See footnote a t  the end of table. 
Delta .-___- -_- ETR - -- Launched into a highly elliptical 
orbit-apogee 138,000 miles; per- 
igee 274 miles. Satellite's eight 
experiments prepared by university 
laboratories in Belgium, Federal 
Republic of Germany, France, 
Italy and the United Kingdom, 
were operating satisfactorily. 
Non-NASA Missions-Continued 
(July 1-December 31,1968) 
Name, date launched, mission Vehicle Site 1 Results 
ESSA-VIII, Dec. 15 .-------.----.. Delta .--------.. WTR--- All systems functioning normally. 
Another operational weather sat- ESSA and other APT ground sta- 
ellite launched for ESSA. To carry tions receiving excellent pieturea. 
two Automatic Pidure Trans- (Apogee 907 miles; perigee 881 
mission Camera Systems for ob- miles.) 
taining worldwide daily cloud 
photographs. (Launched to sup-* 
plement ESSA-VI whose spare 
camera had degraded.) 
- 
BNTELSAT BII-F-2, Dec. 18 ----... Delta -.-.--_-_.. ETR ---- Placed in synchronous equatorial 
Second INTELSAT 111, with orbit 22,300 miles above the 
1,200 circuits, orbited for ComSat Atlantic Ocean. Operating as 
on behalf of INTELSAT for planned. (Scheduled to begin 
worldwide cornmuriications. De- regular commercial service in 
signed to operate for 5 years. January 1969.) 
"TR-Eastern Teat Range, Cape Kennedy, Fla. 
WTR-Western Teat Range, Point Arguello, Calif. 
WI-Wallops Island, Va. 
Appendix R 
Institutions Currently Participating in NASA's Predoctoral 
Training Program 
(December 31, 1968) 
Adelphi University 
Alabama, University of 
Alaska, University of 
Alfred University 
Arizona State University 
Arizona, University of 
Arkansas, University of 
Auburn University 
Baylor University 
Boston College 
Boston University 
Brandeis University 
Brigham Young University 
Brooklyn, Polytechnic Institute of 
Brown University 
California Institute of Technology 
California, University of, a t  Berkeley 
California, University of, a t  Los Angeles 
California, University of, a t  Riverside 
California, University of, a t  San Diego 
California, University of, a t  Santa Barbara 
Carnegie-Mellon University 
Case Western Reserve University 
Catholic University of America 
Chicago, University of 
Cincinnati, University of 
Clark University 
Clarkson College of Technology 
Clemson University 
Colorado School of Mines 
Colorado State University 
Colorado, University of 
Columbia University 
Connecticut. University of 
Cornell University 1 
Dartmouth College 
Delaware, University of 
Denver, University of 
Drexel Institute of Technology 
Duke University 
Duquesne University 
Emory University 
Florida State University 
Florida, University of 
Fordham University 
George Washington University 
See footnote a t  end of table. 
Georgetown University 
Georgia Institute of Technology 1 
Georgia, University of 
Hawaii, Unversity of 
Houston, University of 
Howard University 
Idaho, University of 
Illinois Institute of Technology 
Illinois, University of 
Indiana University 
Iowa State University 
Iowa, University of 
Johns Hopkins University 
Kansas State University 
Kansas, University of 1 
Kent State University 
Kentucky, University of 
Lehigh University 
Louisiana State University 
Louisville, University of 
Lowell Technological Institute 
Maine, University of 
Marquette University 
Maryland, University of 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Massachusetts. University of 
Miami, University of 
Michigan State University 
Michigan Technological University 
Michigan, University of 
Minnesota, University of 
Mississippi State University 
Mississippi, University of 
Missouri. University of 
Missouri, University of, a t  RoIla 
Montana State University 
Montana, University of 
Nebraska, University of 
Nevada, University of 
New Hampshire, University of 
New Mexico State University 
New Mexico, University of 
New York, The City University of 
New York, State University of, a t  B d a l o  
New York, State University of, 
at Stony Brook 
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New York University Stanford University 1 3 
North Carolina State Stevens Institute of Technology 
of the University of North Carolina Syracuse University 
North Carolina, University of Temple University 
North Dakota State University Tennessee, University of 
North Dakota, University of Texas AaM University 
Northeastern University Texas Christian University 
Northwestern University Texas Technological College 
Notre Dame, University of Texas, University of 
Ohio State University Toledo, University of 
Ohio University Tufts University 
Oklahoma State University Tulane University 
Oklahoma, University of Utah State University 
Oregon State University Utah. University of 
Pennsylvania State University Vanderbilt University 
Pennsylvania, University of Vermont, University of 
Pittsburgh, University of Villanova University 
Princeton University Virginia Polytechnic Institute 
Purdue University ' Virginia, University of 
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Washington State Universtiy 
Rhode Island, University of Washington University (St. Louis) 
Rice University Washington, University of 
Rochester, University of Wayne State University 
Rutgers-The State University West Virginia University 
St. Louis University William and Mary, College of 
South Carolina, University of Wisconsin, University of 
South Dakota, University of Worcester Polytechnic Institute 
Southern California, University of Wyoming, University of 
Southern lliinois University Yale University 
Southern Methodist University Yeshiva University 
Southern Mississippi, University of 
1 Institutions receiving training grants specifically for engineering systems design. 
qnstitutions receiving training grants specifically for administration and management. 
Vnstitutions receiving training grants specifically for Laser technology. 
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